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ABSTRACT
A small space based telescope is being designed by the Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory, Inc. in conjunction with MIT. The design goal of this project is to use
existing technology to gather ground data from low earth orbit at a minimal cost. A
structure was constructed at MIT that allows the satellite to survive launch loads and
maintains the optical stability of the satellite. The structure is a double hull design
constructed of AS4/3501-6 graphite epoxy with a zero coefficient of thermal expansion
lay-up to prevent defocusing of the optics due to thermal loading. The overall design goal
at MIT is to construct a space worthy structure. This thesis includes the preliminary
design of the inner structure that houses the optics for the telescope. Design of the outer
structure, the connections between the inner and the outer structure and detailed design of
the inner structure are not included in this work.
The analytical techniques used in this project included thermal analyses of
structures in various earth orbits, determination of structural requirements from optical
performance calculations, designing of near zero Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
(CTE) laminates, consideration of manufacturing and material variations in design,
strength analysis of composite laminates, and determination of vibration modes and
associated frequencies of tubular structures with anisotropic sandwich construction.
Experimental work included the building of co-cured honeycomb panels, curved
panels, and tubular sections to verify the structure as designed was manufacturable.
These efforts culminated in the production of a space-worthy component.
Testing was preformed to verify the analysis and design. Testing included
flatwise tension testing to verify integrity of the honeycomb bonding, tensile testing to
verify stiffness calculations and experimentally determine the failure load for the desired
lay-up, and testing to verify the CTE was within acceptable bounds to prevent the optics
from defocusing.
Thesis Supervisor: Hugh L. McManus
Title: Principal Research Engineer
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NOMENCLATURE
a Acceleration m/sec2
di Unknown vectors
A Cross-sectional area m2
A y Laminate extensional stiffness N/m
AF Albedo Factor
ei Unknown boundary condition coefficients
C, Specific heat J/K
By Laminate extension-bending coupling stiffness N
Bc Boundary condition matrix
Dj Laminate bending stiffness N m
E Isotropic Young's modulus N/m2
Ei Young's modulus in the i direction N/m 2
F Force N
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t, Load vector
FdA-E View factor between earth and element
FS Factor of safety
g Acceleration due to gravity at sea level m/sec2
G Isotropic shear modulus N/m 2
Gj Shear modulus in the ij direction N/m 2
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h Cylinder wall thickness m
hk Ply location in a laminate m
i The square root of -1
I Laminate mass moment of inertia per unit area kg
IYY Area moment of inertia in the y direction m4
j Circumferential mode number
k Ply index
K Radial conductivity W/m K
Ki Stiffness matrix premultiplying the ith derivative of X
L Cylinder length m
LFxial Axial quasi-static load factor
LFLaterial Lateral quasi-static load factor
m Mass kg
MX Out of plane traction in the #i direction N/m
m0 Out of plane traction in the #, direction N/m
M Bending moment N m
M Stress couple in the i direction N
MT Isotropic thermal bending moment N
& T Thermal bending moment vector N
Msat Mass of satellite kg
n Number of plies
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p Out-of plane traction in the z direction N/m2
Ni Stress resultant in the i direction N/m
N Isotropic thermal stress resultant N/m
[- T  Thermal stress resultant vector N/m
4 First of the eigenvector
ge Average earth heating W/ m 2
qx In-plane surface traction in the x direction N/m2
q0 In-plane surface traction in the 6 direction N/m2
Qi Transverse shear resultant in the i direction N/m
Q Laminate mass coupling term kg/m
Q Ply stiffness matrix in ply coordinates N/m2
Q Eigenvector
Q Rotated ply stiffness matrix in structural coordinates
R Cylinder mid-plane radius m
So Nominal solar heat flux W/m 2
t Time coordinate sec
T Ply transformation matrix
TO Temperature at which optics are calibrated K
T, Maximum temperature K
T2 Minimum temperature K
u Displacement in the x direction m
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Derivative of the homogenous solution
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Isotropic coefficient of thermal expansion
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Ph
a
aA
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Rotation about the 0 axis
Change in temperature
Difference between maximum temperature
temperature at which optics are calibrated
Difference between minimum temperature
temperature at which optics are calibrated
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w
Solar absorptivity
Coefficient of thermal expansion in the i direction
Laminate coefficient of thermal expansion in the
direction
Rotation about the x axis
AT
AT,
AT2
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A TExt Temperate change which causes extension 0C
ATBend Temperate change which causes bending "C
AL In plane displacement due to thermal extension m
AY Out of plane displacement due to thermal bending m
E Emissivity
egi Tensor strain in the ij direction m/m
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Ply angle Deg
K Curvature in the i direction 1/m
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SUBSCRIPTS AND COORDINATES
x Cylinder axial coordinate m
y Cylinder coordinate orthogonal to the x and z axes m
z Cylinder through thickness coordinate m
0 Cylinder circumferential coordinate Rad
1 Material axis aligned with the fiber
2 Material axis in plane transverse to the fiber
3 Material axis out-of-plane transverse to the fiber
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Satellite structures must survive launch and provide stiffness, dimensional
stability, thermal control, and equipment containment and mounting. Current design
practice is to have separate structures for each of these functions. This practice is
acceptable for large vehicles, but does not scale well. In small vehicles, many of these
functions can be met with very little material, resulting in designs dominated by practical
manufacturing constraints (minimum gages, tolerances, etc.) rather that the actual
requirements. Therefore, the true structural mass fraction (including things such as
electronics support racks and boards, radiators and thermal control material, and launch
related structures such as cradles and support frames for multiple vehicles) becomes very
large in small vehicles.
This represents a problem, but also an opportunity. In general, an examination of
the basic physics that sizes such systems is very favorable to small systems. For example,
the material required for structural stiffness to achieve desired deflections and vibration
frequencies decreases in proportion to a decrease in the structural size raised to the third
power. However, for very small vehicles it is difficult to take advantage of these physics
because practical considerations such as minimum material gages, joining technology,
20
and the need for equipment containment and support, limit the use of current designs and
design practices. New approaches to the design and integration of primary structure and
hardware for functions such as thermal control and equipment mounting are needed.
New design concepts, including multifunctional structures, promise to not only solve this
problem, but also deliver dramatic weight and cost savings, with simpler and more
reliable systems.
This research develops and demonstrates new technology for the design and
production of multifunctional mini-satellite structures. The technology is developed
through the design, analysis, construction, and testing of a mini-satellite structure. A
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory system is used as a baseline. Draper Laboratory, in
conjunction with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is building a small reflecting
telescope that utilizes existing technology to provide ground observation data from low
earth orbit, at a minimal cost. The goals of this research are to design, analyze, build and
test a flight-worthy multifunctional structure for this satellite. The structure was designed
and analyzed taking strength, thermal, optical, vibration, and material probabilistic
analysis into consideration. A program was undertaken to manufacture sample flight-
worthy components. Flat panels, curved panels, rings and partial tubes were built,
culminating in the production of a full sized satellite bus structure. Tests were performed
to validate the assumptions used in the design. Testing included flatwise tension testing
of bond strength, tensile testing to confirm failure strength, and Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion (CTE) verification.
21
Previous work relevant to the current research is described in Chapter 2. This
includes a detailed description of the Draper Small-Sat and issues relevant to the design
of a multifunctional structure, and a description of the background of technologies and
analysis used in this project. Strength, thermal, optical, and dynamic analysis shall be
presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 will present the implementation of the analyses
presented in Chapter 3. Issues dealing with the manufacture of the structure will be
reviewed in Chapter 5. Testing methods and results for the structure will be presented in
Chapter 6. The results of the design, analyze, build and test program presented in
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 will be analyzed and discussed Chapter 7. Concluding remarks will
be presented in Chapter 8. A closed form axial and bending analysis will be presented in
Appendix A and B. Appendix C and D will present a simplified and closed form
vibration analysis. Cylinder manufacturing instructions are listed in Appendix E. In
Appendix F manufacturing problems and their solutions are presented. A list of
manufactured specimens for this program will be tabulated in Appendix G.
22
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
This chapter presents background information on the Draper Small-Sat design,
analysis, manufacturing, and testing. Discussion of the major subsystems is presented in
the Draper Small-Sat Design Overview. The outline of the structural subsystem is also
presented in this section. A brief presentation of the background for the structural,
thermal, optical, vibration, and probabilistic analyses are also presented in this chapter.
2.1 DRAPER SMALL-SAT DESIGN OVERVIEW
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, in conjunction with the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, is building a small reflecting telescope that utilizes existing
technology to provide ground observation data from low earth orbit, at a minimal cost.
This satellite, known as the Draper Small-Sat, is shown in Figure 2.1. Table 2.1
summarizes the major subsystems of the satellite.
23
Figure 2.1: Draper Small-Sat
24
Table 2.1: Small-Sat design overview
25
50 kg mass goal
Baseline
0.5 m dia. x 1 m
LEO
Mission Near-polar, synchronous, circular orbit
Non-spinning, Nadir pointing
Body-fixed phased array antenna
Communication
Direct real-time link
Body-fixed GaAs solar cells
Power
NiCd secondary batteries
3 axis stabilized
GN&C
Magnetic unloading
Ritchey-Chretian Cassegrain Reflector
Optics
Line array CCD
Propulsion Hydrazine propellant
Two shells were selected for the design of the structure of the satellite, which can
be seen in Figure 2.2. The innermost shell is known as telescope tube. The telescope
tube is a 1 m (39.4") long graphite/epoxy cylinder with an inner diameter of 40.6 cm
(16"). The tube has two major functions. First, it acts as the primary load carrying
structure. The Pegasus XL launch vehicle designed by the Orbital Science Corporation
was selected as the launch vehicle for the satellite. This tube will be cantilevered off the
launch vehicle with all of the satellites internal components connected directly to the
telescope tube. This launch vehicle imparts a quasi-static load of 13 g's in the telescope
tubes axial direction, and a 9.5 g lateral load factor. The structure was designed to resist
first ply failure during the launch. Providing a thermally stable platform for the optics is
the second major function of the telescope tube. To prevent the mirrors from displacing
relative to each other while undergoing thermal loading in space, the telescope tube has a
near zero CTE in the longitudinal direction.
The telescope tube has several other major attributes. First, the telescope tube has
a design frequency of 90 Hz to make the structure appear rigid to the stabilization
mechanisms. Second, it was hoped by adding a large margin of safety to the strength
analysis, the telescope tube would be highly robust so that it would be resistant to
accidental damage, and the addition of holes used to mount components. Numerical
structural design parameters are listed in Table 2.2.
26
Solar Panel Structure
Telescope Tube
Optics and CCD
Figure 2.2: Draper Small-Sat internal lay-out
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Table 2.2: Small-Sat numerical structural design parameters
28
Property Value
Satellite mass 50 kg
Structure mass goal 10 kg
Satellite length 1 m
Telescope tube inner diameter 0.406 m
Minimum structural fundamental frequency 90 Hz.
Minimum optical Strell number 0.90
The second shell is known as the solar panel structure. The solar panel structure
has three functions: it provides a mounting platform for the solar panels, it provides an
area in which a radiator could be added, and it provides thermal shielding for the internal
structure. The solar panel structure is an octagonal structure on which GaAs solar cells
will be mounted. The solar panel structure needs to be rigid enough to prevent damage to
the solar cells under inertial and thermal loads. The sides of the solar panel structure that
have no solar cells act as radiators for the satellite. The solar panel structure also acts as a
shade, and to a lesser extent, to transfer heat around the telescope tube, thereby
suppressing bending of the telescope tube.
The design, analysis, manufacturing, and testing of the telescope tube has been the
primary focus of this work. The design and analysis of the solar panel structure has not
gone beyond the preliminary stages. It is felt that any knowledge gained by designing,
analyzing, manufacturing, and testing the telescope tube could be easily transfer to the
solar panel structure. The structure required to connect the two structures also has not
been designed. Issues for designing the connecting structure are maximizing load transfer
of the solar panel structure to the telescope tube during launch, minimizing thermal
transfer between the solar panel structure and telescope tube, and vibration isolation of
the telescope tube from the solar panel structure. These issues have not yet been
addressed.
29
2.2 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN BACKGROUND
The telescope tube was designed, analyzed, and optimized taking strength,
thermal, optical, vibration, and material probabilistic analysis into consideration. The
stress in a thin orthotropic tube was derived using the classical thin shell theory
equilibrium equations. Using this stress analysis and the Tsai-Wu failure theory, the
margins of safety could be determined. Graduate student Yool Kim provided the thermal
analysis for an infinitely long tube under static and transient thermal loads. Beam
analysis was used to determine the displacement of the telescope tube under the thermal
loads. This thermal-deformation analysis was used in conjunction with an optical
analysis performed by Draper Laboratory to determine the maximum allowable CTE of
the telescope tube to prevent significant defocusing of the optics. Two analyses were
used to determine the modes and mode shapes of the telescope tube. The first was a Ritz
analysis to determine the approximate modes and mode shapes of the telescope tube. The
second analysis is a numerical solution of the equations of equilibrium for an orthotropic
cylinder including transverse shearing. The effect of material variation on laminate
properties was determined by using an analysis performed by Doctor Hugh McManus.
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CHAPTER 3
THEORY
This chapter presents the theory used to design the structure for the Draper Small-
Sat. Presented are the Small-Sat structural analysis overview, classical thin cylinder
theory, strength analysis, vibration analysis, coefficient of thermal expansion analysis,
probabilistic analysis, and a thermal/structural/optical analysis. The global structural
design methodology will be presented first in order for the reader to understand the
relevance of the individual analyses, and how the analyses all tie together. Classical thin
cylinder theory is presented next to define important relations that will be used in
subsequent analyses. For optimal performance of the telescope, it is desirable for the
mirrors to not deform under thermal loading. To determine the effect of thermal loads on
the optical performance of the telescope, a thermal/structural/optical analysis was
performed to determine the maximum axial coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
allowable to prevent defocusing of the optics. Using this CTE, the candidate lay-ups
were selected using classical laminated plate theory. To insure that the satellite does not
fail due to inertial loads during launch, a strength analysis was done using classical thin
cylinder theory and using a Tsai-Wu failure criterion. It is desirable that the satellite
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appears rigid to the control subsystem. To insure this, two vibration analyses were
performed to determine the modes and mode shapes of the telescope tube.
3.1 DRAPER SMALL-SAT STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
OVERVIEW
The goal of the structural analysis was to determine a lay-up and a honeycomb
thickness that would meet all the design requirements. These requirements included the
prevention of defocusing of the optics, building a "stiff' and "robust" structure, and
building a structure that is the minimally susceptible to manufacturing variations. The
facesheet lay-ups were selected for mass, CTE, strength, and freedom from excessive
manufacturing variations. The honeycomb was selected to satisfy stiffness requirements.
Both the honeycomb thickness and the facesheet lay-up were selected using an
optimization procedure.
To prevent the optics from defocusing, the CTE in the axial direction of the
telescope cylinder should be minimized. Knowing the bounds on the thermal expansion
in the axial direction decreased the possible pool of candidate laminates. A steady state
temperature loading was determined for the cylinder. Using this temperature loading, the
deformation of the cylinder could be determined as a function of the axial CTE. Draper
performed an optical analysis using a ray trace code to determine the Strell' number as a
function of mirror displacement. Assuming a minimum desired Strell number allowed
the required axial CTE to be determined. This gave a pool of desirable lay-ups for the
telescope cylinder. Using a computer code, the lay-ups that were susceptible to
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manufacturing variations were discarded. Many lay-ups were also discarded because they
required excessive numbers of plies, and would cause the satellite structure to be too
massive. Strength of the satellite was not a constraining requirement because first ply
failure was calculated to not occur for the telescope cylinder due to the launch loads, even
when a very high factor of safety was used to assure damage tolerance.
A vibration code was used to determine the effect of the honeycomb core
thickness on the fundamental frequency. A honeycomb thickness and density were
selected to increase the fundamental frequency to a desired value. The lay-up and
honeycomb thickness that yielded the least massive solution, with the lowest CTE and
CTE variation, and which met all the other requirements, was the candidate lay-up.
3.2 CLASSICAL THIN CYLINDER THEORY
It is generally agreed that a cylinder is considered "thin" if its radius to thickness
(R/h) ratio is greater than 202. A "thin" cylinder is assumed to be in a condition of plane
stress, that is there is no stress through the thickness of the cylinder. It is also generally
agreed that cylinder is considered "thick" if its radius to thickness (R/h) ratio is less than
five. In this regime there is unequivocally a stress dependence on the through thickness
dimension. There is no clear distinction as to when the stress dependence can be ignored,
and when it must be included. Throughout this research cylinders were considered with a
radius to thickness ratio of greater than 10. The majority of the cylinder thickness was
comprised of very low load bearing honeycomb. It was decided for this research to
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ignore the through thickness stresses to simplify calculations. All structural properties
will be therefore analyzed with classical thin cylinder theory.
Classical thin cylinder theory is the cylindrical counterpart to classical thin plate
theory. In both theories it is assumed that the thickness is much smaller that the other
dimensions (h << R, h << L), and there exists a state of plane stress. Consider an
infinitesimal element of a cylinder shown in Figure 3.1. The x, 0 and z axis are the
structural axis shown in Figure 3.2. The 1, 2 and 3 axis are aligned with the material axis
of the lamina, where the 1 axis is in the direction of the fibers. These two axis systems
are separated by an angle #. Stresses and strains in either coordinate system can by
converted to the other by the following relations:
I U22 f =[T] rn0 (3.1)
0 12 JxL
'11 -Cxx
1622[ = [T] e0 (3.2)
L12  ELXO
where T is the transformation matrix:
m2 n2 2 m n
[T]= n2 m2 -2 m n (3.3)
-m n m n m2 _n2
where m = Cos(#) and n = Sin(#) in the transformation matrix. It should be noted that all
strains are tensor strains in the above transformations. Using Hooke's law, and assuming
plane stress in the 3 direction, in-plane stress and strain can be related for a ply by:
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Coordinate system for infinitesimal cylindrical element
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Coordinate system for cylinder
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R
x
C-1 [E -a, AT
-22 Q=[] E22 -a 2 AT (3.4)
612 2 eCn
Q, the ply stiffness matrix, is defined as:
Ol Q12 0~
[Q]= Q12 Q22 0 (3.5)
0 0 Q66
and a are the ply coefficients of thermal expansion in the i direction and Qj are the ply
stiffness components. To determine the stresses in the ply in the xOz coordinate system
equation 3.4 is transformed to yield:
-E, e- -a, AT
o - -ao AT (3.6)
2 EO - axo AT
(]=(T ][ [Q] [T ]-T (3.7)
and
Qu1  Q12  Q16
(Q)=Q 12 Q22 Q26  (3.8)
_Q16 Q26 Q66 j
The coefficients of thermal expansion, ax, a, axo, will be defined in Equation 3.22. If it
assumed that the dimensions of the cylinder are much greater than the thickness, (h << R,
h << L) then the displacement field for the cylinder can be written as:
u = uv (x,6, t)+ z# 9 (x,6, t) (3.9)
v = vo(X,0, t)+ z#80(x, 0,t) (3.10)
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w = w(x,0, t)
where u, v, and w are the displacements of the cylinder in the x, 0, and z direction, and uO,
vo, and w are midplane displacements. Qx and Q, are the rotations that follow the right
hand rule about the 6 and x axis respectively. With these deformation assumptions and an
assumption known as Love's First Approximation4 (a restatement of h/R << 1) the strain
displacement relations for a thin cylinder can be found. The tensor linear thin shell
strain-deformation relations5 , including transverse thickness shear deformation can be
written as:
du0O = 4o (3.12)
dx
w)
E 
-dw- 0
" dz
d x
1 d30
K9 R d O
KxO dx/1 +
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X2 dx
1 du
R dO)
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)1 d 8x
R dO
(3.11)
E40 = Ido+
R (dO
1' dw
1, =__$_+ (3.19)
2 d x
18 1 dw v(
8,=-# R---- (3.20)2( R 26 R
where the 0 superscript denotes midplane strains. The strain displacement relations for a
rectangular plate can be derived from the above equations by replacing R d0 with dy and
R with infinity in the above equations.
Consider a laminate that is made of n plies stacked one on top of another. If one
assumes that the stress in each ply is negligible in the z direction then equation 3.6 for the
kth ply can be written as:
'1- ex+ zK-ax AT 1
[U ' Q ]I I ,, + z K9 9o -a, AT (3.21)
a Oz J L2 e~2a,,AT
where
ax jaI
a =[T] - a2  (3.22)
2 axo 02 0 Jk 1a2 Jk
Figure 3.3 is a picture of an infinitesimal piece of a laminate. It shows the
nomenclature of the stacking sequence of the laminate. The stress in the plies is
integrated through the thickness to define the stress resultants, N , and moment
resultants, M , and transverse shear resultants Q.
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Nomenclature of the laminate stacking sequence
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+h/2
NO =h/2 agf dz
I. x j 07X
+h/2
M 0 = h12 
}oo zdz
Substituting equation 3.21 in to equation 3.23 yields:
K X
2 K g
ax
zdz -Q AT dz (3.25)
kL a,J hk-1
Substituting equation 3.21 in to equation 3.24 yields:
KXX ax
dz +(Q Iko OI kZ 2 dz -(IQk ao h-
2 icxo axo -
ATz dz (3.26)
With these two equations the stress strain and moment curvature relations for a thin
laminated cylindrical shell are given as:
N9
No
N 0
M,
MO
'M e
A1  A2 6 A B B1 B16
A2 A22 A26 B12  B 22  B26
A6 A26 A66  B16  B 26  B 66
B11  B12  B 16  D11  D 12  D 16
B 1 2  B 2 2  B 26  D1 2  D 2 2  D 26
_ B 16 B 2 6 B 66 D 16 D 2 6 D 66
0
K 9.
Koo
12 icxo
(3.27)
In the above equations, the T superscript represents thermal forces. A, B, and are given
as:
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(3.23)
(3.24)
N 1
No
INXe
n
k =1
{ ]k 0xz"0
2.e%I
M9
MX I Ce h(Q e _0 h'2 coa
nAh - h(OJ )k(k-hkl) (3.28)
Bin h- hk_)(3.29)
Di h h _) (3.30)
and the thermal line forces, N and M , are given as:
n hk
N T  f (Q)k(aj)kAT dz (3.31)
k=1 hk_1
k hk
M[ = f ( j)k(aU)kAT zdz (3.32)
k=1 hk-I
where i, j are equal to 1, 2, and 6.
For a symmetric lay-up, if it is assumed at a point that the temperature is constant
across the thickness of the cylinder, and no external loads are applied at that point, then
equation 3.27 can be written as:{Nl T 4 246 [e0
N At A 2 A6 10x
NO= A2 A22 2 A26  - (3.33)
J LA6 A 2 A6 6 ] EJ0
K (x,0,t ) = KO(x,0,t ) = K,(x,0,t ) =0 (3.34)
If it assumed that material properties are independent of temperature, then equation 3.33
can be written as:
E 1 AT
E0 >= O AT (3.35)
2 E60 2 R,9 AT
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where:
ax
Io
2 axo
= A-r []kI a
2 aO Jk
(hk 
- hk (3.36)
_, )j
Determination of the zero CTE lay-ups will be described in detail in Chapter 4. It should
be noted the displacement field for a cylinder with no external loads is given by:
u0 (x,9,t)= a AT x
w(x,0, t)= o AT R
(3.37)
(3.38)
(3.39)
In a manner similar to the in-plane stresses, the transverse shear stresses can be
related to transverse shear strains by:
{U23
~13
Q44
0
(3.40)0Q] 2 023
Q5, 2 -c13
Equation 3.40 can be transformed from the 123 coordinate system to the xOz coordinate
system by:
{-23
013 Im
(3.41)
(3.42)(E23 [m
E13 [-
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vO (x, 0, t) = #ix(x, 0, t) = #0 (x,6, t) = 0
n ~ az
_ 0xz
n Ecoz
M 
_ Exz
where m = Cos(#) and n = Sin(#). Using equations 3.41 and 3.42, equation 3.40 can be
written as:
( 0z = [4 Q45  E9 z (3.43)
a1Vz _045 Q55  2 Exz J
It is assumed that the transverse shear stresses are distributed parabolically across the
laminate thickness, as is true with shear stresses in the isotropic case. With this
assumption, some authors6 have written the shear resultants as
fQ1 4 +h/2 F 0x
= Jh/ 2 XZ dz (3.44)QO -h/2 oo
Qx = A55 A45] 2 Exz (.5{~;}L~ Z {~}(3.45)O A45 A4 2ecez
where
5 n-,\ 4
A= Q h -h3 (h ) (3.46)
where i, j= 4,5. The shear resultant is written in this manner to be consistent with work
done for the homogeneous case.7'8
Significant simplification of the stress strain and moment curvature relations can
be made for various lay-ups. If the material is symmetric through the thickness then
By = 0 and the inplane and out-of-plane line forces are decoupled. If the material is
balanced through the thickness then A16 = A26 = 0 and the inplane extension and shear are
decoupled. If the cylinder is composed of a single layer of material aligned with the
structural axes, then A16 = A26 = D16 = D26 = A45 = 0, and B0 = 0. A cylinder with this
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configuration is known as specially orthotropic. Some cross ply lay-ups are specially
orthotropic and many lay-ups are very close to being specially orthotropic. A specially
orthotropic cylinder has a special property of decoupling the displacement modes in the
circumferential direction. To simply analysis, all cylinders analyzed were assumed to be
specially orthotropic.
Using the above stress strain relations and strain displacement relations and the
minimal value of the total potential energy, the linear equilibrium equations for a
cylindrical shell can be derived:
dN 1 dN d2 u d 223X+ '=q +p 20 +Q '(.7
dx R d0O dt2 dt2
dN~ 1 dN9  Q0  2q2 v -d2 2i 3.8+- - +P +Q- (3.48)
dx R dO R dt2 dt 2
dQ ldQ0 N 2
dx R dO R dt 2
2M 1 M 2 d -2U
+- dM -Q =dm +I "+Q 0 (3.50)
dx R dO Q dt2 Qdt2
d M 1d2M 2 20 -d 2 vd +- dM -Q9 =-m+I d +Q d2 0  (3.51)dx R d6 d t2 d t2
where qx, q, p, mx, and m , are the surface tractions which are functions of x and 0. It
should be noted that each surface traction corresponds to a displacement, for example qx
with uo and p with w, and the traction and that displacement have the same positive
direction. The surface tractions are defined as9:
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q x = h12 Zx /hi2
GO = ooh12  G Zj -h/2
P = h/2 0ZZ1-hI2
MX = h Qxh/2 + Zx -h/2)
h
MO = 2(0Z1h/2 + -hO /2
(3.52)
(3.53)
(3.54)
(3.55)
(3.56))
The mass terms in equations 3.47 - 3.51 for a n ply laminate can be defined as 1-
n hk
Q=pJ pkdz
k=1 h-1
hk
Q=$ z padz
k=1 hk_1
n hk
I Z 2 Pkdz
k=1 hk-I
(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)
where pK is the density of the kth ply, and h is defined in Figure 3.3. If the mass
distribution in the laminate is symmetric then Q = 0 and there is a decoupling of the
equations of equilibrium. The boundary conditions for the equations of equilibrium are at
x = 0 and x = L
Either u = 0 or N, =0
Either v =0 or N,,= 0
Either w = 0 orQx =0
(3.60)
(3.61)
(3.62)
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Either/#x = 0 or Mx =0 (
Either/#, =0 or Mx = 0 (3.64)
The equations of equilibrium, strain displacement relations, and stress strain
relations for a specially orthotropic cylinder shall be used throughout the structural
analysis. All lay-ups considered will be balanced and symmetric, therefore
A 16 = A 26 = Byj = 0. Analysis which solve the equations of equilibrium will make an
assumption that D 16 = D26 = A 45 = 0 in order to decouple solution modes.
3.3 THERMAL/STRUCTURAL/OPTICAL ANALYSIS
3.3.1 Thermal Analysis
The thermal response of a tubular structure in various orbital positions was
determined using the analytical methods derived by Yool Kim' 1 . In this analysis, it was
assumed that the cylinder was infinitely long, and therefore the temperature is only a
function of the circumferential direction. Using conservation of energy, the equation that
governs the thermal response of an infinitely long cylinder can be derived:
~~ 3 T k hi 32 T
p CTt - - e T 4 +Q,t,+Q flV (3.65)
a t R T30
where Qint is the energy due to internal heat generation, and Q,,n is the heat due to the
external environment. It assumed that that there is no internal heat generation for this
analysis. As the satellite passes in and out of the earth's shadow, it is heated and cooled.
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3.63)
After many orbits, the satellite's temperature profile reaches a cyclic steady state. For a
differential element of the cylinder, equation 3.65 can be written as":
a T(6) k h a2T(6) ()4 +-r 4 4
-p Cp h + 2 2 6 - Sin(-j (T(V) T-T(O) d
a t R 364 f 2
+aA So0 +E q, FdA-E+aA AF So FdA-E COS(0)
(3.66)
where for this equation:
Cos(0) -- < <-
o =2 2 (3.67)
0 - < 0<
2 2
The terms in equation 3.65 represent in order the heat change due to: the transient
response, the conductivity, the thermal radiation emanating from the outside of the
satellite, the internal thermal radiation, the solar heat flux, the earth heat flux, and heat
flux due to the earth's albedo. Recasting equation 3.66 into finite difference form, the
unknown temperature can be solved for as a function of position and external heating.
Two analyses were carried out. First, a steady state thermal analysis was preformed
where the transient term was ignored, and the pseudo steady state temperatures at a
number of orbital positions were calculated. Orbital positions entered the calculations via
values of So (solar heat flux) and FdA-E (view factor of the satellite to earth). Worst-case
values of T, (maximum temperature) and T2 (minimum temperature) were taken from this
analysis. These calculations were repeated for various values of thermal mass (C, p h).
The second set of analyses included thermal storage they were begun at an arbitrary initial
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position and continued until the history of temperatures through one orbit resembled the
previous orbit to within a small factor. The vehicle was assumed to be in a single orbit
that was expressed in equation 3.65 by values of So and the view factor that changed
throughout the orbit. Again, worst-case values of T, and T2 were extracted.
3.3.2 Thermal Deformation Analysis
The thermal states calculated using the thermal analysis were incorporated in a
simple thermal deformation model to calculate (i) the change in length of the structure
due to the change in the average temperature of the structure from the temperature at
which the optics was calibrated, and (ii) the bending distortion of the structure. The
telescope tube is modeled as a simple beam with a circular cross section and the
temperature is assumed to vary linearly in the cross section. Thus, both of these cases are
stress free (on a global level, not on a ply level), and deformations can be calculated
directly by integrating the thermal strains. If To is the temperature at which the optics are
calibrated, and T, > T2 and T, is assumed to be on the opposite side of the cylinder from
T2 (which in practice is the case) then the change in temperature on either side is given
by:
AT = T - TO (3.68)
AT2 = T2 -T (3.69)
These changes in temperature can be transformed into a change in temperature that causes
extension and one that causes bending of the beam:
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= AT,+AT T+TATExt 2 _ I+2 _ TO (3'70)
2 2
ATBend =AT - AT=T -T 2  (3.71)
If is assumed that the beam undergoes stress free deformation, and through
thickness shear strains are neglected, then using only geometric considerations the
thermal deformations can be found. The angular difference between the midplane of the
beam and the tip, as shown in Figure 3.4, is given by:
L a
E =- ATBed (3.72)
4R
where a is the longitudinal CTE, and L for this analysis is the half length of the telescope
tube. The displacement of the tip is given by:
AY = 2 R (1- Cos (E))I±aAT (3.73)
KATBend
The axial displacement of the beam is:
AL=2RSin(E)K 1+aATxt L (374)
aATBnd 2
The above three equations do not assume small angle deformations. If it is assumed that
the angular tip displacement is small then the following approximations can be made:
AY ~ (a ATBend 2 ATBd ATExt) (3.75)4 R
AL = LaATExt (3.76)
The second term in equation 3.75 represents the extension-bending coupling. The
coupling term proved to be inconsequential for the configurations considered.
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Deflection of the satellite cylinder under a thermal load
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Figure 3.4:
Neglecting this term reduces equations 3.75 and 3.76 to the familiar form describing the
thermal deformation of beams. Note the analysis has been developed for a cantilevered
structure. An unsupported (free-free) structure can be analyzed as two identical
cantilevered structures by assuming symmetry about the centerline.
3.3.3 Optical Analysis
One of the functions of the structure is to support telescope optics. The primary
mirror is supported near the middle of the structure, and the secondary mirror supported
at one end, as shown in Figure 2.2. The thermal deformations cause a change in distance
and angular orientation between the two mirrors resulting in degradation in performance
of the telescope. The calculation of this optical degradation was done at Draper
Laboratories. For a given length change AL, and angular misalignment 0, a ray tracing
routine was used to calculate the Strell number, a metric of the image quality'.
A Strell number of 1.0 represents a perfect telescope. A maximum Strell number
of 0.977 can be achieved with the desired aperture and focal length of this telescope
assuming no misalignment of the mirrors due to deformation. For various sets of length
changes and angular misalignments, the Strell number was calculated. Equations 3.72
and 3.76 relate the temperatures, geometry, and CTE to these deformations. For a known
temperature state and geometry, the CTE required to achieve the desired Strell number
can be determined.
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3.4 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS
Using a methodology devised to determine the standard deviation of laminate
engineering properties from the standard deviations of ply properties , the standard
deviation of the CTE in the x direction can be used a figure of merit to determine the
relative worth of two nominally zero CTE lay-ups. For example, if two lay-ups are
compared, the lay-up with the lower standard deviation is more desirable because it is less
susceptible to random manufacturing variations. This analysis was used to weed out
undesirable lay-ups from the design space. This analysis assumes that the laminate CTE
is a function of independent normally distributed ply properties: ply thickness, stiffness,
Poisson's ratio, and CTEs. The standard deviation of the coefficient of thermal
expansion in the x direction is given by:
2
2x (3.77)
where in the above equation ai is the standard deviation of i, and Xi is the ith independent
variable. Details of the input parameters used for this analysis will be presented in
Chapter 4.
3.5 STRENGTH ANALYSIS
The Small-Sat will undergo the greatest loading during launch. For preliminary
design purposes, it was assumed that the inertial loading was quasi-static. It was also
assumed for preliminary design purposes that the mass of the components was evenly
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distributed over the telescope cylinder. Figure 3.5 is a plot of the quasi-static acceleration
for the Pegasus XL launch vehicle. For two 50 kg satellites, it can be seen from the plot
that the axial acceleration is 13 g's. The lateral acceleration for this launch vehicle is 9.5
g's which is independent of the payload mass. The strength analysis was performed with
a factor of safety of three. A large factor of safety is used to insure a robust design; this
allows holes and fasteners to be added with minimum design changes, and can account
for accidental damage during handling. With all of these assumptions, the stresses and
strains in the telescope cylinder can be determined. Two strength analyses were
performed to determine if the satellites failed during launch. In the first analysis, the
cylinder is assumed to deform according to Bernoulli-Euler beam theory. The second
analysis is a full stress solution of equations 3.47 - 3.51.
3.5.1 Simplified Axial Strength Analysis
When the satellite is in the launch vehicle, it will undergo two types of inertial
loading: axial and lateral. To initially analyze the stress in the axial direction the cylinder
was assumed a one-dimensional rod, undergoing a quasi-static load. With this
assumption, the line loads in the cylinder wall can be calculated using static analysis.
Figure 3.6 shows the cylinder being analyzed. By summing forces in the x direction the
reaction force due to the inertial load can be calculated as:
Forces = F -ma = 0 (3.78)
where F is the reaction force, and ma is the inertial load due to the acceleration. The
resultant force is given by:
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Figure 3.6:
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F =- <LxIFS LFial Msat g (3.79)
where FS is the factor of safety, LFAia is the axial load factor, Msat is the satellite mass
and g is the acceleration due to gravity at sea level. It should be noted that F is the design
ultimate force. If it is assumed that the stress is a constant through the thickness, the
average axial stress can written as:
3- =F _(L-x)FSLFAi, MSat 9 (3.80)
" A L 2xRh
where A is the cross sectional area of the cylinder. Using equation 3.23 the line force in
the x direction can be calculated:
h12 (L -xFSLFxial Msat g (3.81)NX= f 6, dz=-2 1 1 R(381
-h/2 2xR
Once the line force is calculated, the strains in the laminate can be determined
using equation 3.27. It is assumed that the laminate is balanced and symmetric. It is also
assumed that the temperature of the environment is constant while the satellite is in the
launch vehicle. The cylinder is manufactured at cure temperature, cooled down, and is
then clamped at the root in the launch vehicle. Therefore, there exists a thermal strain
throughout cylinder. However, when the cylinder is loaded it must maintain the clamped
condition at the root. Therefore, it is assumed the mechanical strain at the root in the
circumferential direction is zero. With this assumption equation 3.27 can be written as:
0 =-A--+ AT (3.82)x A xA11
,oo=U AT (3.83)
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e (x,0,t) = K,(x,0,t) = KO(x,0,t) = KX0 (x,0,t) =0
where AT is the temperature change between cure temperature and launch temperature.
The stresses in the plies can be determined from these laminates strains using equations
3.1 and 3.21. First ply failure can then be determined using the Tsai-Wul 4 failure criteria.
3.5.2 Closed Form Axial Strength Analysis
The above analysis omits complications caused by the clamped boundary. A more
accurate shell analysis can determine the strain field everywhere in the cylinder. The
strain-displacement relations and the stress-strain relations can be substituted into the
equilibrium equations, and the resulting differential equations solved for the
displacements. By applying the boundary conditions to the displacements, the strains for
the cylinder can be found. Using a Tsai-Wu failure criteria, failure can be determined.
Details of this analysis can be found in Appendix A.
3.5.3 Simplified Lateral Strength Analysis
Lateral loading is defined as an inertial load in an arbitrary direction perpendicular
to the axial direction of the cylinder. This type of loading is encountered when the
Pegasus launch vehicle performs a pull-up maneuver. Figure 3.7 displays the loading
condition. The telescope cylinder is assumed a cantilevered beam undergoing a quasi-
static lateral loading. The maximum bending moment at the root for a uniformly loaded
cantilevered beam that is laterally loaded is given by':
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x
Figure 3.7: Lateral launch-loading direction for the satellite
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X
M- fL (3.85)
2
wheref, the line load, is given by:
f = FS LFLateral M Sat g (3.86)L
The maximum thickness averaged stress for a beam occurs at the root. This is given by:
M (R+h/2) (3.87)
I
where M is the bending moment and I is the area moment of inertia. For a cylinder the
maximum stress is given by:
=+2 M 2R+h (.83 =(3.88)
":1 7trh R (4 R2 + h2
Equation 3.23 can be used to calculate the stress couples at the root. Ply stress and failure
can be determined for this case in the same manner as the simplified axial load case.
3.5.4 Closed Form Lateral Strength Analysis
The analysis in the previous section provides a good first order analysis for the
stresses in the telescope cylinder, however it ignores the circumferential component of
stress. As in the closed form axial strength analysis, the displacements can be determined
from equations 3.27, 3.45 and 3.47 - 3.51. Details of this analysis can be found in
Appendix B.
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3.6 VIBRATION ANALYSIS
When the satellite is in orbit, it is desirable that the structure act "rigid" with
respect to the stabilization system. It was determined, in cooperation with Draper Lab
personnel, that a "rigid" structure for this application would have a fundamental
frequency of greater than 90 Hz. To determine the fundamental frequency of the structure
several assumptions were made. First, it was assumed that the mass of the entire satellite
was evenly distributed over the midplane of the telescope cylinder. Second, it was
assumed the solar panel was vibrationaly isolated from the telescope cylinder. Third, it
was assumed that there were no loads on the telescope cylinder. Using these
assumptions, the vibration of the satellite in orbit can be modeled as the free free
vibration of an orthotropic cylinder with no external loads. Two analyses were preformed
to determine the modes of the cylinder. First, a simple Raleigh-Ritz analysis was
preformed using assumed mode shapes, which is found in Appendix C. Second, the
equilibrium equations were solved numerically to determine the modes and modes
shapes. Details of this analysis can be found in Appendix D.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS
This chapter presents the results from the analyses derived in the previous chapter.
These analyses include the thermal/structural/optical analysis, strength analysis, vibration
analysis, and probabilistic analysis. Discussion of how the results of the analyses
presented in Chapter 4 were used to determine the lay-up and core thickness for the
telescope tube will be presented in Chapter 7.
4.1 MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The materials selected to construct the satellite were: AS4/3501-616 manufactured
by Hexcel Corporation for the facesheets, Flex-Core 5052/F40-0.0025 4.1 pcf 7
manufactured by Hexcel Corporation for the honeycomb, FM 300M Film Adhesive 0.03
lbs/sq ft' 8 manufactured by Cytec Industries Inc. for the film adhesive, and AF-3024 50
mil' 9 manufactured by 3M was for the core splice adhesive. Each material shall be
discussed in turn, as well as its material properties.
AS4/3501-6 is a graphite epoxy manufactured by Hexcel Corporation. It was
selected for the facesheets for several reasons. First, AS4/3501-6 is the standard material
for the Technology Laboratory for Advanced Composites (TELAC) has been extensively
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investigated by this laboratory, and the material properties and failure mechanisms are
well known by this laboratory. Second, it has a price that is low when compared to most
other Gr/E prepreg composite material systems. Table 4.1 summarizes the material
properties for AS4/3501-6 determined by TELAC. It should be noted that there exists
potentially higher performance, space qualified prepreg material systems that could be
used for the SmallSat: if these materials are used the analytical techniques will not
change.
Flex-Core 5052/F40-0.0025 4.1 pcf manufactured by Hexcel Corporation was
selected for the honeycomb. According to Hexce 20 : Flex-core has a unique cell
configuration that eliminates anticlastic behavior and permits small radii of curvature
without deformation of the cell walls or loss of mechanical properties. If two plates are
exposed to a thermal radiation source on one side, the plate with the lower through
thickness thermal conductivity will have the most pronounced bend if all other material
properties are considered equal. To help counteract this bending effect in the walls of the
satellite when it is exposed to the radiation of the sun in orbit, it was desirable for the
inner and outer facesheet to be at equal temperature. To facilitate an equal temperature
on the two facesheets a 5052 aluminum core was selected which has a higher thermal
conductivity when compared to other honeycomb systems. Table 4.2 summarizes the
material properties for Flex-Core 5052/F40-0.0025 4.1 pcf determined by Hexcel
Corporation. This particular Flex-Core was selected for its conformability, its low
density, and a minimum shear strength of 689 kPa (100 psi).
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Table 4.1: TELAC AS4/3501-6 35% Gr/E material data2 1
Property Value
Young's modulus in 1 direction, Ell 142 GPa (20.6 Msi)
Young's modulus in 2 direction, E 22  9.81 GPa (1.42 Msi)
Young's modulus in 3 direction, E33  9.81 GPa (1.42 Msi)
Shear modulus in 23 direction, G23  3.773 GPa (0.55 Msi)
Shear modulus in 13 direction, G13  6 GPa (0.87 Msi)
Shear modulus in 12 direction, G12  6 GPa (0.87 Msi)
Poisson's ratio in 23 direction, v23  0.34
Poisson's ratio in 13 direction, v13  0.3
Poisson's ratio in 12 direction, v12  0.3
Coefficient of thermal expansion in 1 direction, 
-0.37 m/m 'C (-0.20 in/in F)
Coefficient of thermal expansion in 2 direction, 28.8 m/m 'C (16.0 in/in 'F)
a2 2
Coefficient of thermal expansion in 3 direction, 28.8 m/m 'C (16.0 in/in 'F)
a33
Ply thickness 0.134 mm (5.34 mil)
Density, p 1710 kg/m 3 (3.32 slug/ft3 )
Tensile failure stress in 1 direction, XT 2.356 GPa (342 ksi)
Compression failure stress in 1 direction, Xc 1.468 GPa (213 ksi)
Tensile failure stress in 2 direction, YT 49.4 MPa (7.2 ksi)
Compression failure stress in 2 direction, Yc 186 MPa (27 ksi)
Shear failure stress, S 105 MPa (15.2 ksi)
Thermal conductivity in 1 direction, KI22 6.3 W/m K (0.00101 Btu/ft R sec)
Thermal conductivity in 2 direction, K222 0.7 W / m K (0.00101 Btu/ft R sec)
Thermal conductivity in 3 direction, K 2 2  0.7 W / m K (0.00012 Btu/ft R sec)
Specific heat, Cp22  1800 J/Kg K (13.8 Btu/Slug R)
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Table 4.2: Hexel Flexcore 5052/F40-0.0025 4.1 pcf material properties
Property Value
Density, p 65.7 kg/m 3
Shear modulus in 23 direction, G23  296 MPa
Shear modulus in 13 direction, G13  117 MPa
Young's modulus in 3 direction, E3 3  1.28 GPa
Minimum stabilized compressive strength 2.90 MPa
Cells per meter 131.2
Wall thickness 0.064 mm
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The shear strength minimum was selected based upon the shear stress generated by a 1 kg
(0.453 lb) mass bolted to the structure with a 6.4 mm (0.25") diameter bolt undergoing an
inertial load factor of 10 g's with a factor of safety of 2. FM 300M film adhesive can be
used as a co-cure adhesive system, and was selected based upon recommendations of the
vendor. Table 4.3 summarizes the material properties for FM 300M. AF-3024 50 mil
core splice adhesive was also selected based upon recommendations of the vendor.
4.2 THERMAL/STRUCTURAL/OPTICAL ANALYSIS
4.2.1 Thermal Analysis
Figure 4.1 shows the effect of the thermal mass, Cp M, on the maximum and
minimum extensional temperatures for the telescope tube structure. This chart assumes a
circumferential conductivity of 50 W/m K. This conductivity was selected to mimic the
effect of a thermal shield surrounding the telescope tube. Other input parameters used for
this analysis are listed in Table 4.4. The satellite was assumed to be comprised of eight
plies of Gr/E with an inner radius of 0.203 m. This assumption yields a very conservative
estimate for the thermal mass of the satellite, about 4200 J/K. For this thermal mass the
minimum and maximum transient extensional temperatures are -65.8 0C and 48.1 0C
respectively for an optics calibration temperature of 20 0C and neglecting internal
radiation. If internal radiation is not neglected, for an optics calibration temperature of 20
0C, the minimum and maximum transient extensional temperatures are -57.4 0C and 36.7
0C respectively.
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Table 4.3: Cytec FM 300M adhesive film 0.03 lbs/ft2 material properties
Property Value
Mass/area 0.15 kg/M2
Thickness 0.127 mm
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Table 4.4: Thermal Analysis Input Parameters
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Property Value
Conductivity, K 50 W/m K
Emissivity, i 0.84
Solar absorptivity, aA 0.92
Solar heat flux, So 1380 W/m2
Albedo factor, AF 0.3
Average earth heating, q, 250 W/m 2
4.2.2 CTE Analysis
With equations 3.35, 3.27 - 3.30 and 3.7 with the material properties listed above,
the coefficient of thermal expansion for a cylinder can be determined. It should also be
noted that throughout the analysis, all material properties are assumed independent of
temperature. Figure 4.2 is a plot of the coefficient of thermal expansion in the x direction
for a [±a / ±#8]s lay-up versus lay-up. The regions of near zero coefficients of thermal
expansion are shown in Figure 4.3. For these and all calculations, it is assumed the
honeycomb has no effect on the coefficient of thermal expansion.
4.2.3 Optical Analysis
A limited set of thermal deformations was used to calculate optical performance.
Using equations 3.73, 3.74, 3.72 and the ray tracing analysis preformed by Draper, the
Strell number as a function of a ATExt and a ATBend could be determined. Figure 4.4 is a
plot of the Strell number as a function of a A TExt and a ATBend for a geometry given in
Table 2.2. From Figure 4.4 it can be seen that the optical performance is a strong
function of axial thermal strain, and a very weak function of bending thermal strain. As
mentioned in Table 2.2, the minimum acceptable Strell number for the telescope is 0.9.
Using equations 3.73, 3.74 and Figure 4.2 the bounds on the coefficient of thermal
expansion can be determined.
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The coefficient of thermal expansion necessary to yield a Strell number of 0.9 is
0.07 tE/C for the minimum extensional temperature and 0.14 Et/0C for the maximum
extensional temperature if internal radiation is neglected. If internal radiation is not
neglected then for a Strell number of 0.9, the CTE must be below 0.09 E,/0 C for the
minimum extensional temperature, and 0.18 pE/0 C for the maximum extensional
temperature. These coefficients of thermal expansion are below a CTE of 0.18 p1E/C, the
average CTE of a theoretically zero CTE laminate expected due to manufacturing
23
variations . Therefore, for the desired level of optical performance the CTE needs to be
as close as possible to zero. It should be noted that this estimate of the variation in the
coefficient of thermal expansion is conservative and will be discussed in Chapter 7.
4.3 STRESS FORMULATION
4.3.1 Thermal Load Analysis
Because the telescope tube is comprised of several stacked orthotropic materials,
the cylinder does not in general undergo stress-free deformation at the ply level when
exposed to a uniform thermal load. The cylinder was cured at 177 'C (350 F), which is
considered the stress free temperature for this material. As the cylinder is cooled down,
stress is generated in the cylinder due to its inhomogenaity. At room temperature, 21 'C
(70 'F), the stress generated by the temperature change is significant when compared to
the ply strengths. Equations 3.37-3.39 govern the response of the cylinder under a
uniform load. Assuming a temperature change and using the material properties listed
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above, the margin of safety against first ply failure can be determined, using CLPT and a
Tsai-Wu failure criterion. The margin of safety is defined as:
MS = Failure Stress -1 (4.1)
Maximum Stress
For failure not to occur the margin of safety must be greater than zero. For a
[0 / ±47 / O]s cylinder undergoing a uniform temperature load of -156 'C (-280 'F) the
minimum margin of safety is 0.503 with no factor of safety on the maximum stress. This
is the temperature change for a cylinder changing temperature from cure temperature to
room temperature. If the temperature of the cylinder is lowered to -38 'C (-36 'F), first
ply failure will occur in the matrix direction of the 0 degree plies.
Figure 4.5 is a plot of the temperature at which first ply failure occurs for a
[±a / ±,#]s lay-up. It should be noted that it is assumed that all material properties are
independent of temperature. From the plot in Figure 4.5 it can be seen that a [02 / 902]s
lay-up is the most susceptible to first ply failure due to thermal loading, while the [04]s
and the [904]s lay- ups in theory cannot be failed due to thermal loading. This is because
the [04]s and the [904]s lay-ups do not possess the inhomogenaity necessary to create
stress under an uniform thermal load.
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Figure 4.5:
4.3.2 Approximate Axial Load Analysis
Equation 3.81 gives the axial line force as a function of axial position for a
cylinder. Using values from Table 2.2 with a factor of safety of three, the maximum axial
line force can be determined.
N, = 14.3 kN/m (4.2)
Using equations 3.82 - 3.84 for a [0 / ±47 / O]s lay-up the laminate strains with both the
mechanical and thermal load are:
E4=203 pE (4.3)
e£0=-1150 pE (4.4)
With these strains, the margins of safety against first ply failure can be calculated
using a Tsai-Wu failure criterion. The minimum margin of safety is 0.484 for the 0
degree plies in the transverse direction. The margin of safety for both the thermal load
and axial acceleration is 4% lower than the margin of safety for the purely thermal load.
For lay-ups that contain a high degree of inhomogenaity, the margins of safety are
dominated by the thermal stress. Therefore it can be assumed for the ring of zero CTE
lay-ups in Figure 4.2 the axial loads due to launch are inconsequential even with a
conservative margin of safety of 3.0. Therefore, the axial load due to launch will not fail
the lay-ups of interest.
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4.3.3 Closed Form Axial Load Analysis
Using equations A.23 - A.29 and the material properties for listed in Table 4.1
and Table 4.2, the stress in an axial loaded cylinder can be determined. Figure 4.6 is a
plot of the deformations of the tube under an axial load for a [0 / ±47 / 0]s lay-up with a
1.91 cm (0.75") thick honeycomb core. Using a Tsai-Wu failure criteria, the margins of
safety against first ply failure can be determined. It should be noted that equations A.23 -
A.29 do not completely describe the stress state of the cylinder in the telescope tube in the
Pegasus launch envelope. To completely describe the stress state, the thermal stress due
to the temperature change from the stress free temperature to the Pegasus launch
temperature needs to be included. Because the exact method of connecting the telescope
tube to the Pegasus is not known, it is assumed that the telescope tube is free to deform
under thermal loads inside the launch shroud, but is still clamped. With this assumption
equations 3.12 - 3.20 can be used to determine the strains due to launch loading, and
equation 3.35 can be used to determine the strains due to thermal loading. These strains
are added together to determine the total stain state in the cylinder. Using a Tsai-Wu
failure criterion, the margins of safety against first ply failure can be determined as a
function of axial position. This is plotted in Figure 4.7 for a [0 / ±47 / O]s lay-up with a
1.91 cm (0.75") thick honeycomb core. Because the margins of safety in Figure 4.7 are
nearly constant with respect to the x-axis, it can be seen the effect of the axial load is
negligible for the launch load case. The thermal stresses are much larger when compared
to the stress induced during launch. The minimum margins of safety for this lay-up are
0.501 in the transverse direction of the ply.
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For this case, the assumption determined from the approximate analysis that the axial
stress encountered during launch will not fail the plies is verified. Using the arguments
outlined in the approximate axial load case, it can be assumed that the axial load at launch
will not fail the laminates of interest, and can therefore be ignored.
4.3.4 Approximate Bending Load Analysis
Equation 3.88 gives the maximum stress at the root of the clamped-free beam
laterally loaded. Assuming at the clamped end, the bending deformation is resisted by an
in-plane load, equation 3.23 can be used to calculate the resulting stress couples. With a
factor of safety of three, the stress couple on either side of the telescope tube is given by:
N, = +51.1 KNIm (4.5)
Using equations 3.82 - 3.83 for a [0 / ±47 / O]s lay-up the laminate strains are:
eo = 576, -495 pE (4.6)
6 =-1152 pE (4.7)
As with the approximate axial load case, the margins of safety against first ply failure can
be calculated using a Tsai-Wu failure criteria. The minimum margins of safety are 0.436,
0.577 for the tensile and compressive sides respectively.
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4.3.5 Closed Form Bending Load Analysis
Using equations B.14, B.35, B.36 - B.38 and the material properties listed in
Table 4.1, and Table 4.2, the stress in a laterally loaded cylinder can be determined.
Figure 4.8 is a plot of the deformations of the tube under a lateral load with a factor of
safety of three for a [0 / ±47 / O]s lay-up with a 1.91 cm (0.75") thick honeycomb core.
Just as with the axial case, equations B.14, B.35, and B.36 - B.38 do not completely
describe the stress state of the cylinder. The thermal strains need to be added to the
bending solution to determine the total stain state in the cylinder. Using Tsai-Wu failure
criteria and a factor of safety of three, the margins of safety against first ply failure can be
determined as a function of position. This is plotted in Figure 4.9 for a [0 / ±47 / O]s lay-
up with a 1.91 cm (0.75") thick honeycomb core. The minimum margin of safety for this
case occurs at x = 0= 0 in the 0 degree plies in the transverse direction. The margin of
safety is 0.411, indicating that first ply failure does not occur for this lay-up. The
minimum margin of safety for the thermal load and lateral load applied simultaneously is
22.4 percent smaller than the margin of safety for a purely thermal load, and 6.1 percent
smaller than the margin of safety calculated for the approximate bending load case. This
indicates that unlike the axial load case, both the mechanical and thermal stress
significantly affect the margin of safety.
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4.4 APPROXIMATE VIBRATION ANALYSIS
When the satellite is in orbit, it is desirable that the structure act "rigid" with
respect to the stabilization system. It was determined, in cooperation with Draper Lab
personnel, that a rigid structure would have a fundamental frequency of greater than 90
Hz. Figure 4.10 through Figure 4.14 are plots of frequency versus lay-up for various
honeycomb thickness for a free-free cylinder. These plots were calculated using the
approximate analysis presented in Appendix C. For these figures, N = 10 for] = 0 and N
= 7 for j > 0., where N is the number of axial modes and j is the circumferential mode
number (see Equations C.1 - C.3). From this plots several conclusions can be made. As
honeycomb thickness increases, frequency increases. This is due to the fact that many of
the free-free vibration modes are dominated by cylinder wall bending and the bending
stiffness, D, is proportional to thickness cubed. Comparing the frequencies with no
honeycomb, Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, with those that do, Figure 4.12 through Figure
4.14, it can be seen that by adding honeycomb to the cylinder the frequency dependence
on the lay-up stacking sequence is reduced. This can be attributed to the fact that at first,
the modes are dominated by bending, but as honeycomb is added, the bending stiffness
increases so much that the modes become more influenced by in-plane stiffness. The
bending stiffness, D, is dependent on the stacking sequence, while the in-plane stiffness,
A, is not. If one overlaid the zero CTE lay-ups from Figure 4.3 onto the second mode for
a honeycomb thickness of 1.91 cm (0.75"), one would see that the 90 Hz. curve and the
zero CTE curve nearly correspond. Figure 4.15 through Figure 4.17 display the
frequency dependence on honeycomb thickness for a [02 / ±47]s lay-up.
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From Figure 4.15 it can seen that modes with large radial mode numbers can be
disregarded, because frequencies associated with them will be high. From Figure 4.16
and Figure 4.17 it can be seen that for this lay-up the extension and the torsion modes, j =
0, are nearly independent of honeycomb thickness, although not completely independent.
This is because the j = 0 modes are dominated by in-plane stiffness, A, which is
independent of the honeycomb thickness.
4.5 CLOSED FORM VIBRATION ANALYSIS
A second vibration analysis that included through thickness shearing was
preformed to determine the frequencies and modes shapes of the satellite when it is in
orbit. Implementation of this analysis is described in Appendix D. Because of the
computational complexity of this analysis (hundreds of decimal places of accuracy were
required to guarantee convergence of the modes requiring approximately 100 hours of run
time), only frequencies and mode shapes for one honeycomb thickness were calculated.
For the closed form analysis the determinate of Bc (Equation D.14) was calculated as a
function of o at increments of 100 Rad / sec until 6 mode shapes were determined. Once
six frequencies were approximately known, the determinate of Bc was again calculated as
a function of of for decreasing increments of (o at the center of the approximately know
modes. The approximate analysis was helpful in determining where to look for modes for
the closed form analysis, although some modes were not predicted by the approximate
analysis because the approximate analysis did not include through thickness deformation.
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As the increment of co was decreased, the number of decimal places used for the
calculations was increased. This helped eliminate spurious modes due to numerical
instabilities. Using this iteration scheme, it is possible that if two frequencies were very
close together only one of the two frequencies would be found using the closed form
vibration analysis.
Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 display the six lowest mode shapes for a cylinder with
a [0 / ±47 / O]s lay-up and with a honeycomb thickness of 1.91 cm (0.75"). For both
figures, the maximum radial modes used were five. For the approximate analysis N = 10.
Table 4.5 compares the frequencies for the two analyses. Several things can be seen form
Table 4.5. First, for every mode shape the corresponding frequency for the closed form
analysis is lower than that for the approximate analysis. This is because the closed form
analysis has fewer restrictions on the possible deformation than does the approximate
analysis. From the principal of the minimum value of total potential energy, as the
number of possible deformation modes increase, frequency solutions using this principal
converge in a decreasing manner. From Table 4.5 there can be seen two frequencies that
the closed form analysis calculated that the approximate analysis did not calculate. The
first frequency is 79.5 Hz., which appears to be a mode with a large amount of shearing at
the ends. Because the approximate analysis assumes though thickness shear to be zero it
cannot calculate this mode. An approximate mode with a mode shape corresponding to
the 202 Hz. closed form mode was not calculated.
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Table 4.5: Comparison of closed form frequencies with approximate frequencies
Radial mode Closed form Approximate
nmber, jfrequency (Hz.) frequency, Percent differenceN= 10 (Hz.)
2 79.5 - -
2 79.7 86.4 8.4 %
2 95.7 105 10%
3 202 - -
3 212 244 15%
3 228 265 16%
2 252 263 4.4 %
3 301 350 16%
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Mode shapes for the approximate analysis were calculated for all frequencies below 400
Hz, and it is possible that neglecting through thickness shearing caused the frequency to
be greater than 400 Hz. for this mode. In Table 4.5 the percent difference is calculated
by:
Percent Difference = Approximate - Closed Formx100% (4.8)
Closed Form
4.6 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS
Using a methodology devised to determine the standard deviation of engineering
properties from the standard deviations of ply properties, the standard deviation of the
CTE in the x direction was determined. This is shown in Figure 4.20 for a [±a/ ±#]s lay-
up family. The choice of laminates for the face sheets is constrained by the requirement
that the CTE of the face sheets be as low as possible. Table 4.4 lists the standard
deviations of ply properties used in the analyses taken from Reference 12. Figure 4.21 is
a plot of the standard deviation versus the lay-up for balanced symmetric eight ply zero
CTE lay-ups. The minimum standard deviation for a zero CTE lay-up is 0.15 jLE/C for a
[0 / ±50.5 / O]s lay-up, and the maximum is 0.46 pt.E/C for a [±42.2]2s lay-up. It should
be noted that the standard deviation for both of these lay-ups are greater than 0.09 g/C,
the minimum desired CTE determined from the thermal/structural/optical analysis with
internal radiation, and will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Table 4.6: Probabilistic analysis input parameters
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Property Standard Deviation
Volume fraction 0
Ply thickness 0.025 mm
Ply angles 2 degrees
a1  10%
All other stiffness properties 5%
a of x
CTE (1/C)
3.0 E-06-
2.5E-06-
2.0E-06-
1.5E-06-
1.OE-06 -
5.OE-07-
0.OE+00
a (deg)
60 '90
Figure 4.20: Standard deviation of the CTE in the x direction versus lay-up for a
[±a/ ±#Js lay-up
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Figure 4.21: Standard deviation of the CTE in the x direction versus lay-up for zero
CTE lay-ups in the [±a/ ±#8]s family
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CHAPTER 5
MANUFACTURING
This chapter presents a summary of the specimens manufactured, the
manufacturing problems addressed, and solutions to those problems. Manufacturing
experiments were preformed for two reasons: to prove that the analyzed and designed
telescope tube could be built, and to make specimens to support the testing program. A
detailed description of the manufacturing problems and solutions is given in Appendix F.
Appendix G is a table listing all the parameters used in constructing the specimens.
Appendix E lists the steps used to manufacture the final telescope tube.
5.1 OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING
MANUFACTURING
Figure 5.1 illustrates the problems encountered during manufacture. These
problems include: core crushing, core collapse, dimpling, core splicing problems,
facesheet problems, wrinkling, and top sheet joining. Core crushing occurs when the
laminate is squashed when the pressure used during the cure applies an in-plane force to
the laminate during manufacture.
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Core crushing and dimpli
Misaligned facesheets and dimpling
Wrinkling due to unresolved facesheet
length
Figure 5.1:
Core splicing problems and wrinkles due to
hnawincr
Top sheet joining
Problems encountered during cylinder manufacture
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Core collapse
Core collapse occurs before the laminate is cured when vacuum is applied, the air
is sucked out of the core. When the vacuum is applied, uneven evacuation of the core
causes the exposed sides of the core to collapse inward. When the air is completely
sucked out, the core wants to spring back. However, because of additional friction due to
the pressure exerted by the vacuum bag once vacuum is fully applied, the core cannot
completely spring back. Dimpling occurs when the pressure applies a force to the
facesheets, causing the facesheet in the center of the honeycomb cells to deform.
Several problems were encountered during the core splicing which stemmed from
the fact that the core splice adhesive would expand during the cure, crushing the core
surrounding it. Because the core splice adhesive requires pressure for proper bonding and
the adhesive was barely touching the core wall, it did not adhere. Because the core splice
adhesive was not bonded to the core, the externally applied pressure would cause the
outer facesheet to wrinkle at the splice.
Facesheet problems included the inability of large facesheets to be wrapped
tightly, and stretching of the facesheets during the wrapping. Wrinkling in the facesheets
was encountered due to wrinkles in the bagging material near the facesheets transferring
wrinkles to the facesheets. Top sheet joining presented problems because the joint in the
top sheet would form a wrinkle in the outer facesheet at the joint. Figure 5.2 shows
Cylinder 3 in which all the problems were solved, except for some small wrinkles under
the top sheet joint that were solved in cylinder 4.
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Figure 5.2: Cylinder 3
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5.2 METHODOLOGY FOR SOLVING MANUFACTURING
PROBLEMS
To address all the above problems, a series of manufacturing experiments was
preformed. These included plates, shells, rings, and full cylinders. The methodology
used for the experiments was the following: build the geometrically simple shapes first,
solve all the problems encountered in manufacturing those shapes, and then using the
lessons learned build the more complicated shapes next. For each geometry, only
manufacturing techniques that could be used for the more geometrically complicated
shapes were used to solve manufacturing problems. It was decided that all honeycomb
parts would be co-cured both because this would be more economical, and because there
was no practical way to build non-cocured honeycomb core cylinders with the available
facilities.
The manufacturing technique for the first plate was taken from the TELAC
manufacturing notes40 for flat laminates with no core. Each additional cure was a
modification upon this base manufacturing technique. It was felt that by building various
geometries, some of the anticipated problems could be decoupled from each other, so that
each could be solved individually. For example, a plate or a shell can be built with a one-
piece facesheet that requires no wrapping or overlap. However, a cylinder must have a
facesheet that requires at least one joint, and may need to be wrapped around several
times. Therefore comparing the shell to the cylinder one can see the effect of poor
joining or loose wrapping on the surface finish of the facesheets.
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For the experiments, 20 plates, 4 shells, 2 rings, and 3 partial cylinders, and 1 full
sized cylinder were built. Table 5.1 summarizes the geometries of the objects
manufactured, in chronological order. Three types of cylinders were built: rings, partial,
and full sized. Rings were cylinders that were 24.4 to 35.6 cm (10"-14") long. The rings
were constructed to address wrinkling problems and top sheet joining problems while
minimizing the amount of materials needed. The full cylinder was the length of the
cylinder analyzed in chapter 4, 1 m (39.4"). Partial cylinders were 81.3 cm (32") long. A
problem was encountered building the full cylinders; some of the bagging materials, such
as the GNPT, PT and the vacuum bag, in the TELAC laboratory were not wide enough.
Therefore it was decided that instead of splicing bagging materials together to achieve a
length of 1 m (39.4") or buying expensive wider bagging material, partial cylinders would
be constructed to address the problems encountered building the full cylinder, but be of
shorter length, 76.2 cm (30").
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 summarize the manufacturing problems encountered, the
specimens in which the problems were encountered, the specimens used to solve the
problems, and the solutions to the problems. As mentioned previously, a detailed
explanation of the problems and their solutions is listed in Appendix F, with a detailed
description of each specimen in Appendix G. Some incidental suggestions for
improvements to the manufacturing process for this or other similar is included in
Appendix F, Section F. 11.
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Table 5.1: Manufacturing problems addressed by various specimen geometries
Number Names of
Geometry of Problems Addressed
specimens specimens
30.5 cm (12") x 35.6
(14") honeycomb co- 8 Plates 1-5 Core crushing
cured plates
30.5 cm (12") x 35.6 cm
(14") outer facesheet, Dimpling
21.3 cm (8.375") 4 Shells 1-4 Wrinkling due to bagging materials
midplane radius co-cured Longitudinal core splicing
shells
21.3 cm (8.375") Rings 1
midplane radius co-cured 2 andCircumferential core splicing
rings of various lengths
1.08 m (42.4") length,
21.3 cm (8.375") 1 Cylinder 1
midplane radius co-cured
full cylinder
17.8 cm (7"), 15.2 cm Plates 7- Effect of bagging materials on the17.8 cmu (7"), 15.212 P 7 surface finish(6") co-cured plates 17 Wrinkling due to bagging materials
25.4 cm (10") length, Core crushing
21.3 cm (8.375") 1 Ring 3 Poor wrapping
midplane radius co-cured Wrinkling due to bagging materials
ring Facesheet misalignment
30.5 cm (12") x 35.6 Plates 18-(14") honeycomb co- 8 20 ore collapse
cured plates
81.3 cm (32") length, Facesheet misalignment
21.3 cm (8.375") Cylinders Poor wrapping
midplane radius co-cured 2-4 Top sheet joining
partial cylinders I I
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Table 5.2: Manufacturing problems and solutions
Specimens in Specimens in
Manufacturing which problems which
problem were problems
encountered were solved
Plate 1,
Core crushing shells all Plate 2 and Rigid immovable dams placed around
Cylinders up to Ring 3 specimens
Cylinder 1
Dimpling Plates 1-Shell 2 Shell 3 Use of top sheet eliminates dimpling
u i Pressure should be applied before
Core collapse Plates 18-20 Prevusly in evacuating the specimen to prevent
core collapse
Mechanical clips held core splice
Core splicing Shell 1 and 2 Shell 3 during cure, preventing core splice
adhesive from expanding
Wrinkles .due All specimens Shell 3 and Use of top sheet and reducing theto bagging up to plate 15 Plate 15 bagging material eliminates wrinkles
materials
Removal ofReovl f All cylinders up..
cylinder for to Ring 3 Ring 3 Ground mandrel to a #6 finish
mandrel
Misaligned All cylinders up Ring 3 and Facesheets cut rectangular prior to
facesheets to Ring 3 Ringder 2 wrapping and trimmed during
wrapping
Debulking of the facesheets prior to
to unresolved All cylinders up Cylinder 3, wrapping, tight wrapping, and use of
to Cylinder 3 ' a 115.6 OC (240 OF) temperature hold
prior to cure eliminates wrinkles
Wrinkles due Pyramid shaped shim placed beneath
to top sheet All cylinders Cylinder 4 the top sheet joint
joining
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5.3 OVERVIEW OF THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS
The following section provides an overview of the manufacturing process. This
overview is presented to generally acquaint the reader to the process used to successfully
manufacture the cylinders. A detailed procedure is presented in Appendix E. The
cylinders were constructed of [0 / ±47 / 0], zero CTE facesheets with a 1.91 cm (0.75")
co-cured honeycomb core attached with film adhesive. They were laid up on an
aluminum mandrel and autoclave cured using a thin stainless steel top sheet and vacuum
bagging. A standard cure cycle was used except for a lower than recommended
externally applied pressure of 103 kPa gage (15 psig). The pressure was reduced to
lessen core crushing and dimpling problems.
Manufacturing cylinders requires specialized tools and jigs. After making the
tools and jigs, the honeycomb, core splice adhesive, and film adhesive for the cylinder are
cut. The honeycomb is cut oversized, to be trimmed prior to bagging. The facesheets are
cut next and laid-up flat. The facesheets have two plies stacked on top of each other, and
then two plies offset 2.54 cm (1") from the other two plies, forming a staircase pattern in
the circumferential direction of the plies. When the plies are wrapped around the mandrel
a single stepped lap joint is formed due to the staircase pattern. After the facesheets are
laid-up, they are debulked for at least 30 minutes on a flat surface. The mandrel, end
rings, and top sheet are cleaned and prepared for the cure. Using a custom built
manufacturing table, the bottom facesheet is wound around the mandrel. During the
winding, a roller is used to insure that the facesheet is fully compressed on the mandrel.
The facesheet is trimmed to ensure the lap joint fits precisely together. The inner piece of
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film adhesive is wound on the mandrel in the same fashion as the facesheet, except the
roller is not used. The honeycomb is wound around the mandrel next. Using a heat gun,
the inner layer of film adhesive is heated to make it tacky and hold the honeycomb
temporarily in place. The honeycomb is trimmed 2.54 cm (1") short and stretched closed
to insure there are no wrinkles in it. Core splice adhesive is placed between the gap in the
honeycomb, and the honeycomb is pinched shut using metal clips. With the honeycomb
securely in place, the outer film adhesive and facesheet are wound on the mandrel. The
cylinder is wrapped in guaranteed non-porous Teflon (GNPT). The stainless steel top
sheet is slipped over the cylinder. Using several pieces of shim stock, a 81.3 cm (32") x
15.2 cm (6") sheet is constructed that is pyramid shaped when viewed end on. This shim
stock spacer is then placed under the gap of the top sheet. The ends of the cylinder are
trimmed, and aluminum end rings, which protect the ends of the cylinder during the cure,
are bolted into place. The top sheet is wrapped tightly using flash tape, and the bagging
materials are wrapped around the cylinder. Finally, the vacuum bag is added, and the
cylinder is ready for another debulk. The mandrel is placed in the autoclave and 584 kPa
gage (85 psig) of pressure and full vacuum is applied to it for a minimum of 30 minutes.
The mandrel is removed, remounted on the table, and the vacuum bag, bagging
materials and top sheet are removed. Any wrinkles due to consolidation are smoothed out
using a roller. The top sheet is reapplied and retightened, and the cylinder is rebagged.
This time the mandrel is placed in the autoclave and cured using a standard cure cycle
(116 'C (240 'F) for one hour, 177 'C (350 'F) for two hours, full vacuum and 103 kPa
gage (15 psig) autoclave pressure was applied throughout). All the bagging materials are
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removed, and furniture clamps are used to pull the cylinder off the mandrel. After about
two turns of the handle of the furniture clamps, the cylinder slides easily off the mandrel.
The cylinder is then post-cured for 8 hours at 177 'C (350 'F). The edges of the cylinder
need to be trimmed due to wrinkling 2.54 cm (1") on either end of the cylinder. The
cylinder is placed in a jig and the ends are trimmed on a band saw with a carbide grit
blade.
5.4 TIME ESTIMATION FOR CYLINDER MANUFACTURING
A tube can be built in five days assuming 8 hour days. Day one, the mandrel
should be prepared, the facesheets laid-up, and all cutting of the materials should be
preformed. Day two, the cylinder can be debulked and bagged. Day three, the cylinder is
cured. Day four the cylinder is post cured, and the mandrel is cleaned. Day five the
cylinder ends are trimmed and sanded. If the cylinders are to be built in an assembly line
process, a new cylinder can be made in two days if the essential curing jigs are doubled.
While one cylinder is being cured and post cured, another cylinder can be laid-up and
bagged. Table 5.3 is an estimation of the time for two experience people to manufacture
one tube. All times should be doubled, except for curing and post curing, for two
inexperienced people manufacturing one tube.
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Table 5.3: Estimation of time to manufacture one cylinder
s STime
Task Sub Task Estimation
Mandrel preparation 1 hr.
Top sheet and ring preparation 2 hrs.
Adhesives cutting hr.
Honeycomb cutting 1 hr.
Facesheet construction Cutting 2 hrs.
Lay-up 1 hr.
Setting up the cure Inner facesheet debulk hr.
Cylinder construction 3 hrs
Top sheet application and bagging 2 hrs.
Vacuum test and cylinder debulk 1 hr.
Top sheet reapplication and rebagging 2 hrs.
Cure cycle 5 % hrs.
Removal from the mandrel hr.
Post curing 10 hrs.
Cleanup from cure 2 hrs.
Machining Trimming the ends 1 hr.
Cylinder finishing 1 hr.
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5.5 SPECIMENS MANUFACTURED FOR TESTING
Table 5.4 lists the specimens manufactured for testing. The specimens that are
unnamed did not test new manufacturing methods and were made to solely to support the
testing program, and thus are not included in the table of manufacturing specimens in
Appendix G. Details of the named specimens can be found in Appendix G. All the
unnamed test specimens were manufactured using the standard TELAC cure cycle except
with an overpressure of 103 kPa gage (15 psig) applied throughout the entire cure. More
details of the test specimens can be found in the sections of Chapter 6 corresponding to
the tests.
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Table 5.4: Specimens manufactured for testing
Manufacturing
Test Specimen Geometry Specimen Notes
Names
Single plate with
dimensions of 30.5 cm
Flatwise (12") length, 35.6 cm
tension (14") wide, 1.9 cm
(0.75") thick
honeycomb core
Three plates with
.i dimensions of 30.5 cm
Tension (12") length, 35.6 cm
(14") wide
Two plates with
CTE dimensions of 30.5 cm 2 specimens cut from only
(12") length, 35.6 cm one plate
(14") wide
Plates 18, 19, 20 were to be
4-point Varied, see Appendix G Plates 3,4, 18, used for bend tests, but core
bending 19, 20 collapsed
2 separate cures preformed,
one for each plate. One
Tension testing Two plates with plate had high density
of honeycomb dimensions of 30.5 cm honeycomb under the
core laminates (12") length, 35.6 cm loading tabs. The other had
(14") wide uncured epoxy under the
loading tabs.
Cylinder with
dimensions of 81.3 cm
Vibration (32") length, 21.3 cm Cylinder 3(8.375") midplane
radius, 1.9 cm (0.75")
thick honeycomb core
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Verification experiments were preformed to validate the analysis and
manufacturing procedures. Testing included flatwise tension testing of the facesheets and
core to determine the honeycomb bond strength, tensile testing to confirm failure
strength, CTE verification, and vibration testing to confirm modes and modes shapes.
6.1 FLATWISE TENSION TESTS
Flatwise tension tests were performed to insure that the curing procedure used
provided the necessary bond strength between the facesheets and the aluminum core.
Two 0.305 m x 0.355 m (12" x 14") flat panels were constructed in a manner consistent
with the manufacturing process for the large tubes. The panels had a lay-up of [0 / ±47 /
0]s with a 1.91 cm (0.75") thick honeycomb core. Two 0.076 m x 0.076 m (3" x 3")
specimens were cut from these two panels. The specimens were bonded to the 8.9 cm x
8.9 cm (3.5" x 3.5") faces of two steel blocks using FM123-2 0.06 lbs/ft sqr24 film
adhesive and the standard TELAC bond cure cycle40 . The two steel blocks are of
dimensions 8.9 cm x 8.9 cm x 7.6 cm (3.5" x 3.5" x 3") and were treated with methanol
alcohol prior to bonding. The blocks were part of a test rig, which conformed to the
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ASTM C 297 - 94 standard25 . A picture of the test rig with a specimen is shown in
Figure 6.1. The testing machine used was a MTS model 311.2126 testing machine with a
MTS 50 metric ton load cell " and an Instron 8500 P28 controller. The test rig was
gripped with a pressure of 500 psi. The specimens were loaded using stroke control with
a rate of 0.001" per second for specimen 1 and 0.005" per minute for specimen 2. The
stroke range used was ±1" and the load range used was ±5000 for specimen 1 and ±10000
lbs for specimen 2. The specimens were loaded until adhesive failure between the core
and the facesheet occurred. A Macintosh fIx29 was used to record stroke and load using
the "TELAC Data Acquisition" Labview 230 program using a sampling frequency of 2 Hz
for specimen 1 and a frequency of 5 Hz for specimen 2.
Figure 6.2 is a plot of the load versus stroke for the second specimen. Table 6.1
summarizes the failure load and stress for the specimens tested. The specimens failed at
an average load of 22.1 kN (4972 lbs.), which when divided by the nominal area of 58.1
cm2 (9 in 2) yields an average failure stress of 3.81 MPa (552 psi). This failure stress was
deemed adequate by Draper Laboratory, and therefore the low pressure used during the
cure is justified. From the failure surface, it could be seen that the facesheet completely
debonded from the honeycomb. It should be noted that the FM 123-2, which bonded the
specimens to the steel block, showed no signs of debonding.
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Table 6.1: Flatwise tension failure load and stress for the specimens tested
Approximate cross Approximate
Specimen Failure load
sectional area failure stress
1 58.1 cm 2  22232 N 3.83 MPa
2 58.1 cm 2 22001 N 3.79 MPa
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6.2 TENSION TESTS
Tensile tests were preformed on thirteen 0.31 m x 0.051 m (12" x 2") coupons to
determine their stiffness in the longitudinal and transverse directions, and to determine
their failure stress. First, three 0.305 m x 0.355 m (12" x 14") laminates were constructed
in a manner consistent with the manufacturing process for the large tubes. The panels
had a lay-up of [0 / ±47 / O]s but had no honeycomb core. The specimens where then
prepared in a manner described in reference 40. Two EA-06-125AD-120 31 strain gages
were bonded to the specimen in the longitudinal and transverse directions of the laminate.
The specimens were gripped in the testing machine with a pressure of 500 psi and loaded
until failure under displacement control. Load, strain, and stroke were recorded for each
test at a frequency of 2 Hz. For these tests, the load range was ±20000 lbs., with a stroke
range of ±1" and a stroke rate of 0.001" per second.
Plots of longitudinal stress versus strain are shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4.
The results of the laminate stiffness measurements are recorded in Table 6.2 and Table
6.3. The measured cross sectional area was used in determining the longitudinal failure
stress. Nine specimens that had gages debond during the loading, or had significant
amounts of noise in the data were disregarded for the stiffness calculations. A possible
reason for the gages debonding is the face that the specimens had a very smooth surface
that may have prevented good strain gage bonding.
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Table 6.2: Tensile test data
Average Longitudinal
Average width Failure load
Specimen Thickness failure stress
(in) (N)
(m) (MPa)
Al 0.00101 0.05062 50762 990.0
A2 0.00112 0.05065 56803 998.0
A3 0.00118 0.05067 53761 898.5
A4 0.00114 0.05065 52327 904.4
B1 0.00102 0.05061 49893 964.9
B2 0.00111 0.05051 52457 935.1
B3 0.00113 0.05071 52327 912.5
B4 0.00109 0.05067 57368 1036.7
B5 0.00101 0.05065 51545 1007.4
Cl 0.00103 0.05067 49937 961.1
C2 0.00113 0.05067 54761 953.5
C3 0.00117 0.05071 55934 939.8
C4 0.00116 0.05066 58020 987.4
Average 0.00110 0.05065 53530 960.7
Standard 0.00006 0.00005 2810 42
deviation
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Table 6.3: Tensile test data, continued
Exx Longitudinal failure
Specimen vyFailure Mode(GPa) strain (m/m)
Al 77.87 0.627 0.0128 Failed in center
A2 72.95 - 0.0137 Grip failure
A3 69.42 0.683 0.0130 Failed in center
A4 71.21 - -Single center failure (straight
across)
BI 76.51 - 0.0129 Single grip failure,
B2 - - - Failure in the center (straight
across) and at one of the grip
B3 - - - Double grip failure
B4 - - - Double grip failure
B5 - - - Double grip failure
C1 77.45 0.605 0.0127 Single center failure (straight
across)
C2 73.32 - - Single failure in the center at
-45 Degrees
C3 - - Double grip failure
C4 - - - Single center failure (straight
across)
Average 74.10 0.638 0.0130
Standard 3.25 0.040 0.0006
deviation
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Specimens Al, A2, A3 and C2 appeared to have clear initial damage (assumed to
be first ply failure), at 528.1, 465.0, 292.0, 404.8 MPa as indicated by a load drop and an
audible noise. Specimens B 1 and C1 did not have any discernable first ply failure, with
the data from the other specimens being too noisy to make any conclusions. However,
from Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 there is little to no stiffness change due to this ply
breaking. There was no discernable stiffness change for any of the specimens tested with
non-noisy data. This is because the stiffness properties of the laminate are dominated by
the 0 degree plies, and the loss of stiffness due to the initial damage in the 47 degree plies
is inconsequential.
6.3 COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION TESTS
Two laminates with the same lay-up as the telescope tube, but with no core, were
constructed in a method consistent with the manufactured tube. Before post curing two
0.178 m x 0.038 m (7" x 1.5") specimens was cut out of one of the laminates. The
laminates were then post cured in a manner consistent with the manufactured tube. The
specimens were cut prior to post curing so that post curing would dry the specimens after
being exposed to moisture during cutting. The specimens were then transferred to
separate vacuum bags that contained a pouch of desiccant; thereby insuring the specimens
remained free of moisture. One bagged specimen was thermocycled between 93.3"C and
-129 0C (±2000F) for 50 cycles. The other was not thermocycled. Both specimens were
sent to Precision Measurement and Instruments Corporation32 to determine the coefficient
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of thermal expansion in the longitudinal direction using a Michelson Laser
Interferometer.
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show the results of the CTE tests. It was determined that the
average CTE's of the two specimens were 0.12 pIE/ 0C (0.07 pE/*F) and 0.04 gE/C (0.02
E/"0F) for the non-thermocycled and thermocycled specimen respectively. From the two
figures, it can be observed that the displacement as a function of temperature was
stabilized for the thermocycled specimen. It is suspected that thermal loading induces
microcracks, and after many thermal cycles, these cracks reach a steady state.
Thermocycling the specimens before testing caused this steady state to be reached,
thereby stabilizing the displacement as a function of temperature. This test comforted to
the ASTM E 289-95 standard33
6.4 FAILED EXPERIMENTS
Several other tests were preformed for this program, which for reasons discussed
below, did not work out as planned. These tests included four-point bend tests of
laminates with honeycomb core, tensile testing of laminates with honeycomb, and
vibration testing of a composite cylinder.
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Figure 6.6: laminate
Four-point bend tests were preformed to determine the bending stiffness and
failure strength of honeycomb core specimens with and without holes. The bend test
specimens were approximately 30.5 cm (12") long and 5.1 cm (2") and were cut from
plates 3 and 4. Details of Plates 3 and 4 are given in Appendix G. Because plates 3 and 4
were constructed with a different lay-up and honeycomb cell size, the test results are not
included in this work.
Tensile tests with honeycomb core were preformed with and without holes to
experimentally determine the effect of honeycomb on the laminates properties and the
strength knock down due to holes. The honeycomb core was crushed as the specimens
were gripped in the testing machine, causing premature failure near the grips, and thus the
results are not included in this work. Several methods were attempted to strengthen the
honeycomb including filling the honeycomb with uncured epoxy prior to curing of the
specimen under the area gripped and using stiffer honeycomb under the area gripped. In
both cases the specimens became dog bone shaped when viewed from the side, because
the external pressure during the cure would slightly crush the honeycomb core in the
center of the specimen, thus putting a stress concentration in the center at the interface of
the gripped and non-gripped portion of the specimen. Because adequate specimens could
not be constructed, this test was abandoned.
In order to verify the results predicted by the vibration code, a free-free vibration
test was performed. Cylinder 3 was suspended vertically and a grid was drawn upon it.
Three piezoelectric accelerometers were connected to a strain amplifier, which was
connected to a recorder. The accelerometers were placed at various locations on the tube,
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and the tube was struck with a hammer with a load cell. Using this setup, the vibrational
modes and crude mode shapes were recorded. The peal frequencies observed in the
transfer function were consistent with the first few predicted modes. The cylinder did not
have the distributed equipment mass assumed in the analyses, so the actual recorded
frequencies were much higher than the actual recorded ones. They were consistent with
the predicted frequencies of the mass difference was compensated for. Unfortunately, the
data was lost due to a hard drive failure of the computer used to collect the data. It should
also be noted that the honeycomb structure was very heavily damped, with the
frequencies rolling off very quickly after the first few modes.
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CHAPTER 7
DESIGN AND VERIFICATION
This chapter summaries the results of the previous three chapters, analysis,
manufacturing, and experimental verification. In this chapter the determination of the
lay-up and honeycomb thickness using the coefficient of thermal expansion analysis and
the vibration analyses will be discussed. The verification of the satellite design will also
be addressed.
7.1 DETERMINATION OF LAY-UP AND HONEYCOMB
THICKNESS
For this project, we at MIT were given the requirements listed in Table 2.2 and
asked to design a satellite structure based upon those requirements. In addition to the
requirements listed, Draper laboratory asked MIT to design a composite satellite structure
that would be easy to manufacture, would be robust to accidental handling, and would
have significant area in which to drill holes to mount hardware (i.e. not have hard points
in the structure, but large areas in which to drill holes to allow hardware to be mounted
and repositioned if necessary).
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Originally, before the thermal analysis was preformed, the structure was
envisioned to be a single cylindrical structure in which inside all the equipment would be
mounted. After the thermal analysis was preformed, it was realized that a highly
conductive thermal shield would be required to evenly distribute the temperature due to
solar and earth radiation. It was decided that the satellite would consist of two structures,
the outer would be a low mass thermal shield which would carry no load, and would
perhaps vibrate at frequencies lower than 90 Hz., but due to its small mass fraction would
not effect the stabilization of the satellite. It was envisioned that the outer structure
would consist of perhaps a thin panel with solar panels mounted on it. The inner
structure would have all the hardware mounted to it, carry all the launch loads, and
consist of a near zero CTE lay-up to prevent deformation of the optics.
Three types of structure were envisioned for the inner structure, a truss structure, a
cylinder, and cylinder reinforced with stiffeners. In general, truss structures have the
highest stiffness to mass ratios, followed by semi-monoque structures, and finally
monoque structures. In terms of manufacturability monoque structures are by far the
easiest, with truss structures being harder due to manufacturing of the truss connections,
and semi-monoque structures due to the multiple cures required to join the stiffeners to
the structure. A monoque structure also gave the most flexibility in terms of location to
mount equipment. Because of the ease of manufacture and the flexibility in mounting
equipment, a monoque structure was chosen for the inner structure. A cylinder shape was
chosen because it is easiest to manufacture. For design purposes, a semi-monoque
structure was not totally ruled out. Putting in longitudinal or circumferential stiffeners
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was discussed. Because the size and locations of the other subsystems were being
designed in parallel with the structure, it was agreed that for the preliminary design a
monoque structure would be analyzed assuming that the mass of the structure was evenly
distributed over it.
With this assumption, the structure would be designed to meet all the
requirements of the satellite. After the preliminary design was complete, detailed finite
element analyses would be preformed to determine the need for stiffeners, and to design
the outer structure and determine there thermal and structural and dynamic effects.
7.1.1 Determination of the lay-up
In order to determine the bounds on the CTE in the satellites longitudinal
direction, an analysis was preformed in conjunction with Draper Laboratories. Based
upon thermal inputs determined by MIT, Draper laboratories, using a commercial ray
tracing code, determined the relationship between Strell number, change in cylinder
length, and cylinder bending, as shown in Figure 4.4. Yool Kim" preformed several
thermal analyses for this project, which included several static analyses for different
orbital positions, and a transient analysis.
A circumferential thermal conductivity of 50 W / m K was chosen to represent the
effect of a thermal shield on the satellite. From the static analyses, it could be seen that
there was little bending of the satellite as it progressed through its orbit. As mentioned
previously the telescope tube of the satellite was assumed to be comprised of eight plies
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of Gr/E, which yielded a very conservative estimate for the thermal mass of the satellite,
4200 J/K. Based upon this conservative estimate for the thermal mass the CTE was
required to be below 0.07 gE/ 0C. This CTE is lower than a CTE of 0.18 pEt/ 0C, the
minimum practical manufacturable CTE23 . The thermal mass of the satellite was
calculated using only the telescope tube mass. If it assumed that the thermal mass of the
entire satellite is 35000 J/K (the maximum thermal mass that the used in the transient
analysis) then the CTE is required to be below 0.27 gIE/ 0C (assuming no internal
radiation). A thermal mass of 35000 J/K is not an unreasonable estimate of the thermal
mass of the satellite considering most materials have a specific heat between 500 and
1500 J/Kg K and the satellites mass is 50 kg. A zero CTE lay-up is the most desirable
lay-up to prevent defocusing of the optics. These bounds on the CTE indicated the CTE
required was achievable using standard composite manufacturing techniques. Draper
Laboratories had insisted upon an optics calibration temperature of 20 0C so that the
optical work could be done in the laboratory at room temperature without special
equipment. By calibrating the optics at a different temperature, it would be possible to
increase the minimum CTE. The bounds on the CTE were determined by assuming the
mass of the satellite was evenly distributed over the structure. A more detailed analysis
could not preformed to determine the effect of the Strell number as a function of thermal
deformation without knowing the mass and location of the components of the equipment
in the satellite.
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Once the shape of the structure had been chosen, the lay-up of the internal
structure was to be determined. The structural subsystem had a mass limit of 10 kg
(Table 2.2). It was decided that 5 kg would be allotted to the thermal shield, end caps,
and other necessary structure. The remaining 5 kg would be allotted to the telescope
tube. If it was assumed that the telescope tube would be comprised of 2.54 cm (1") of
honeycomb, then 8 plies of AS4/3501-6 35% was the maximum number of plies that
could be used without surpassing the mass limit. Only symmetric laminates were
considered to remove any bending in the structure at room temperature due to curing at a
higher temperature and only balanced laminates were considered to remove extension-
shear deformation coupling.
This left the following possible lay-up combinations, [±a]s, [0 / ±a]s, [90 / ±a]s,
and [±a / ±#Js. As mentioned previously, a zero CTE lay-up was most desired for the
optics. For a [±a]s lay-up, there only exists one zero CTE lay-up, [±42.1]s. This lay-up
has no fibers in the longitudinal direction, and would probably not survive launch
loading. This lay-up also would be susceptible to extension vibration modes (j = 0), and
more importantly global bending modes (j = 1). Because of these problems, the [±a]s
lay-ups were disregarded. There are no zero CTE lay-ups for the [90 ±a]s lay-up family.
For the [0 / ±a]s lay-up family there is only one zero CTE lay-up [0 ±47.1] which has a
standard deviation of 0.23 ptE/"C. For the eight-ply facesheet family there are many lay-
ups with a zero CTE lay-up, as shown in Figure 4.3. The most desirable lay-up shown in
Figure 4.3 is the [02 / ±50.5]s lay-up, because it had fibers in the axial direction that
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helped suppress extension vibration modes (j = 0), and bending modes (i = 1), and
increased the strength when loaded axially or in bending. The most important property of
this lay-up is that it was the least susceptible to manufacturing variations (Figure 4.21)
with a standard deviation of 0.15 gE/C. As will be discussed in Section 7.2, uncertainty
exists about the value of the CTEs for AS4/3501-6 35% Gr/E. By using a slightly
different CTE in the 1 direction it is possible that there exists a second zero CTE curve in
Figure 4.3. This curve lies near the [04]s lay-up. If this curve does exist, the lay-ups
would not be useful for this program for the satellite would then be susceptible to
circumferential bending (j > 1). This analysis focused upon the two lay-ups, the lower
mass lay-up, [0 / ±47.1]s and the lay-up with the least susceptibility to manufacturing
variations, [02 / ±50.5], (Figure 4.21).
Due to the uncertainties in ply CTE properties, early in the program material
properties were used that indicated that the best zero CTE lay-up for an 8 ply family was
[02 / ±47]s. This lay-up was therefore agreed upon as the baseline for all subsequent
calculations, manufacturing and testing. Interestingly, it was shown experimentally in
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 that the CTE for a [0 / ±47 / 0]s lay-up is 0.044 pE-/0 C and 0.123
gF/ 0 C depending if the specimens are thermocycled or not. This indicates that the
alternate material properties used early in the program (see Section 7.2) may be
preferable, but there is not enough data to draw a conclusion. The limited testing does
however validate the choice of a thermocycled [0 / ±47 / 0], lay-up the facesheets.
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7.1.2 Determination of the honeycomb thickness
Originally, when the satellite was initially proposed, the telescope tube was not
designed to be a sandwich construction. Draper laboratories suggested that in order to
simplify the stabilization hardware for the satellite, the satellite structure should have a
minimum fundamental frequency of 100 Hz. This requirement was later relaxed to 90
Hz. After looking at some simple models for a cylinder with free ends, it became obvious
that in order to meet the mass goals and frequency goal, a sandwich construction for the
telescope tube would be required. Using the approximate vibration analysis presented in
Appendix C, frequency versus honeycomb thickness was determined. For a [0 / ±4 7 .1]s.
lay-up, a 2.14 cm (0.84") thick honeycomb is required for the satellite to have a
fundamental frequency of 90 Hz. Using the approximate vibration analysis, for a [02 /
±47]s lay-up, a 1.99 cm (0.78") thick honeycomb is required for the satellite to have a
fundamental frequency of 90 Hz. Using the mass of the mass of the facesheets,
honeycomb and film adhesive, a telescope tube with a [0 / ±47.1]s. lay-up would have a
mass of 4.1 kg and a telescope tube with a [02 / ±47]s lay-up would have a mass of 4.6 kg.
When test articles were manufactured, a 1.91 cm (0.75") honeycomb thickness,
was purchased to reduce the cost of manufacturing. For this thickness, the fundamental
frequency is 86.4 Hz, as calculated by the approximate analysis and the telescope tube
mass is 4.5 kg. Toward the end of the program, it was found using the closed form
analysis that the fundamental frequency is 79.5 Hz for a [0 / ±47 / 0]s lay-up with a 1.91
cm (0.75") thick honeycomb core. In order to achieve the frequency goal of 90 Hz., a
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honeycomb thickness of approximately 2.16 cm (0.85") would be required, adding an
additional 0.3 kg of mass to the structure.
It should be noted that the analysis assumptions used here were very conservative.
The vibration analysis assumed that the mass of the satellite was evenly distributed over
the telescope tube, which is certainly not the case. The primary mirror and the CCD
make up a large portion of the satellite mass, and would be placed near the center of the
satellite. It is also possible that individual modes could be suppressed after more details
are known about the satellite (such as the locations of equipment) by means of
circumferential stiffeners, or by using the structure that connects the inner telescope tube
to the thermal shield to suppress circumferential modes.
It was agreed upon by both MIT and Draper laboratories that the baseline structure
would be a [0 / ±47 / 0]s lay-up with a 1.91 cm (0.75") core. This structure, although
possessing 8 % more mass than a telescope tube with a [0 / ±47.1], lay-up, the CTE in the
x direction was 35 % less susceptible to manufacturing variations, and a zero CTE
structure was of primary importance. This is not to say in the final design that the eight-
ply lay-up would be used over the six-ply lay-up. It is possible that with a better thermal
analysis the bounds on the CTE would become more relaxed and a six ply telescope tube
might be more desirable. In addition, the mass saved by not including two plies could be
used for longitudinal and circumferential stiffeners.
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7.2 VERIFICATION OF SATELLITE DESIGN
As mentioned previously several sets of material properties for AS4/3501-6 were
used in the design of the satellite design. The first set of material data was from the
computer program MCLAM34 written by professor McManus, and is listed in Table 7.1.
The material properties in Table 7.1, with the exception of the CTE in 1 direction, was
used to determine the CTE of the telescope tube in the axial direction. For the axial CTE,
cI was assumed to be 0.09 gv/"C based upon another reference. The material properties
are incomplete in the out of plane direction, and more data was required from other
sources. It was decided that instead of gathering data from multiple sources, data from a
single source should be used. The material data in Table 4.1 was gathered by the TELAC
laboratory from testing and various references and was used for all the analyses in
Chapter 4. After tensile testing was preformed, due to the inconsistency between the
theoretical and experimental stiffness in the axial direction, some of the calculations were
preformed again using the MCLAM material properties. The results of these analyses are
shown in Table 7.2. As can be seen from Table 7.2 the telescope tube properties vary
slightly between the TELAC and MCLAM material properties, except in the case of Ex.
In this case the MCLAM material properties appears to predict the tested stiffness better
than the TELAC material properties. Neither the TELAC nor the MCLAM material
properties predict the CTE in the x direction, aqx, with much accuracy. However cx is
predicted very accurately if all = 0.09 gE/C, which was used to originally determine the
[02 / ±47]s lay-up.
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Table 7.1: MCLAM AS4/3501-6 35% Gr/E material data3 4
Property Value
Young's modulus in 1 direction, E11  130 GPa (18.85 Msi)
Young's modulus in 2 direction, E22  10.5 GPa (1.522 Msi)
Young's modulus in 3 direction, E33  -
Shear modulus in 23 direction, G23
Shear modulus in 13 direction, G1 3  -
Shear modulus in 12 direction, G12  6.0 GPa (0.87 Msi)
Poisson's ratio in 23 direction, V2 3
Poisson's ratio in 13 direction, VJ3 -
Poisson's ratio in 12 direction, v12  0.28
Coefficient of thermal expansion in 1 direction, -0.36 m/m 'C (-0.2 in/in oF)A
a11
Coefficient of thermal expansion in 2 direction, 28.8 rn/m C (16.0 in/in 'F)
a2 2
Coefficient of thermal expansion in 3 direction,
a33
Ply thickness 0.127 mm (5 mil)
Density, p -
Tensile failure stress in 1 direction, XT 1.660 GPa (240.7 ksi)
Compression failure stress in 1 direction, Xc 1.699 GPa (246.1 ksi)
Tensile failure stress in 2 direction, Yr 53.9 MPa (7.876 ksi)
Compression failure stress in 2 direction, Yc 221 MPa (32.04 ksi)
Shear failure stress in 2 direction, S 174 MPa (15.22 ksi)
A. Alternate value of 0.036 m/m 'C (0.02 in/in 'F)
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Table 7.2: Comparison of theoretical and experimental properties with standard
deviations
Telescope tube Computed from Computed fromTELAC material MCLAM material Tested valueproperty properties A propertiesA
First ply failure 698 MPaB 628 MPaB 422 100 MPacD
Last ply failure 1180 MPaB 925 MPaB 949 40 MPaC, E
Axial stiffness, Exx 81.0 ± 3.9 GPa 74.8 ± 3.8 GPa 74.1 ± 3.3 GPa
Poisson ratio, vy 0.60 ± 0.03 0.58 ± 0.03 0.64 ± 0.04c
-0.35 ± 0.22 pE/"C 0.12 ± 0.02 t/oCc'
CTE in axial G Non-thermocycled
-0.39 ±0.22 pE/0Cdirection, a 0.07 ± 0.22 E/oCF 0.04 ± 0.02 pE/OC'
G thermocycled
A. Computed using MCLAM and /or VAR 34
B. Calculated without standard deviations
C. Limited testing
D. First indication of damage (e.g. noise and load drop)
E. Calculated using specimens without grip failures
F. Computed using MCLAM properties but with ac 1 = 0.09 gE/"C
G. Indicates experimental error, not standard deviation
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The large differences in a may be attributable to the fact that only one specimen
was tested and the temperature range for testing xx may be different than the temperature
range for which c,1 was determined. More material testing needs to be preformed before
firmer conclusions can be drawn.
Table 7.3 summarizes the requirements presented in Table 2.2 and parameters for
the telescope tube as designed. It should be noted that for this table the MCLAM
properties with the alternate CTE were used to calculate the strell number because it most
closely matched the test data.
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Table 7.3: Comparison of design goals and computed values for the Small-Sat
telescope tube
Computed value forProperty Design goal telescope tubeA
Structure mass goal Less than 10 kg 4.5 kgB
0.994 with CTEc
Optical Strell number Greater than 0.90 0.946 with CTE + 1 c
0.953 with CTE - 1 c
Margin of safety against
first ply failure for axial
load case with a factor of Greater than 0 0.50
safety of 3
Margin of safety against
first ply failure for lateral
load case with a factor of
safety of 3
DFMinimum structural Greater than 90 Hz. 79.5 Hz. F
fundamental frequency Ga t 86.4 Hz.
A. Calculated using TELAC material properties except where noted
B. Calculated using the mass of the facesheets, honeycomb, and film adhesive
B. Calculated using second MCLAM CTE from Table 7.2
D. Closed form vibration analysis
E. Approximate vibration analysis
F. Closed form fundamental frequency can be increased to 90 Hz. by using an
approximately 2.16 cm (0.85") thick honeycomb core with a mass penalty of an
additional 0.3 kg, as described in section 7.1.2.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The preliminary design, analysis, manufacturing, and testing of the Draper Small-
Sat structure was presented. In this chapter, the findings of the current work are
summarized and directions for future work are recommended.
The telescope tube was designed and analyzed taking strength, thermal, optical,
vibration, and material probabilistic analysis into consideration. Beam equations were
used to determine the displacement of the telescope tube under the thermal loads. This
thermal-deformation analysis was used in conjunction with an optical analysis performed
by Draper Laboratory to determine the maximum allowable CTE of the telescope tube to
prevent significant defocusing of the optics under a thermal load. Yool Kim provided the
thermal analysis for an infinite tube under static and transient thermal loads for various
orbits. Using this analysis it was determined that only a near zero CTE lay-up could be
used. A probabilistic analysis indicated which of the many available zero CTE lay-ups
should be used to minimize the variations in CTE due to manufacturing errors and
material variations. A [0 / ±47 / O]s lay-up was selected based upon these analyses.
Two analyses were used to determine the modes and mode shapes of the telescope
tube. The first analysis was a Ritz (approximate) analysis. The second analysis is a
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numerical solution of the equations of equilibrium for an orthotropic cylinder including
transverse shearing. From the vibration analyses, the required thickness of the
honeycomb layer, 2.16 cm (0.85"), was determined. For ease of manufacture, and
considering the very conservative assumptions used in the vibration analysis 1.91 cm
(0.75") honeycomb core was actually used. The stress in a thin orthotropic tube was
derived using the classical thin shell theory equilibrium equations. Using this stress
analysis and the Tsai-Wu failure theory, the margins of safety could be determined. It
was found that for the lay-up selected, first ply failure would not occur, even for a factor
of safety of three.
Plate, shells, rings, and cylinders were manufactured to determine the
manufacturing technique required to build the telescope tube. Problems overcome
included: core crushing, core collapse, dimpling, core splicing problems, facesheet
problems, wrinkling, and top sheet joining. The manufacturing quality of the final
cylinder was deemed acceptable for space hardware by Draper Laboratories.
Experiments verified facesheet laminate stiffness, strength, and CTE, and
sandwich panel flatwise tension strength. The measured stiffness values closely matched
those predicted using the more conservative of the available sets of material property
data, as did the laminate ultimate strengths.
The design was based on the predicted first ply failure. This could not be directly
measured. On some specimens early damage indicators such as load drops or noise were
used to assess a stress at first damage that was lower than the predicted first ply failures.
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However, properties were observed to be unaffected by early damage, so use of this "first
damage" stress would be excessively conservative.
Only two CTE tests were done, so it is dangerous to draw to many conclusions for
them, but the results from the tested specimens were excellent. Both specimens had
exceedingly low CTE's. The specimen that had been thermal cycled before testing
showed the lowed CTE, and less hysteresis in thermal strain, demonstrating the benefits
of this practice. The results were consistent with the analytical results for on of the sets
of the material properties used, and satisfy the design requirements.
Two flatwise tension tests were preformed to determine the failure strength of the
bond between the honeycomb and the facesheets. Draper Laboratories deemed the failure
strength of the tests adequate, thereby validating the lower externally applied pressure
used during the cure.
The design, analysis, manufacturing, and testing that was presented for the Draper
Small-Sat represents a good, partially verified, preliminary design, however much work
still needs to be done before a prototype satellite can be constructed. Ambiguities in the
material properties should be resolved, and material properties checked for validity in the
temperature range that the satellite would see. Once this is done, the analyses presented
in Chapters 3 and 4 should be redone to verify the lay-up and the honeycomb thickness.
These analyses should also be complimented by finite element analyses once the location
and masses of the other components is finalized. The design of the outer structure and its
connections to the inner structure needs to be completed also using finite element
analysis.
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More testing is also required to verify the satellite design. The CTE tests should
be performed using specimens with honeycomb core. This test was not preformed in this
preliminary program due to budget constraints. Due to high margins of safety, good
laminate strength test results, and the fact that the satellite may have an external support
structure in the launch shroud, the four-point bend tests and tensile tests of laminates with
honeycomb core might not need to be redone. The vibration test should be re-preformed
to determine the damping of the telescope tube and verify the vibration analyses.
Completion of the validation tests for the telescope tube, and the design of the full
structure, will allow a full structural prototype to be built. This prototype could be
equipped with a functional optical system, and used in tests to prove the viability of the
Small-Sat concept.
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APPENDIX A
CLOSED FORM AXIAL STRENGTH
ANALYSIS
A.1 INTRODUCTION
When the satellite is in the launch vehicle, it will undergo axial and lateral inertial
loading. Failure for the cylinder during launch can be determined by substituting the
strain-displacement relations and the stress-strain relations into the equilibrium equations,
and solving the resulting differential equations for the displacements. By applying, the
boundary conditions the displacements, and subsequently the strains and stresses,
everywhere in the cylinder can be found. Using an appropriate failure criterion, the
margin of safety can be determined.
A.2 DERIVATION
When the telescope cylinder is undergoing axial inertial loading the tractions can
be written as:
_ _ FS LFj M g (Xl (A.1)21 R L
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q, = p = m, =m. =0 (A.2)
where FS is the factor of safety, LFAxiai is the axial load factor, Msat is the satellite
mass and g is the acceleration due to gravity at sea level. The telescope cylinder can be
assumed to be clamped at x = 0 and free at x = L within the launch vehicle. With these
assumptions the boundary conditions can be written as:
uO (0, 0, t)= vO (0, 0, t) = w(0, 0, t) = #ix(0,60, t) = #80 (0, 0, t) = 0 (A.3)
N,(L,0,t) = Nx9(L,0,t) =M,(L,0,t) =Q,(L,0,t) =Mx9 (L,0,t) =0 (A.4)
While the satellite is in the launch vehicle, it is assumed that the entire structure is
at a constant temperature. For a specially orthotropic cylinder at a constant temperature,
the thermal forces become:
NT(x,Q,t) = NT (A.5)
Nj(x,0, t) = NO (A.6)
Nf (x,0, t) = M(x,0, t) = MT(x,0, t) = Mi T(x,0, t) = 0 (A.7)
It should be noted that NT and NOT are proportional to the temperature that the
satellite is analyzed at minus the temperature that the satellite is mounted to the launch
vehicle, and are not functions of the cure temperature of the cylinder as explained in
chapter 4. As stated before, the loads are assumed quasi-static and thus there is no time
dependence on the displacements. Because there is no loading in the 0 direction, and the
boundary conditions are not dependent on 0 it can be assumed that the displacements
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With these two assumptions, the displacements can be
assumed to be:
U = u0 (x) + z # (x)
V = v (x) + z #,(x)
(A.8)
(A.9)
(A.10)w = w(x)
With these assumptions on the displacements and external loading, the equations
of equilibrium 3.47 - 3.51, become:
d N
dx
d N 9 Q9+ --= 0
dx R
dQ x No= 0
dx R
d M - =0
dx
dMx9 -Q =0
dx
(A.11)
(A.12)
(A.13)
(A.14)
(A.15)
If one assumes that the telescope cylinder is specially orthotropic cylinder, the in-
plane stains and inplane shear are decoupled. Knowing there are no 0 dependence on the
loading and boundary conditions, and no coupling between the inplane strains and shear,
one might recognize there is no propensity of the cylinder to twist in either direction, and
thus deformation in the 0 direction must be zero. Because of this one can assume:
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have no dependence on 0.
v(x)=B,(x)=0 (A.16)
This can also be proven true by solving the equations of equilibrium. The total
number of unknown displacements has now been reduced to three, uo(x), w(x), and #x(x).
Using the strain displacement relations 3.12 - 3.20, and the stress strain relations, 3.27,
equations A.11, A.13, and A.15 can be expanded out as follows:
[K21] +[K1 ]Xk'+ [KO ]Xk = P (A.17)
where
[K2]=
[K,]=
[KO]=
AIR
0
0
0
-A2
0
0
0
0
0
0
A2
0
-A55
0
-A 2 2
0
(A.18)
0
0
D1%
0
A55 R 2
0
0
0
-A55
(A.19)
(A.20)
(A.21)
R2
--q R
F =--Ne' R
0
u(x)
=w(x)
fi,(x )
(A.22)
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and
In the above equation, primes denote derivatives with respect to x. The above
system is a linear system of differential equations, and were be solved by substitution and
integrating the differential equations. Solving the differential equation yields:
2A 2 N Tx+A qx 2  A 22 xc _ A22 Rc 2
u(x)= 2(AA 2 -A) AlA 22 -A2 AA 2 2-A 2
+c3 e- +c 4 e +c 5 e- X+c 6 ex
4 1 NTR+A 2 qRx A2 Rcl
A1A22-42 A1A22-A2
+A,R c3 e~x AIR C4 ex ARA2c 5 e-X ARA 2
c6 e2x (A.24)
A2 42 A2 A2
+ B, (c, e-3 ' +c4e' x+ B2 (c e-k' + c6 x ) (A.25)8 (X)= - A2 q, R2AIA22 - A 2
(A.26)
(A.27)
B 2
A 2 -An A2 + A As '5R2 244~A 2+4A55 R 2 142 A55 R
A A, A22 + A 55 R2
42 A5 R
(A.28)
(A.29)
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(A.23)
w(x)=
where:
)11=
ci are six unknown constants. Using the six boundary condition equations A.3 and
A.4 the six unknowns in equations A.23, A.24 and A.25 can be determined. Enough
information is known to totally characterize the displacements of a specially orthotropic
cylinder undergoing an inertial load in the axial direction.
The laminate strains can be found from the strain displacement relations,
equations 3.12 - 3.20. Using classical laminated plate theory (CLPT), the stress and
strain is the plies can be determined using equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.21. Once ply stresses
and strains are known it is simple matter to determine if the cylinder fails under this load
using the Tsai-Wu failure criteria.
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APPENDIX B
CLOSED FORM LATERAL STRENGTH
ANALYSIS
B.1 INTRODUCTION
When the satellite is in the launch vehicle, it will undergo the two types of inertial
loading, axial and lateral. Lateral inertial loading occurs when the launch vehicle
performs a pull-up maneuver. Failure for the cylinder can be determined by in a manner
similar to the closed form axial strength analysis in Appendix A.
B.2 DERIVATION
The equations of equilibrium, 3.47 - 3.51, can be solved to determine a closed
form solution for the lateral load condition. Figure B.1 displays the loading condition.
From Figure B. 1 it should be noted that the 0 direction is defined relative to the loading.
The decision of where to place the origin of the coordinate system is arbitrary; however
placing it relative to the applied loading decouples the Cos(0) and Sin(0) terms of the
displacements. The assumed origin of the coordinate system is shown in Figure B.1.
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Figure B.1:
0
Direction of
ixed end x = 0
x
Free end x = L
Geometry and coordinate system of lateral strength model
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Based upon this figure it can be assumed:
qO = FS LFLateral MSat g Sin(6) (B.1)
27T R L
_ FS LFLteral Msat 9 Cos (6) (B.2)2( R L
q, = mX = mO =0 (B.3)
It is again assumed that the thermal loads are not time dependant and the entire
structure is at a constant temperature. For a specially orthotropic cylinder at a constant
temperature, the thermal forces become:
Nf(x,6, t) = NxT (B.4)
N4 (x,0,t) = (B.5)
NTg(x,0, t) =MT(x,O,t) =MT(x,O,t) =MT (x,O,t)=0 (B.6)
The satellite assumed to be clamped at one end, and free at the other, therefore the
boundary conditions are:
uO (0,0, t) = vo (0, 0, t)= w(O0,,t) = #x (0, 0, t) = #80(0,0, t) =0 (B.7)
N,(L,0,t) = N,(L,0,t) =M,(L,0,t) = Q,(L,0,t) = Mx9(L,0,t) = 0 (B.8)
Note that, except for the external loading, the axial and the lateral boundary
conditions are the same. Using this knowledge, the lateral strength solution can be
broken into two components, a purely thermal case with no external loads, and a case
with only external loads with no thermal loading. By the principal of superposition, the
strains can be added up to determine the total strain for the lateral load case. The first
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case, the purely thermal case, has been solved already. It is the axial load case with q, = 0,
and will not be considered further here. In the second case, the thermal load vectors are
given by:
N(x,0,t) = NT (x,0, t) = N T(x,0,t) = M T (x,0,t) = M (x,0, t) = M T(x,0, t) = 0 (B.9)
Just as in the axial case the assumption is made that loading occurs quasi-
statically and therefore the displacements are independent of time. With this in mind, the
following displacement field is assumed:
u = (uo(x)+z,(x))Cos(j 0) (B.10)
v=(v(x)+zj8#(x))Sin(j 0) (B.11)
w = w(x)Cos (j 0) (B.12)
Substituting equations 3.12 - 3.20 and 3.27 into the equations of equilibrium yields:
[K2] [T]k "+[K,][T]'+[[Ko][T]k =[T]P (B.13)
where
uO (x)
vo(x)
= -w(x) (B.14)
,x(x)
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Cos(j 0) 0
0
FS LFa,,,, Mg
2)r R L
FS LFLateral MSat g
27rRL
0
0
0
0 Sin(j 0) 0
0
0
0
0 Cos(j 0)
0
0
With the stiffness matrices given by:
[K2]= R 2
0 Cos(j 0) 0
0 Sin(j 0)
i (A 2 +A6 6 )
0
0
0
0
42
0
0
-A55
0
0
A5 5 R
0R
0 -i (D 12 +D 6 6 )
0
0
0
j (D12 +D 6 6 )
0
(B.18)
and
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(B.15)
[T]=
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(B.16)
A, 0
0 A66
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
0
A55
0
0
0
0
0
0
D66-
0
0
0
D
0
(B.17)
[K ] = R
-i
0
(A2 +A6 6 )
-A2
0
0
0j2 A22 +A44
A ( 22+A 44 )
0
0
j (A22 +A 4 4 )
A22 +j2 A44
0
R 
-j A4 4 R
0
0
0
j2 D66 +A55
0
0
-A 44 R
-j A44
0
R
j2 D 22 +A 4 4 R 2
(B.19)
where for this case j, the radial mode number, equals 1. Because the T matrix is a
diagonal matrix, it can be factored out of equation B.13 to give:
[K21]k "+ [K ]1'+ [KO ]X, = P (B.20)
In the above equation, primes denote derivatives with respect to x. Equation B.20
is a linear system of differential equations and is solved by assuming:
= + ,
(B.21)
where Xh is the solution to the homogenous equation and X is the particular solution.
The system will be solved using the eigenvalue method for the homogeneous system, and
the method of undetermined coefficients to obtain the particular solution. Looking at the
homogenous portion:
[K21] "+[K ] '+( KO ]k =U (B.22)
In order to reduce the order of the equation let:
(B.23)
Rewriting yields two equations:
[I]X' 
-[I] =0
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0
0
0
0
(B.24)
[K2I h'+[ K1]Y+h [ KoIh =0 (B.25)
where I is the identity matrix. Combining the equations yields:
II h h'0 -I
--- [ - -- --- + ---- = 0  (B.26)0  K Y' Ko K Y J
The solution to this equation is:
- = QeAx (B.27)
Y
where Q is a 10 x 1 vector of unknown constants, and A is a constant. Substituting
equation B.27 into equitation B.26 and factoring yields:
I 0- 0 -I-
----- --- Q e =0 (B.28)
K tK2 KO K,
If it is assumed than both x and A have finite values, the exponential terms can be divided
out of equation B.28. This gives the familiar eigenvalue equations:
I 0 0 |-I
----- + - - Q=0 (B.29)0 | K2 KO| KI
where A is the eigenvalues and Q is the eigenvectors. If it is assumed that Q is non-
trivial, then the matrices in parentheses must be non-invertible and therefore has
determinate equal to zero.
I 0 0 -I
Det KO -- r--+ - - - = (B.30)0 K2 K
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Which yields a tenth order polynomial in A. This characteristic polynomial can be solved
in many ways. When all the eigenvalues are found, it is possible to find the
eigenvectors. Substituting the ith eigenvalue into equation B.29 yields:
1 0 0 -1
1, - + )Q =0 (B.31)
0 K2 KO| K, Q
where O, is the ith eigenvector associated with the ith eigenvalue. As stated
before, substituting X into the above equations makes the matrices in the parentheses non
invertible. Therefore, the eigenvectors Q are not distinct. It should be noted the
eigenvalues, 2,, are distinct, except for two zero eigenvalues. The zero eigenvectors will
be found along with the particular solution with the method of undetermined coefficients.
If all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are known, except for the zero eigenvalues,
equation B.27 can be written as:
-} - ci Q, e4 (B.32)
where ci are unknown constants. Letting the first five elements in the Q
eigenvector be q, , yields:
8
Xh = Ic4i e2jX (B.33)
i=1
In equation B.33 there are eight unknown constants. These constants as well as
two others will be solved using ten boundary conditions. Before the constants can be
solved for, the particular solution must be found. Recalling equation B.20:
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[K2 ]' [Ki I ['+[KO] =F (B.34)
The particular solution can be solved for as stated before by the method of
undermined coefficients 36. Because F is a vector of constants, assume:
2
gP = dI xi
i=0
(B.35)
where di is a 5x1 vector of unknown constants. Substituting the previous
equation into equation B.34 and collecting x terms yields 15 equations, which can be used
to solve for the 15 unknowns in the particular solution for X. It is stated without proof
that X, is given by:
R(D 66 +A 5 5 R 2)
A55 D66
(D 66 +A 5 R 2 2
- 0) 2 A5 D66
B,
R2
(P-f,)R-x
D66
B 2
+c9
0
1
-1
0
0
+cIo
R
x
-x
A55 R 2
D66+ A.5 R
0
R 2  (A2 (D 22 + A4 R
AL5 D66 (A
(D6 6  +455 R 2 ) ~+ 2x + fo
2 (D66 +A5 R2))+A4 A55 R 2 (D 12 +D 66 ))
2 D 22 +A 44 D 22 + A22 A44 R 2)
R 2 (D 2 2 + A. R 2)
A22 D 22 + A4 D22 +A2 2 A4 R 2
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P (B.36)
where:
B, = -(P- f
(B.37)
R 3 (4 2 A5 (D12 +D22 )+A44 A2 D66 +A44 A55 (D12 +D 66 + A2 R2
B2 =(P-f) A55 'D66 (A 2 D22 +A44 D22 + A2 A4 R2)
+ fo A44 R 32
A22 D22 + A44 D2 2 +A 22 A4 R
2
(B.38)
This can be proved by inserting equations B.36 - B.38 into the equations of
equilibrium. From the method of undetermined coefficients, it is only possible to solve
13 of the 15 coefficients of equation B.35. The vectors that are multiplied by the two
unknown coefficients, c9 and cJo, are the eigenvectors corresponding with the zero
eigenvalues. There is now enough information to characterize the displacements of a
specially orthotropic tube undergoing a lateral inertial load. The method of solution is as
follows: using Mathematica 3.037, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in equation B.33
were determined numerically. Adding equations B.33, B.36, and using the ten boundary
conditions, equations B.7 and B.8, the ten unknowns were determined. With the
displacements solved for the failure can be determined in the same manner that it was for
the closed form axial strength analysis.
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APPENDIX C
SIMPLIFIED VIBRATION ANALYSIS
C.1 INTRODUCTION
A previously developed Ritz method for predicting the dynamic behavior of
anisotropic tubes was extended to determine the frequencies for free free boundary
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conditions . In this vibration analysis, general displacement modes are assumed. These
displacement modes are forced to conform to the boundary conditions on at least one end
to reduce the number of modes required to for convergence. The kinetic and potential is
then determined from the mode shapes and minimized to determine the frequencies of the
cylinder.
C.2 DERIVATION
In this simplified vibration analysis, shearing strain are assumed to be zero, with
the other displacements assumed to be the following:
N
u0 = x'- Cos (j 0) qu (t ) (C. 1)
N
V0 X'- Sin (j60) q~j (t) (C.2)
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N
w = xi-1 Cos (j6)qj (t) (C.3)
where N is the number of desired longitudinal modes, j is the radial mode number,
and q is a function dependent on i and time. Assuming that out of plane shearing strains
are zero, then solving equations 3.19 and 3.20 the rotations can be solved for as:
#8 = (C.4)a x
#80 =- v W (C.5)R ao
In a typical Ritz analysis the mode shapes satisfy displacement boundary
conditions, while force boundaries (including free boundaries) are not satisfied. If
enough mode shapes are used then the force boundary conditions will be approximately
satisfied. The convergence rate can be increased if all or some of the force boundary
conditions are satisfied by the assumed mode shapes. Because the through thickness
shearing is assumed to be zero the number of unknown displacements is reduced and the
boundary conditions for the equations of equilibrium, equations 3.60 to 3.64 must be
modified:
Either u = 0 orNx = 0 (C.6)
M
Either v = 0 or Nxo + ' -=0 (C.7)
R
1I MEither w = 0 or Q + a M = 0 (C.8)
E R a
Either $x= 0or M, = 0 (C.9)
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For this analysis all the displacements were forced to satisfy the free boundary at x
= 0. Only for the torsion case (i = 0, u = w = 0) was the free boundary conditions at x = L
satisfied. Only one boundary was satisfied for most cases to speed up computation time.
For an orthotropic shell with a balanced symmetric lay-up the strain energy can be written
as:
L 21 (Nx e + N, e% +Mx K+M Ko +
U = f 2 0  R dO dx (C.10)
00Nx& FxO + 9 M J
Neglecting the rotational inertial terms, the kinetic energy is given by:
pL2raU02 V02 aW2
T- f a + + - R dO dx (C.11)
20 0 t at at
The assumed displacements, equations C.1 - C.5 can be substituted into the strain-
displacement relations, equations 3.12 - 3.18, to find the strains in terms of the separable
functions. The strains can be substituted into the stress strain relations, 3.27, and then can
be substituted into the definitions of potential and kinetic energy. These are then
substituted into Lagrange's equation to determine the response of the system in terms of
the unknown modal amplitudes, q.
[M] w(t)+[K] 4(t)=0 (C.12)
where:
q (t= LqU -.-. qu,N qv,1 qv,N qw,1 qw,N -C 13)
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M = aT (C.14)
K -= (C.15)
It should be noted in the above equation the double dot represents the second derivative
with respect to time. If is assumed that the cylinder oscillates in a harmonic fashion:
4 (t)= 4k e' (C. 16)
where qk is a vector of unknown constants and ak is the unknown radial frequency.
Inserting equation C. 16 into equation C. 12 and simplifying yields:
(wo [I]-[M]' [K]) qk =0 (C.17)
This is the familiar eigenvalue problem. In order for qi to be non-trivial:
Det ofw [I]-[Mf' [K] =0 (C.18)
By assuming j, values for the radial frequency can be determined. From equation
D.15 the frequencies can be determined. Using this analysis, the frequencies for about
half the total number of modes used (N / 2 for the torsion modes, N for the extension
modes, and 3 N / 2 forj > 0) will be accurately predicted. The lowest (first) mode will be
the most accurate with accuracy decreasing the higher the mode number (second mode,
third mode, fourth mode, ect.). This analysis will always over predict the frequencies, but
increasing accuracy can be gained by increasing N, as can be seen in Figure C. 1.
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Figure C.1: Frequency versus number of assumed modes, N, for a [02 / ±47]s lay-up
with 1.91 cm (0.75") thick honeycomb for j> 0
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It should be noted for the approximate analysis the cylinder was assumed to be specially
orthotropic, A16 = A 2 6 = D6= D26 = 0, and Bi; = 0 and all thermal forces are assumed to
be zero.
A second thing that should be noted that the approximate analysis is there is
always two j = 1 modes (one Cos (6) and one Sin (6) mode) that are much lower than
any other mode for the structure. The mode shapes for these modes appear to be rigid
body rotations of the cylinder about the two directions perpendicular to the longitudinal
direction, with very slight deformation of the cylinder ends. Because it requires six
parameters to describe the position of a body in three dimensional space, there are six
vibration modes that have a frequency equal to zero: rigid body translation of the body in
three perpendicular axes, and rigid body rotation of the body about three perpendicular
axes. The three rigid body translations of the cylinder include one j = 0 extension mode,
and two j = 1 modes. The three rigid body rotations of the cylinder include one j = 0,
torsion mode and two j = 1 modes. If a rigid body rotation mode shape about the two
axes perpendicular to the longitudinal direction is substituted into the equations of
equilibrium (Equations 3.47 - 3.51), in order for the equations to be satisfied the radial
frequency, o, must be zero. However if this mode shape is the substituted into the
boundary conditions (Equations C.6 - C.9) then neither N,'+ i-=0 nor
R
Q + "MX =0 is satisfied at the boundaries, and thus according to the equations the
R a 0
rigid body rotation is not a solution for a free free cylinder. This inconsistency between
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the equations and reality appears to occur in the strain-displacement relation for K,,
(Equation 3.18). It is possible that when the assumption is made that the cylinder is thin,
a simplifying assumption is made such that the strain-displacement relations (Equations
3.12 - 3.20) do not predict purely rigid body rotations. It is also possible that an
assumption is made in an attempt to satisfy the "sixth equation of equilibrium" (rotational
equilibrium about an axis normal to the cylinders surface) that M,, is about equal to
Mx and Kx0 in Equation 3.18 is an average of Kx0 and Kox.
A low frequency j = 1 mode that appears in the analytical results is a rigid body
rotation of the cylinder with very slight deformation of the cylinder ends is actually the
rigid body rotation co = 0 mode with deformations at the ends to satisfy the boundary
conditions. This mode is an artifact of the analysis, and was ignored in the discussions in
Chapter 4 and 7.
C.3 TORSION MODES
When j = 0 in the above analysis the u and w displacements decouple from the v
displacements. The uo and w displacements represent the extensional modes of the
cylinder while the v displacements represent the torsion modes of the cylinder. For the
s torsion case equations C. 1 to C.3 become:
u0 =w=0
v = x ( q,i(C.19)
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For the torsion analysis only the free boundary condition of equation C.7 needs to be
satisfied. This is because for the torsion mode N, = Mx = 0. The boundary condition of
the torsion mode was enforced at both ends.
The torsion mode can also be predicted very accurately using the torsion mode
shape of a rod3 9 . The mode shapes for the torsion mode shape can also be assumed to be:
u0 =w=O
vo = q,, t) Cosn rx(.0
L
where n is greater than zero. Substituting this mode shape into the above analysis yields
for the frequencies:
f - n 6(C.21)2 L FL
For an 8 ply [02 / ±47]s lay-up with 1.91 cm (0.75") equation C.21 yields 391.09 Hz.,
782.19 Hz. and 1173.3 Hz. for the first three torsion modes. Using equation C.20 and N
= 10, the first three torsion modes are 391.50 Hz., 782.99 Hz., and 1174.4 Hz. For this
case, the honeycomb thickness has little effect on the lower frequencies.
C.4 EXTENSION MODES
As mentioned previously, the radial mode j = 0 decouples the u and w
displacements from the v displacements. The j = 0, u and w modes are called the
extension modes. The displacement assumptions for the extension modes are given by:
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Nuo= x ,i (t )
v =0 (C.22)
N
w = x- q, (t)
The free boundary conditions from equations C.6 - C.9 were enforced for this case. This
is because for the extension mode, Nx,= Mx,= 0.
The extensional mode shape can be approximated by the extensional mode of an
isotropic rod 39. The mode shapes for the extensional mode shape were assumed to be:
uo = qua (t) Cos n j
L
0 (C.23)
w=q 1 (t) SinK nL x
where n is greater than zero. Two modes can be determined for each n. The first
mode is dominated by a displacement in the u direction shapes, and acts as an isotropic
rod vibrating. The second mode is dominated by displacement in the w direction, and is
the breathing mode for the cylinder. The frequency for this case is given by:
1
8
A22 L+n 2 ) 2 R 2 (A, L2 +D 1 n 2 7r2)
4 )2 n2L R2 (A2-A A22)-4 )T6 n L2 R4 Ai Di+
A LT+ 2  2 AL 2  n2 Dn)
(C.24)
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For an 8 ply [02 / ±47]s lay-up with 1.91 cm (0.75") equation C.24 yields 601.56 Hz.,
660.66 Hz. and 696.90 Hz. for the first three torsion modes. Using equation C.22 and N
= 10, the first three torsion modes are 601.54 Hz., 655.55 Hz., and 662.34 Hz. Equation
C.24 approximates the first two modes fairly accurately, but fails to predict the third
mode. It should be noted that the displacements for equation C.23 were purely chosen
based upon what it was felt that a cylinder vibrating in an extension mode might look
like, and does not necessarily satisfy the boundary conditions.
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APPENDIX D
CLOSED FORM VIBRATION ANALYSIS
To determine the fundamental frequency of the structure several assumptions were
made. First, it was assumed that all the mass of the satellite was evenly distributed over
the midplane of the telescope cylinder. Second, it was assumed the solar panel is
vibrationaly isolated from the telescope cylinder. Third, it was assumed that there were
no loads on the telescope cylinder. Using these assumptions, the vibration of the satellite
in orbit can be modeled as the free free vibration of an orthotropic cylinder with no
external loads. If there are no external and thermal loads:
q, = q0 = p = mx = mo =0 (D.1)
Ni(x,0,t) = N' (x,0,t) = N T(x,0,t) = M i (x,0,t)= M T (x,0,t) = M T(x,0,t) = 0 (D.2)
Assuming that the satellite vibrates harmonically, the displacements can be
assumed to be.
u = (uo(x)+ z B(x))Cos(j0)e''' (D.3)
v = (vo(x)+ z B(x))Sin(j 0)e!"t (D.4)
w = w(x) Cos(j 0) e!"' (D.5)
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where j is the number of circumferential modes and o is the radial frequency. As stated
before, the boundaries are considered free at both x = 0 and x = L. These boundary
conditions can be written as:
Nx (0,60, t)= NxO (0,0, t) = MX (0,60,t)= QX (0,60, t)= MX0 (0, 0, t) = 0 (D.6)
Nx(L,0,t) =Nx9(L,0,t) = Mx(L,0,t) = Q,(L,0,t) =MxO(L,0,t) = 0 (D.7)
Using the displacement assumptions, D.3 - D.5, the equilibrium equations can be
written as:
[K 2 ][T]"+1K][T]''+[Ko][T] =-- _2 [M ][T], (D.8)
where M is the mass matrix:
[M]= R2
P 0
0 g
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
I 
_
(D.9)
X and T were previously defined, B.16 - B.19. Just like in the closed form
bending strength analysis in Appendix B, T can be factored out of the equilibrium
equations. Rewriting equation D.8:
Let:
[K 21'[K] Ik'+ ([Ko]+o 2 [M] )g =0
F =9
(D.10)
(D.11)
Then equation D. 10 can be recast as:
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I1 0 S'0 -
-- 
{ -= 0 (D.12)0 | K2 Y' o 2o M | K, Y
This equation can be solved with the eigenvalue method in a similar manner to the
lateral load cases if the radial mode number is assumed. One thing to note, if j = 0 in
equation D.10 then the uo(x), w(x), and $i(x) terms will decouple from the vo(x), and /fx)
terms. The resulting modes correspond to the extension and torsion modes. Solving
D. 12 with the eigenvalue method yields:
10
X c 4i ex (D.13)
Which, as with the closed form bending analysis; Ai's are eigenvalues, 4,'s are
eigenvectors, and ci's are unknowns determined by the boundary conditions. Substituting
D.13 into the ten boundary conditions, D.6 and D.7, yields the following system of
equations:
[Bc] e =0 (D. 14)
The solution method is as follows, first an integer mode number, j, is assumed.
Then a radial frequency, w9, is assumed and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in equation
D.13 are found numerically using Mathematica 3.037. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors
can be used to determine the Bc matrix in equation D. 14, and the determinate of Bc is
found. If J is to be nontrivial then the determinate of Bc must be zero, however this only
occurs when the assumed radial frequency is a mode for the cylinder. A simple way to
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determine the approximate modes is to plot the determinate of the Bc matrix versus the
radial frequency, and observe where the curve crosses the o axis.
Figure D. 1 is a plot of the determinate of Bc versus the radial frequency for j = 0
with a [0 / ±47 / O]s lay-up with a 1.91 cm (0.75") thick honeycomb core. The first three
modes are approximately 100, 2600, and 3600 radians per sec. It should be noted because
the determinate of the Bc matrix is highly nonlinear with respect to the radial frequency
and the precision required on the radial frequency is so high that other methods such as
Newton's method for determining the modes fail. It should also be noted that the 0 mode
represents the trivial solution of a rigid body rotation around the x-axis and is ignored.
This method of plotting the determinate of Bc versus the radial frequency was used to
bound the frequencies to within 1 radian per second. Once the frequencies are known to
this accuracy, a quadratic function is fitted to three frequencies in this interval, and is
solved to determine a better approximation to the mode. Using this mode the quadratic
function can be updated to find the mode to the desired precision. Once the radial
frequencies are known they can be converted to frequencies by the familiar equation:
f = -9 (D.15)27z
When the frequency is known to a significant number of decimal places, the next
task is to find the mode shape. The vector J can be determined by inserting o into
equation D.14 and solving for the eigenvector corresponding to the zero eigenvalue.
With the ci's determined the displacements in equation D.13 can be determined.
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Figure D.1: Determinate of Bc versus the radial frequency for a cylinder with j = 0,
[0 / ±47 / O]s lay-up, and a 1.91 cm (0.75") thick honeycomb core
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From Figure D.1 it can be seen that there is one frequency at approximately W =
99 rad/sec. This is the rigid body rotation of the cylinder about an axes perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis with small deformation at the ends to satisfy equilibrium. As
mentioned in the end of Appendix C, this is a shortcoming of the strain-displacement
relations (Equations 3.12 - 3.20), and not an actual mode. Two j= 1, low frequency, rigid
body like rotations about axes perpendicular to the longitudinal axis with small
deformation at the ends should be ignored.
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APPENDIX E
CYLINDER MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUE
E.1 INTRODUCTION
This section presents a description of the manufacturing procedure used to
construct the telescope tube. This section was written so that someone with experience
manufacturing flat composite plates can manufacture cylinders. It is suggested that the
reader should be familiar with manufacturing techniques in the TELAC manufacturing
40course class notes
E.2 TOOLING
In order to build composite tubes several specialized tools and jigs were
constructed. The construction and description will be described first, however their use
will be described in later sections.
E.2.1 Lay-up Templates
Two templates were constructed to act as guides for cutting the prepreg and film
adhesive. The two templates were made out of aluminum and had dimensions of 0.81 m
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(32") x 1.28 m (50 9/32") x 3.2 mm (1/8") and 0.81 m (32") x 1.41 m (55 5/16") x 3.2
mm (1/8"). The difference in size of the templates was to account of the slight difference
in circumference between the inner and outer surfaces of the cylinder. The templates are
designed so that the facesheets are slightly oversized in the circumferential direction and
are trimmed when they are wrapped around the mandrel to ensure a perfect fit. The
templates were cut at a 43 degree angle across the middle, as illustrated in Figure E.1.
This cut allowed the templates to be used in cutting both 0 and 47 degree plies. Eight
holes were drilled in each template. When cutting, two bars with force pins were inserted
into these holes to maintain the shape of the template during cutting. The templates were
covered in GNPT using double stick tape. The templates were constructed such that the
resulting plies would be rectangular. It is possible to make non-rectangular laminates (i.e.
parallelogram shaped facesheets which minimize the number of cut fibers), however this
is not recommended. Use of parallelogram facesheets is discussed in the Appendix F.
E.2.2 Mandrel
The mandrel is an aluminum tube on which the laminate is wrapped around
during manufacturing. The dimensions of the mandrel are 1.37 m (54") long with a 40.6
cm (16") outer diameter and a 38.1 cm (15") inner diameter. Figure E.2 is an illustration
of the mandrel. The outer surface of the mandrel was polished to allow the laminate to
slide off the tube after curing. A 1.9 cm (4") hole was drilled and tapped 7.6 cm (3")
from one end of the mandrel.
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Figure E. 1: Illustration of lay-up templates and their use for cylinder 4
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Figure E.2: Illustration of the telescope tube mandrel
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A pipe going from the autoclave vacuum port is screwed into the inside of the
cylinder through this hole. The mandrel also has two plates screwed onto either end of
the mandrel. The mandrel can be mounted horizontally by attaching legs to holes drilled
in these plates.
E.2.3 Manufacturing Table
A table was constructed to aid in the manufacture of the cylinders. The table, as
shown in Figure E.3, was constructed from a 1.22 m (4') x 2.44 m (8') sheet of fiberboard
and the upper surface was covered in GNPT. The table was built with a large surface area
in order to lay the facesheets on. Aluminum bars and steel turnbuckles were mounted on
one end of the table to suspend the mandrel horizontally. The turnbuckles were included
to adjust the mandrel such that the facesheets could be fed off the table horizontally off
the table and tangentially onto the mandrel. Shims were placed under the table, and the
table was leveled using a digital level. A flat plate was placed on the table, just touching
the top of the mandrel, and a digital level was used to determine the turnbuckle length
that would level the mandrel to the table. A pair of steel pins passed though a set of
needle bearings and into the holes in the plates in the mandrel. These pins allowed the
mandrel to rotate freely about its centroid. A 2.54 cm (1") cardboard roller covered in
GNPT was suspended off the same end of the table as the mandrel. This roller could be
removed completely from the manufacturing table as needed. When the facesheets were
fed off the table onto the mandrel, the roller was used to insure the facesheet was fully
compressed on the surface of the mandrel.
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Figure E.3: Illustration of the lay-up table with the mandrel
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The roller also would remove wrinkles from the facesheet by pushing them toward the
free end of the facesheet as it was wound around the mandrel. This roller was on a pivot
so that it could be raised and lowered easily.
E.2.4 End Rings
During the cure, when vacuum and pressure is applied, the laminate ends may
collapse in the longitudinal direction. Two aluminum end rings were constructed to
prevent the laminate from collapsing. The rings are comprised of two sets of half rings,
which snugly fit around the mandrel, and are illustrated in Figure E.4. The rings have an
outer diameter of 45.7 cm (18") a width of 2.54 cm (1") and an inner diameter of a little
over 40.6 cm (16"), slightly greater than the outer diameter of the mandrel. The outer
diameter of the rings should be about 6.4 mm (0.25") greater than the out diameter of the
desired cylinder to prevent the top sheet from shifting during the cure. As illustrated in
Figure E.4 the rings have a rounded outer side to prevent the vacuum bag from
undergoing a large height change over a small distance. A small piece of cork was placed
between the rings and the mandrel to prevent it from shifting during the cure.
E.2.5 Top Sheet
An 81.3 cm (32") x 0.36 mm (14 mil.) x approximately 129 cm (51") stainless
steel sheet was bent into a cylinder using a sheet metal bender.
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Illustration of the telescope tube end rings
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Figure E.4:
This steel sheet was wrapped around the outer surface of the cylinder, and prevented the
vacuum bag from wrinkling the cylinder during cure. It was desirable for the sheet to be
thin to prevent spring back after the sheet was bent.
E.2.6 Cutting Jig
A cutting jig was constructed to hold the cylinder while it was being cut on the
band saw. The cutting jig is illustrated in Figure E.5. The cylinder, covered with bleeder
paper to prevent marring of the surface, rested on two channel sections. Two 1.08 m
(42.5") x 20.3 cm (8") x 0.51 mm (20 mil) thick sheets of aluminum were wrapped
around the cylinder and bolted to the jig to hold the cylinder into place. A 1.07 m (42") x
1.9 cm (3/4") x 7.9 mm (5/16") aluminum bar was bolted to the bottom of the jig. This
bar fit into a track on the band saw to maintain alignment of the jig with respect to the
blade during cutting.
E.2.7 Top Sheet Spacer
A top sheet spacer was constructed to prevent the top sheet from bending at the
joint and making a wrinkle in the outer facesheet, during the cure. Three pieces of 0.076
mm (3 mil.) thick stainless steel shim stock were cut to a width sof 3.8 cm (1 "), 8.9 cm
(3 "), and 14 cm (5 ") and a length of 81.3 cm (32") and glued together using 3M
Spray Mount Artists Adhesive. The three pieces of shim stock were bonded together to
each other forming a pyramid shaped spacer 81.3 cm (32") long.
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Figure E.5: Illustration of the telescope tube cutting jig
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E.3 CYLINDER MANUFACTURING
The following sections are the set by step procedure to manufacture a cylinder
using the tooling described above. It is recommended that cylinder manufacture be done
with at least two people.
E.3.1 Mandrel Preparation
Before the cylinder is manufactured the mandrel must be cleaned, and GNPT
covering the surface. This procedure takes 1 hour with one person.
1. Make sure the manufacturing table and mandrel are level as discussed in the
description of the manufacturing table.
2. Remove the roller assembly.
3. Clean the mandrel with acetone and wipe with methanol.
4. Cut a piece of GNPT at least 91.4 cm (36") by about 1.32 m (52") and lay it on
the manufacturing table. Do not cease the GNPT. Align the GNPT by eye such
that when fed onto the mandrel, the ends will meet up.
5. Place a straight metal bar next to the GNPT, perpendicular to the mandrel. The
bar and the side of the GNPT should touch and be parallel. One end of the bar
should almost touch the mandrel.
6. Feed the GNPT from the table onto the mandrel maintaining alignment of the
GNPT with respect to the bar. When the GNPT first touches the mandrel, tape it
in place on the corners of the GNPT.
7. Wind the GNPT onto the mandrel. Make sure it winds tightly with no wrinkles.
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8. If the ends of the GNPT meet up exactly, clamp the bar in place. This bar is the
alignment bar. If the ends do not meet up, move the bar and repeat the above
process until they do.
9. Slide the GNPT on the mandrel down about 5.1 cm (2") in the longitudinal
direction toward the guide bar. Realign the ends of the GNPT by eye. The GNPT
is shifted so that the cylinder is manufactured in the center of the GNPT, and there
is a space on either side of the cylinder for the rings to rest on the GNPT.
10. Wrap two pieces of 5.1 cm (2") wide masking tape around the mandrel
circumferentially. The tape should be on either side of the GNPT about 91.4 cm
(36") apart. Remove the GNPT from the mandrel and place it back on the
manufacturing table.
11. Wrap two pieces of disposable material, such as bleeder paper, around the
mandrel between the end and the masking tape. Use masking tape to hold the
material in place. This material will shield the rest of the mandrel from spatter
when the mold release is applied.
12. Wearing gloves, lightly spray Mold Wiz F-57 NC4 on the mandrel between the
two rings of masking tape. Hold the can about one foot from the mandrel and
spray the entire exposed area. Spray the area in the same fashion that spray paint
is used. Start spraying on the disposable material and move longitudinally across
the exposed aluminum and onto the disposable material. Start, stop, and turn
around on the disposable material to insure a constant thickness of mold release,
do not over spray.
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13. Very lightly spray 3M Spray Mount Artists Adhesive in the same manner as the
mold release. This adhesive will hold the GNPT in place. It is easy to over spray
this adhesive. If any pools of adhesive or mold release form on the exposed
aluminum, clean the mandrel and start again.
14. After about 5 minutes, remove the disposable material and throw it out.
15. Remove your gloves and touch the surface near the edges of the adhesive. The
surface should be only slightly tacky. If a piece of spray mount adhesive comes
off onto your fingers wait a few more minutes.
16. Inspect the surface for grit or dust. Your hand is better than your eye because
often times you can feel grit which you cannot see. Run your hand all over the
tacky surface of the mandrel and wipe off any grit to prevent pitting in the
cylinders inner facesheet during the cure.
17. Using the guide bar, wind the GNPT back around the mandrel. It should be
wound tightly with no wrinkles. The spray adhesive will hold the GNPT in place.
Use your fingers to remove any wrinkles.
18. Clean your hands and rub them over the GNPT. If there is any grit on the surface
of the mandrel, a bump will be felt in the GNPT. Grit will cause pitting in the
cylinder after curing. Peel back the GNPT and remove any grit.
19. The GNPT was cut oversized in the circumferential direction to be trimmed to a
perfect fit. Take a razor and mark on either end the GNPT slightly ahead of the
overlap.
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20. Raise about 5.1 cm (2") of the overlapped end of the GNPT up and place a metal
plate at least 96.5 cm (38") long under it.
21. Using a straight edge, cut the GNPT with a razor between the two marks. It is
best if this cut is done with one motion, maintaining the alignment of the razor.
Otherwise, this cut will get a slight wave and it will show up on the manufactured
cylinder. This step is best done with two people.
22. After cutting, remove the plate and smooth out the GNPT. Feel along the butt
joint, any overlaps need to be trimmed. Overlaps in the GNPT put a pit into the
cylinder. Very small gaps will put an epoxy ridge onto the cylinder. These epoxy
ridges can be sanded off after the cure, and therefore are more desirable then
pitting. The GNPT insures the cylinder does not become bonded to the mandrel
after the cure. It also provides the cylinder with a smooth inner surface.
23. Cut an approximately 10.2 cm (4") x 10.2 cm (4") square of fiberglass air breather
and fold in half twice to make a square. Tape this square over the vacuum port to
act as a trap for epoxy. Try to tape the square to maximize its distance away from
the edge of the mandrel, while still completely covering the port.
24. Replace the roller assembly onto the manufacturing table.
E.3.2 Top sheet and Ring Preparation
The top sheet and the rings must also be cleaned and the rings must covered with
GNPT. These actions require 2 hours with one person.
1. Clean the rings and top sheet with acetone and wipe with methanol.
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2. Lightly spray Frekote 700-NC 43 on the rings and the inside of the top sheet. Do
not stop, start, or turn the spray on the parts, for a non-uniform thickness of
Frekote could result.
3. Using your hand, inspect the surface for grit. Wipe clean as needed.
4. Cover the rings with GNPT and flash tape to prevent epoxy from building up on
them.
E.3.3 Adhesives Cutting
Prior to manufacturing the cylinder the adhesives should be cut. This action will
take one person hour to complete.
1. Clean the large 0 degree template using acetone. Wipe with methanol.
2. Remove the film adhesive from the freezer. Remove the adhesive from the bag
wearing gloves.
3. Unroll the adhesive onto a clean surface, do not allow any warm up time.
4. Place the large 0 degree template on the adhesive.
5. Using a sharp razor, cut around the template maintaining the alignment of the
knife during the cut.
6. Repeat the above process and cut a second sheet the same size.
7. Replace the roll and the two sheets in the freezer immediately.
8. Clean a long, 1.9 cm (M") wide metal bar using acetone. Wipe with methanol.
9. Remove the core splice adhesive box from the freezer.
10. Open the lid of the box and wait one minute.
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11. Wearing gloves, remove the core spice adhesive and lay flat on the table. Care
should be taken handling the adhesive. When cold, the adhesive is exceedingly
brittle and will break at the slightest touch. When too warm the adhesive is
exceedingly tacky, and will stick to everything it touches.
12. Lay the metal bar on the adhesive. Using a razor, and the bar as a template, cut
several strips of adhesive totaling at least 81.3 cm (32") in length. It will not be
possible to make a clean cut in the core splice adhesive, just use your knife to
score the adhesive. If the adhesive becomes too tacky to cut, place it back in the
freezer for about 1 minute.
13. Place the core splice back into the freezer for about five minutes. Take the
adhesive out of the freezer and snap it along the scores in the adhesive.
14. Replace the core splice adhesive and the strips in the freezer.
E.3.4 Honeycomb Cutting
The honeycomb as well as the adhesives should be cut prior to manufacture. This
will minimize the amount of time the facesheets have to become tacky during the
wrapping. This procedure will require one person for 1 hour.
1. Lay the honeycomb flat on a table and place the large 0 degree template on top of
it.
2. Using a sharp pair of scissors cut the honeycomb about one cell greater than the
template. The honeycomb will be trimmed to the exact size before curing. Do
not attempt to cut the honeycomb in the same manner one would cut paper; this
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would cause the honeycomb to be crushed. Hold the scissors perpendicularly to
the honeycomb and cut each cell wall individually.
3. After the honeycomb is cut, take a pair of fine needle nose pliers and bend the cell
walls on one of the ends that is about 81.3 cm (32") wide so that a flat edge is
formed.
4. Using scissors, cut some scrap honeycomb into about thirty 1.9 cm (34") x 1.3 cm
( ") sheets.
5. Fold the sheets in half once, and flatten using a hammer. Fold the sheets in half
once again in the opposite direction, forming little V shaped clips. These clips
will be used to hold the honeycomb together during the cure.
E.3.5 Facesheet Construction
This section describes the building of the facesheets. Except for minor
modifications, this section is taken verbatim from reference 40. These steps will require a
minimum of two people for at least 3 hours.
1. Take the roll of prepreg out of the freezer. It should be allowed to warm up for at
least forty minutes. If possible, the prepreg should be wide enough such that each
ply is once piece. For the cylinders constructed the prepreg was 1.52 m (5') wide.
2. Cover a large table with GNPT.
3. Clean a 1.83 m (6') straight aluminum bar with acetone and methanol. Clamp this
bar to the edge of the table. This bar will be your good edge for your laminate.
4. Clean the table and templates with methanol.
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5. Wearing latex gloves (powder free preferably), remove the prepreg spool from the
plastic bag and place on the table so that the prepreg rolls off the top.
6. Pull out the required length of prepreg and butt it against the edge of the clamped
aluminum bar. The paper side should be down.
7. Place the appropriate template against the aluminum bar and down onto the
prepreg.
8. Holding the template, cut around the template using a sharp razor. Change blades
frequently.
9. Cut all the plies as needed. Remember the inner facesheet has a smaller
circumference than the outer. There should be two (32") x 1.28 m (50 9/32") 0
degree plies, two 0.81 m (32") x 1.41 m (55 5/16") 0 degree plies, two (32") x
1.28 m (50 9/32") 47 degree plies, and two 0.81 m (32") x 1.41 m (55 5/16") 47
degree plies.
10. After you are finished cutting the plies, put the prepreg back in the bag and return
it to the freezer.
11. Place several small pieces of double-sided tape down onto the table. The tape will
hold the facesheet during the lay-up. You must put down enough tape down such
that there is no movement of the laminate, but not enough to make the laminate
difficult to remove.
12. Touch the ply, if your glove sticks, the ply is too tacky. Place the ply in the
freezer for a few minutes to decrease its stickiness. Sticky plies are very hard to
work with.
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13. Before laying up each ply, using your gloved hand, clean off any grit off the ply.
14. Butt one of the long edges of a smaller 0 degree plies against the aluminum bar
and then down onto tape. The paper side down should be down.
15. Stretch the 47 degree ply taught paper side up. Align the 47 degree ply above the
zero degree ply and lower into place. If the alignment is not good, the plies
cannot be pulled apart.
16. When the 47 degree ply is in place, take a small roller and roll from the center
outward the wrinkles in the laminate. Roll the wrinkles in the lengthwise
direction, not widthwise. Rolling widthwise has a tendency to fold the wrinkles
instead of compacting them.
17. Using a razor, lift the corners of the paper on the 47 degree ply. Pull the paper
off. Peel it back onto itself to form a very small angle, and only pull in the fiber
direction.
18. Cover a 2.54 cm (1") wide metal ruler or bar with GNPT, and clean with
methanol. Lay this bar on of the short ends of the laminate. This bar will act as a
spacer so that a single lap joint can be made when the facesheet is wrapped around
the mandrel.
19. Using the same procedure for the 47 degree ply, lay-up the -47 and 0 degree plies.
Do not align the top two plies with the bottom in the long direction; however align
the top two plies with the spacer. Leave the paper on the top surface of the final
ply, and label it "top".
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20. Use a knife to help peel the laminate from the double-sided tape. Try to keep the
bending of the laminate to a minimum.
21. Repeat the same manufacturing procedure for the top facesheet.
22. If the cylinders cannot be laid-up in the same day, seal the laminates in vacuum
bagging and then set them aside. The laminates should be used within three days
of cutting.
E.3.6 Setting up the Cure
This section describes the steps necessary to wrap the materials on to the mandrel.
It is recommended that steps 1 through 60 be completed without stopping. This section
will take 8 hours with at least two people.
1. Tape a 1.52 m (6') x 95.3 cm (37 ") GNPT sheet to a large, clean metal plate.
This plate should be smooth and free of holes.
2. After the facesheet has been in the freezer for at least an hour, remove the inner
facesheet and place it on the GNPT.
3. Place a sheet of GNPT on top of the facesheet, and a large flat, clean metal plate
on top of the GNPT.
4. Place three to four sheets of air breather on top of the entire assembly.
5. Tape a ring of vacuum tape to the bottom plate around the facesheet and bagging
materials.
6. Place a sheet of vacuum bag over the ring of vacuum tape. Poke a hole in the bag,
and insert a vacuum port into it.
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7. Seal the vacuum bag with the tape. Connect the vacuum port to a vacuum pump
and draw a vacuum. If size permits, place the entire assembly in an autoclave and
apply 586 kPa gage (85 psig).
8. Debulk the inner facesheet for at least 30 minutes.
9. Carefully remove the inner facesheet, trying to minimize bending. The facesheets
should be thinner and have a noticeably increased bending stiffness.
10. Debulk the outer facesheet in the same manner as the inner facesheet. Place the
inner facesheet on a flat clean surface. Using the 0 degree outer template and a
sharp razor, trim the long edges of the inner facesheet. Do not trim the short ends
of the facesheet, they will be trimmed later.
11. Place a rectangular sheet of GNPT that is larger than either facesheet onto the
manufacturing table. Place the inner facesheet onto the GNPT so the side labeled
"top" faces up. The GNPT allows the facesheet to move across the tabletop
without sticking.
12. Inspect the facesheet for grit or dust. Wipe as needed.
13. Butt the long edge of the inner facesheet against the guide bar. The end of the
facesheet that points toward the mandrel should look like a stair step when viewed
from above.
14. Orient the mandrel so that the joint in the GNPT is visible when viewed from
above. The joints in the GNPT, facesheets, honeycomb, and top sheet will be
oriented such that they do not lie above each other. This is done to minimize
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possible weak spots in the cylinder. It is also desirable to stagger the joints to
avoid concentrating the surface irregularities due to the joints.
15. Raise the roller.
16. Feed about 5.1 cm (2") of the facesheet onto the mandrel, maintaining the
alignment of the facesheet with the guide bar. The GNPT that the facesheet is
resting on should fall in the gap between the mandrel and the manufacturing table
as the facesheet is being wound.
17. Lower the roller onto the facesheet.
18. Wind the facesheet around the mandrel using the roller. Place a small sheet of
GNPT in the joint of the facesheet to prevent the joint from closing.
19. Press the roller down into facesheet, and roll the facesheet several times. The
facesheet should be wrapped tightly around the mandrel, and should line up. If
the facesheet does not line up the decision must be made whether to unwrap the
facesheet and debulk it again, or continue on with the misalignment. If removed
the facesheet should be debulked because the act of bending the facesheet to a
large radius of curvature and back will cause it to delaminate.
20. Trim the facesheet in the same manner as the GNPT on the mandrel was trimmed.
21. Remove the GNPT between the joint of the facesheet. Applying a large force to
the roller, roll the joint closed.
22. Place the sheet of GNPT that the facesheet was resting on back onto the
manufacturing table. Remove one sheet of film adhesive, from the freezer and
place it on the GNPT.
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23. Butt the long edge of the film adhesive against the guide bar.
24. Rotate the mandrel so that the joint in the facesheet and the GNPT under it are
horizontal.
25. Remove the roller assembly from the manufacturing table.
26. Feed the film adhesive onto the mandrel in the same manner as the inner
facesheet. Do not roll the film adhesive with the roller. Rolling the film adhesive
causes it to wrinkle.
27. If the film adhesive lines up at the ends, trim the film adhesive in the same
manner as the inner piece of GNPT. If it does not line up it can be removed and
rewrapped.
28. Place the honeycomb on the manufacturing table, with the crimped edge pointing
toward the mandrel.
29. Feed the honeycomb onto the mandrel, holding the crimped edge down onto the
mandrel. Start the honeycomb on the joint made by the film adhesive. This
ensures that the honeycomb is aligned on the mandrel.
30. Have someone hold the joint of the honeycomb closed with his or her hands.
31. Wearing five or six pairs of latex gloves, reach around either side of the mandrel
and with both hands at the same time smooth out the honeycomb pulling the
honeycomb taught. Pull the wrinkles from opposite of the joint to the joint. The
honeycomb cells are sharp, and the gloves will rip easily. Apply enough force to
remove the wrinkles, but not enough to stretch the honeycomb. Do this until the
honeycomb is taught. Latex gloves are used to smooth out the wrinkles because
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as the force on the honeycomb is increased the gloves will rip before bending the
honeycomb cell walls.
32. Continuing to hold the joint closed, heat the inner sheet of film adhesive with a
heat gun while rotating the mandrel. Do not apply much heat. The goal is to
make the film adhesive tacky, but not cured. Do not apply heat within about 15.2
cm (6") of the joint in the honeycomb. The honeycomb will now be tacked into
place and the joint can be released.
33. Overlap the honeycomb and estimate where it needs to be trimmed. Cut the non-
flattened edge of honeycomb using scissors 2.54 cm (1") shorter than the
estimation.
34. Flatten the cut edge of the honeycomb using needle nose pliers.
35. Remove the core splice adhesive from the freezer and wait one minute.
36. Press the core splice adhesive into one edge of the honeycomb core. Pull the joint
closed, stretching the honeycomb.
37. Pinch the honeycomb closed using needle nose pliers. Cut any excess core splice
adhesive that protrudes over the top of the core with a razor blade.
38. Place the V shaped clips into every other cell of the honeycomb. During the cure
the core splice adhesive will expand, buckling the edges of the honeycomb.
Therefore, the joint must be mechanically held closed during the cure.
39. Pinch the V shaped clips closed using a pair of needle nose pliers. As the clips are
pinched, they have a tendency to pull out. Tap them back in with a hammer. The
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clips will open up as they are tapped and will required to be pinched with the
needle nose pliers.
40. Pinch and tap the clips until they hold the core, but do not ride up above the core.
After curing, the tops of the clips will be visible through the facesheet, and may
produce slight ridges on the surface of the cylinder.
41. Rotate the mandrel so the film adhesive and facesheet joint are horizontal with the
floor.
42. Wrap and cut the outer piece of film adhesive in the same manner as the inner.
Do not heat the film adhesive with the heat gun.
43. Rotate the mandrel so that the outer film adhesive joint points toward the ground.
44. Remove the outer facesheet and trim in the same manner as the inner facesheet.
45. Replace the roller.
46. Wrap the outer facesheet around the mandrel and trim.
47. Remove the roller assembly from the manufacturing table.
48. Rotate the mandrel so that none of the joints are pointing upward.
49. Inspect the outside of the facesheet for grit or dust. Wipe as needed.
50. Cut a piece of GNPT 81.3 cm (32") x 1.47 m (58") and place it onto the
manufacturing table. This GNPT will prevent epoxy form bonding the top sheet
to the cylinder. It also provides the cylinder with a nice smooth surface.
51. Feed this GNPT onto the outer facesheet in the same manner as the film adhesive.
Do not roll.
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52. Using your hand, smooth out any wrinkles in the GNPT. The GNPT should be
flush with the surface with no air bubbles underneath.
53. Rotate the cylinder so that the gap in the top sheet of GNPT points down.
54. Place the top sheet spacer stock longitudinally across the top of the cylinder. The
flat side of the pyramid should face inward. This shim stock prevents the joint of
the top sheet from bending and putting a large wrinkle into the cylinder. The shim
stock needs to be thick to prevent the top sheet wrinkle from forming. However,
if a rectangular piece of shim is placed under the top sheet joint, the pressure will
force the entire spacer into the surface of the cylinder, forming a trench of a height
equal to the thickness of the shim. Therefore, the spacer is pyramid shaped to
maximize the height in the center, while minimizing the trenching effect by
minimizing the height at the edges.
55. Wrap the top sheet around the cylinder. Take care not to open the top sheet like a
clam, for it will kink easily. The joint of the top sheet should lie on the center of
the top sheet spacer. The top sheet will need to be held in place. When the
cylinder is bagged, wrinkles form in the bagging material. The wrinkles in the
bagging material above the cylinder will cause an uneven pressure to be
distributed over the outer surface, causing wrinkling of the outer surface. The top
sheet redistributes the pressure thereby eliminating wrinkling.
56. Remove the guide bar from the table.
57. Wrap at least six sets of tie wraps around the cylinder loosely. Hand tighten the
tie wraps, but do not over tighten. Over tightening the tie wraps will cause the top
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sheet to bend. There should be a slight a joint of about 6.4 mm ( "). The tie
wraps hold the top sheet in place temporarily while it is wrapped in flash tape.
58. Bolt the rings in place on either side of the cylinder. The rings should be flush up
against the edges of the cylinder. Trim the honeycomb and facesheet as needed
with scissors.
59. Wrap flash tape around the top sheet as tightly as possible. The goal is to close
the gap completely. Several rolls of flash tape may be needed. Do not tape over
the tie wraps.
60. Remove the tie wraps and finish flash taping the cylinder.
61. Cut a piece of porous Teflon (PT) at least 95.3 cm (37.5") x about 1.52 m (5') and
wrap it around the cylinder. Do not align the joint in the PT with joint in the top
sheet. Tape with flash tape into place. The PT will prevent epoxy that leaks
though the joint in the top sheet and around the rings from coating the air breather.
62. Cut a sheet of air breather 3.8 m (13') long. Wrap the air breather completely
around the mandrel. Tape into place using flash tape.
63. Fold the air breather under itself so that 6.4 cm (2 ") of mandrel are exposed on
side with the vacuum port making sure that the port is not covered, and about 15
cm (6") are exposed on the opposite side.
64. Clean the exposed mandrel with methanol.
65. Turn the mandrel so that the vacuum port faces up.
66. Starting on top, wrap two rolls of vacuum tape around each end. The vacuum
tape should be about 1.3 cm ( ") away from the air breather and have about a 1.3
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cm ( ") between the two rolls. The vacuum tape should be wrapped such that the
end points away from the manufacturing table. The inner rings of vacuum tape
seal the primary seal for the bag. The outer rings are the secondary seal and
prevent the bag from ripping off due to wrinkling in the bag when vacuum is
applied.
67. Overlap the rings of vacuum tape about 10.2 cm (4") onto itself. Do not cut the
vacuum tape and only remove the paper needed to overlap the rings.
68. Kneed the vacuum tape together in the overlap section.
69. Use a small roller to squash the vacuum tape flat onto the mandrel. More than
one cure has been lost because the vacuum tape was not completely pressed into
the mandrel.
70. Tape the rolls of vacuum tape outside the mandrel, and behind the overlap using
masking tape.
71. Cut a sheet of vacuum bag at least 1.37 m (54") x 2.44 m (8') and place it on the
table.
72. Feed the vacuum bag onto the mandrel. The vacuum bag should be started under
the overlap of the vacuum tape.
73. Remove about 15.2 cm (6") of paper on the vacuum tape below the end of the
vacuum bag and tack down the bag. The bag should be wrinkle free in this 15.2
cm (6") section.
74. Wrap the bag tightly around the mandrel. Do not remove the paper on the
vacuum tape below it.
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75. Bend the vacuum bag back at the overlap and tape temporarily into place. Pull the
rolls of vacuum tape out from the inside of the mandrel.
76. Tape down about 7.6 cm (3") of tape on the inner rolls, and about 10.2 cm (4") on
the outer rolls on the end with the vacuum port. On the other end tape both rings
down 15.2 cm (6") and cut the tape.
77. Rotate the two tapes on the end with the vacuum port 90 degrees, and tape them
parallel to each other running the length of the bag. This tape should overlap both
rings of tape on the opposite end.
78. Remove the paper backing on the tape between the overlap of vacuum bag and the
90 degree corners. Do not remove the paper on the tape running longitudinally
across the bag or the tape running circumferentially around the mandrel under the
bag.
79. Stretch the vacuum bag as tight as possible. Tack the vacuum bag down onto the
tape that was just exposed.
80. You now have a vacuum bag that probably possesses a wrinkle across the overlap
in the section of the longitudinal tape. This wrinkle will need to be removed. If
the tape is removed from underneath, and you tack the bag perfectly flat to the
tape, you will push a wrinkle across the bag culminating in a big wrinkle at the
end. This large wrinkle would require a dog-ear, which would compromise the
integrity of the bag. By introducing numerous smaller wrinkles, which can be
fixed easily, large wrinkles in the bag requiring dog-ears can be avoided. Starting
from opposite ends of the longitudinal tape, you and someone else should remove
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the paper backing an inch at a time. As you are peeling back the paper, slightly
pull the vacuum bag toward the 90 degree corners of vacuum tape, removing slack
from the center. While peeling the paper, tack the bag down every half-inch or so,
such that there is a small wrinkle between tackings. Do not smooth out these
wrinkles. Keep tacking down the bag creating wrinkles, and meet in the middle.
81. You now have a longitudinal joint with many small wrinkles in it. These can be
removed by placing your thumbs on either side of the wrinkle and pulling in
opposite directions. While the wrinkle is flat, have someone squash the wrinkle
closed with his or her thumb. A smaller sealed wrinkle will form where the large
wrinkle once was. Squash all the wrinkles flat in this manner. The bag should be
closed with a line of vacuum tape that has no large wrinkles, but contain
numerous small wrinkles. Although wrinkled, the joint will be stronger and have
a less chance of failure than a joint with a dog-ear.
82. Pull back about 7.6 cm (3") of paper behind the overlap of the vacuum bag. Tack
down the vacuum bag, without wrinkles, in this area.
83. Trim the vacuum bag that is ahead of the overlap with a pair of scissors. Take
care not to poke a hole in the vacuum bag wrapped around the cylinder.
84. The fundamental problem right now is that the vacuum bag is wrapped around a
cylinder that is approximately 50.8 cm (20") in diameter, but the rings of vacuum
tape are only 40.6 cm (16") in diameter. To seal the bag, wrinkles must be
introduced to make up for the differences in circumference. Starting at one end,
introduce small wrinkles in the vacuum bag, just as with the longitudinal joint.
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For obvious reasons, do the inside ring first. Do half the ring, and then restart
from the other end. You have about a foot of slack to take up, so be aggressive
with introducing wrinkles. Wrinkles that are 2.54 cm (1") high and 1.3 cm ( ")
wide can easily be pulled out.
85. Squash the wrinkles in the same manner as was done with the longitudinal joint.
Often times a little air gap will form at the top of the wrinkle. It is recommended
that you check all the wrinkles to insure that they are squashed flat. The vacuum
tape should be checked from both above and from the side. Check the vacuum
seal above the rings; due to the discontinuity in shape, the underside of the
longitudinal joint debonds at this location. Squash the wrinkles using a small
roller or a blunt object to insure the joint is bonded.
86. Trim the edges of the vacuum bag with a pair of scissors.
87. After the cylinder is bagged, draw a vacuum on it. Listen for a hissing sound that
indicates a leak. Leaks can be fixed with additional vacuum tape.
88. While drawing a vacuum on the cylinder, subject it to 103 kPa gage (15 psig) for
at least 30 minutes. The debulking will help compact the cylinder.
89. After debulking, the cylinder diameter shrinks and the top sheet becomes loose.
Remount the cylinder on the mandrel.
90. Remove all bagging materials down to the top sheet of GNPT.
91. There should be a slight ridge in the facesheet under where the joint of the top
sheet was. This is because the compaction causes a change in diameter of the
cylinder, but the circumference of the top facesheet remains the same. This
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unresolved length goes the only place it can, through the joint in the top sheet.
Use a small roller to squash this ridge as flat as possible.
92. Cut a new piece of GNPT and replace the top sheet of GNPT. Make sure that the
joint in the GNPT does not line up with any past or present joints.
93. Replace the top sheet in the same manner as before. It is best if the previous top
sheet joint and the current top sheet joint are out of phase by 180 degrees.
94. Rebag the cylinder.
E.3.7 Cure Cycle
40Figure E.6 shows the recommended temperature cycle for an AS4/3501-6 cure
It should be noted that the ramp times are approximate but the hold times are not. During
the cure full vacuum with an over pressure of 103 kPa gage (15 psig) was applied.
E.3.8 Removal from the Mandrel
The following is the description of the removal procedure of the cylinder from the
mandrel. These actions will take two people hour to complete.
1. Remove all bagging materials and the top plate from the mandrel. Loosen the
rings, but do not remove them.
2. Hook a one end of a furniture clamp around one ring, and the other end around the
opposite end of the cylinder. Tighten the clamp so it is barely snug.
3. Attach another clamp on the other side of the mandrel in the same manner as the
other clamp.
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2
hours
177 0C
(350 *F)
116 *C
(240 OF)
Figure E.6:
hour
2.8 *C / min
(5 *F / min)
External pressure: 586 kPa (85 psi.)
Vacuum: 23.4 Torr (29" of Hg.)
Time
Cure cycle for AS4/3501-6 4 0
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4. Alternately tighten each clamp in half turns. Over-tightening can damage the
mandrel or the cylinder.
5. After the clamps have been tightened about three full turns the cylinder should
slide freely on the mandrel.
6. Remove the cylinder from the mandrel
E.3.9 Post Curing
The recommended post cure cycle is 350 'F for eight hours 0 . A ramp up and
ramp down of at least an hour is recommended.
E.3.10 Machining
After curing, the cylinder's ends will be slightly wrinkled and will require cutting.
In general, about 2.54 cm (1") should be cut from each of the cylinder's ends. This will
require two people for 1 hour.
1. Wrap the inside and the outside of the cylinder ends with 5.1 cm (2") wide
masking tape. The tape prevents the cylinder's facesheets from splintering while
cutting.
2. Using a ruler, make two marks on the tape 76.2 cm (30") apart.
3. Wrap the cylinder in bleeder paper, but leave the ends exposed. The bleeder paper
prevents damage from being incurred when the cylinder is held in the jig.
4. Place the cylinder in the cutting jig and loosely clamp it shut.
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5. Mount the jig in the track on the band saw. Slide the jig back and fourth. If any
friction is encountered, oil the track.
6. Move the cylinder until the mark on the cylinder is aligned with the blade. Clamp
the jig closed.
7. Cut the cylinder slowly; do not force it. As the blade is cutting it applies a torque
to the end of the cylinder, which acts to raise the jig out of the track. Care must be
taken not to allow the jig to be raised while cutting to prevent a wavy cut.
8. Cut the other end in the same manner.
9. Once finished the cylinder will have a slight lip of uncut fibers. This can be easily
sanded off. In addition, during curing epoxy ridges may form at the butt joints of
the GNPT. These ridges can also be easily sanded off.
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APPENDIX F
MANUFACTURING EXPERIMENTS
F.1 INTRODUCTION
Many manufacturing experiments were preformed to determine the cylinder
construction procedure that was presented in Appendix E. A detailed explanation of each
of the manufacturing experiments given in Appendix G. In determining the procedure,
many problems were encountered which needed to be addressed. The overview of the
problems encountered was presented in Chapter 5. A detailed account of each problem,
the attempted solutions, and final solution will are presented in this Appendix. Future
recommendations for cylinder manufacturing will also be given.
F.2 CORE CRUSHING
Core crushing occurs during the cure when the pressure applied to the laminate
puts a lateral in-plane force on the laminate. A plate with its core crushed is shown in
Figure F. 1. When Plate 1 was built, a wall of cork was constructed around the laminate,
40
as per the TELAC manufacturing notes . During the cure, the pressure would crush the
highly compliant cork in the lateral directions, which would in turn crush the core of the
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laminate. Another problem that occurred is when cork is raised to 176.6 'C (350 OF) it
outgasses a chemical, which reacts with vacuum bag material, eating holes through the
vacuum bag. This usually doesn't present a problem if a strong vacuum is used and the
amount of cork is small compared to the size of the bag. However, in the case the cure of
Plate 1 the amount of cork was enough such that 95% of the bag was destroyed during the
cure. To remedy this problem in subsequent plate cures, walls were constructed of a
more rigid material, metal bars stacked on top of each other. The bars were stacked in a
manner such that the corners interlocked, making the walls stronger. Much cork was still
required to fill the gaps between the metal bars because the metal bars used were of
various sizes, and did not fit together well. To prevent destruction of the vacuum bag, in
subsequent cures an attempt was made to minimize the amount of cork
Shells 1 and 2 were preformed using plywood dams in the circumferential
direction and stacked 0.64 cm ( ") thick metal bars in the longitudinal direction.
Plywood was used in the circumferential direction because rectangular metal bars could
not be adequacy stacked on a curved surface. The moisture was baked out of the wooden
dams at 176.6 'C (350 OF) for eight hours prior to their first use. The plywood rings each
took about one eight-hour day of machining. Cork and flash tape was used to hold the
dams in place
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Example of core crushing and dimpling in Plate 1
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Figure F. 1:
Keeping the stacked metal dams in place with cork and tape presented a problem, so the
longitudinal dams were replaced with hardwood for Shells 3 and 4. The wooden rings
and dams solved the core crushing problem for the shells. A new problem was
encountered when using the circumferential dams for Shells 3 and 4 for Rings 1,2 and
Cylinder 1. The circumferential dams were made of plywood and were not mechanically
fastened together. When a cylinder was constructed, the circumferential dams were
placed around either end, taped together, and a few small pieces of cork were placed on
the outside of the dams. The rings were now restricted to move away from the cylinder
because of the cork, but were free to move in, crushing the cylinder. To prevent this the
circumferential dams were taped using flash tape to the mandrel in hopes of preventing
the crushing. The problem encountered was that the flash tape was too compliant, and
didn't prevent the dams from crushing the cylinders, thus forming a ring of dimples near
the edges of Rings 1 and 2, as illustrated in Figure F.2. As can be seen from this figure,
the crushed zone was about 2.5 to 5 cm (1" to 2") from each end. To overcome the core
crushing problem, the Cylinder 1 was built 8 cm (3.15") longer. A second problem was
encountered was that the wooden circumferential dams were constructed out of plywood,
and after a couple of cures all the glue inside them would bum away. This problem was
never encountered to the hardwood dams because the dams were made from a solid piece
of wood, and therefore there was no glue in them. After the first two shell cures, the
circumferential dams started to deteriorate. They were patched up using an epoxy that
could withstand temperatures up to 273.8 'C (525 'F). After a few more cures, there was
more epoxy than wood, and finally the dams completely disintegrated.
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Core crushing and dimpling at ends
caused by inplane forces
Figure F.2: Illustration of core crushing and dimpling in cylinders
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A new solution was sought such rings could be built that would not slide during the cure
and not be damaged during the cure. Two sets of aluminum half-rings were constructed
such that they could be screwed together and thereby clamped themselves down on the
mandrel, preventing sliding. These rings were shown in. The aluminum rings solved the
problem of core crushing for the rest of the cylinders, with the added bonus of eliminating
cork all together from the cure process. With the aluminum rings, the wrinkled zone at
the ends of the cylinders are about 0.64 cm ( "), and is probably due to the inability of
the vacuum bagging to apply pressure at the interface between the cylinders and the
circumferential dams, and not due to crushing.
F.3 CORE COLLAPSE
Core collapses occurs when during the initial phases of the cure cycle, vacuum is
applied, and sucks the air out of the cells of the core. The core collapses because of the
resulting airflow, and does not spring back completely due to friction. A non-cocured
plate, not made in this program, with a collapsed core is shown in Figure F.3. For
cocured honeycomb structures, core collapse exacerbates core crushing, because the
edges of the plates are less stiff than a structure with a collapsed core. This was a known
problem from the outset of the project. To avoid the problem before the vacuum was
applied an over pressure was applied, forcing the facesheets into the core, thereby
preventing the core from moving. The vacuum could then be applied, without the core
collapsing.
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Figure F.3: Plate with collapsed core
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This presented a problem of not being able to test the vacuum of the vacuum bags outside
the autoclave, and therefore the integrity of the bag would need to be taken on faith. This
is not a major problem because leak free bagging of a flat object is easy, especially if it is
done using the pinching method described above. Core collapse occurred in Plates 18,
19, and 20 because the vacuum was accidentally applied before the pressure. A method
that could have been used to prevent core collapse without applying pressure first is
staking down the core. If the plates are constructed on a metal plate that has pegs coming
out of it, the edges of the honeycomb could be slid onto those pegs and would be unable
to move during the cure. Applying the pressure prior to the vacuum to prevent core
collapse was abandoned for the shells or the cylinders because neither of these showed
any trace of core collapse. This might have been because a top sheet was wrapped over
the entire laminate so tightly that the out-of-plane pressure restrained in-plane motion. In
addition, in some cylinders, the film adhesive was heated using a heat gun to prevent the
core from sliding during the lay-up, which may have helped prevent the core from
collapsing during the cure.
F.4 TOP AND BOTTOM FACESHEET ALIGNMENT
Another problem encountered during the plate cures was the problem of laying up
the laminate with the facesheets aligned. This problem was ignored for the plate and
shell cures, because it was felt that this problem would correct itself during the cylinder
cures. When a cylinder is laid-up, alignment of the fibers in the upper and lower
facesheets can be guaranteed when the facesheets are wrapped such that the ends match
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up when they overlap. This does not guarantee the facesheets are aligned in the
longitudinal direction, but they need not be if the facesheets are made longer than
required, and cut to length. Core crushing can potentially cause a 2.5 cm (1") wrinkled
zone on either end of the cylinder, which is subsequently cut off. The facesheets can be
aligned by eye in the longitudinal direction by eye, and any errors will be corrected by
trimming.
After cylinder 1, the method of lining up the facesheets using the aforementioned
method was abandoned because it required removing the facesheets to attempt to realign
them. This caused the facesheets to be bent back and fourth, causing the plies to debond.
What was needed was a method to feed the facesheets on the mandrel once, and have
them align. Ring 3 had an aluminum ring clamped to the mandrel. The ring was cut
accurately that it fit properly with little misalignment. The facesheet was wrapped,
butting the edge of the facesheet to the ring. This method did not work very well because
the edge of the facesheet had a tendency to bend, thereby throwing off the alignment of
the facesheet. Another attempt was made using the ring and two large metal bars. The
ring was clamped into place on the mandrel, and two bars laid side by side on the
manufacturing table. The first bar was butted up against the side of the circumferential
dam, and the second bar, still parallel to the first, was positioned so that it barely touched
the top of the dam. The second bar was clamped in place, and the mandrel was spun to
insure the ring and the bars were perfectly aligned, and the ring and the bars were
adjusted as needed. The first bar was then removed leaving a bar that was parallel with
the dam. If the manufacturing tabletop and the mandrel top were even and, then if the
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rectangular sheet of material was fed such that it was butted up against the clamped bar,
the facesheet would wrap around the cylinder and be aligned. If not the dam was
realigned and then the bars were realigned. This was done so that the facesheet could be
fed onto the mandrel so that both the bar and ring could act as guide surfaces. Later it
was realized that alignment could be maintained without using the ring as a guide surface
because the alone bar did such a good job. An even more accurate way of aligning the
bar was discovered that did not require alignment of a ring. First the mandrel was
sprayed with 3M Spray Mount Artists Adhesive. A piece of GNPT was cut at least 91.4
cm (36") by about 1.32 m (52") and laid on the manufacturing table. The GNPT was
aligned by eye such that when fed onto the mandrel, the ends will meet up exactly. Then
a straight metal bar was placed next to the GNPT butting up against the edge of the
GNPT. The GNPT was wound onto the mandrel tightly with no wrinkles. The spray
mount prevented the GNPT from shifting during the winding. If the ends of the GNPT
lined up the bar was clamped into place, if not the bar and the GNPT would be moved
and fed on again. Use of this bar guaranteed the alignment of the facesheets for the
cylinders to within less than one degree.
F.5 CORE SPLICING
Figure B.1, shows Shell 1, the first attempt at splicing honeycomb core. As can
be seen from the picture, the core splice adhesive expanded, crushing the surrounding
core. The pressure applied to the shell caused the facesheet to be forced down into the
splice. Several experiments were preformed attempting to splice bare core.
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Wrinkling due to poor adhesion at core splice in Shell 1
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Figure F.4:
First two pieces of core were placed against each other with core splice between them and
were heated to 176.6 'C (350 'F). The two pieces of core were found about 1.3 cm ( ")
apart with a pool of core splice adhesive between them, but not bonded to either piece.
This was the first clue that core splice adhesive had a large propensity to expand during
curing. A second attempt was made by placing a plate with weights on top of the core.
The core was again forced apart, but not as much. Several other configurations were
tried, placing weights around the core so it could not slide, placing weights around and on
top of the core, and such. All the experiments pointed to the fact that the core splice
adhesive would expand, and either move or crush the core. The gap between the edges of
the honeycomb was unacceptably large, and the core splice adhesive was not filling in the
cells as had been hoped. It was decided that something was needed to hold the core shut
during the cure, so the core splice adhesive would not force the gap apart, and the
adhesive would therefore be forced into the surrounding honeycomb cells. The first idea
that sprang to mind was the core splice adhesive should be placed into the gap, and the
gap should be sewn up, using a fine wire. This idea was never tried, but may have
worked because the honeycomb had such a thin wall that a needle could have passed
through it easily. Another idea consisted of using metal V clips made of honeycomb
material to hold the splice in the core together during the cure. This method was tried
using bare core and worked well, the gap in the honeycomb was not forced apart much
and the adhesive expanded to fill the cells. This method was used for core splices in the
circumferential and longitudinal directions for all structures starting with shell 3. The
only down side to this method is that the V's extend slightly above the honeycomb and
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when cured with a facesheet leaves a small ridge of bumps in the facesheet, but this
defect was felt to be purely cosmetic. It should also be noted that the stiffness of
honeycomb core increases dramatically when core splice is used when compared to bare
core, thereby providing an unknown stuffiness to the laminate.
F.6 DIMPLING
During the cure, the outer facesheet is pressed down into the honeycomb. The
facesheet in the center of the cells deform more because there is no core beneath them.
The facesheets cure in this deformed state, and take on the appearance of a dimpled golf
ball. This was a know effect in co-cured composites and was felt to be due to the applied
over pressure. To increase the consolidation of the laminate a net gage pressure should
be used. The first plate was made with and over pressure of 275 kPa gage (40 psig), and
dimpling was seen on the outer edges of the facesheets with little to no dimples in the
center. It was hard to decouple the effects of dimpling from core crushing, because when
the core and facesheets crushed, the facesheets would buckle forming dimples. Plates 2
and 3 were cured using a pressure of 69 kPa gage (10 psig), with metal bars acting as
dams to prevent core crushing. Plate 2 was constructed using cells 9.5 mm (3/8") wide
and plate 3 was constructed with cells 3.8 mm (0.15") wide. This was done because the
Flexcore honeycomb had not arrived from the manufacturer and these cell sizes bounded
the cell size of the Flexcore. Plate 2 was found to have dimples all over both facesheets,
while plate 3 had no dimpling. At the time, it was felt that some amount of dimpling was
unavoidable and would need to be accepted. In plates 4 and 5 the 115.5 'C (240 *F)
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temperature hold was eliminated from the cure cycle because it was felt that it was
desirable to skip the flow stage of the epoxy, and go straight to the epoxy set stage of
176.6 0C (350 OF). It was felt that if the temperature could be increased at a fast enough
rate, dimples would not have time to form before the epoxy became rigid. Changing the
temperature cure cycle had no noticeable effect on the dimpling, but the flow stage was
dropped from future cures to decrease curing time. Shell 1 and 2 were cured with the
Flexcore . The dimensions and geometry of the Flexcore cells reduced the depth of the
dimples of the outer facesheet as compared to plates 2, 4 and 5. The inner facesheet had
slight wrinkles in each honeycomb cell instead of dimpling. In shells 3 and 4, a thin 0.51
mm (20 mil) aluminum top sheet was used. Introduction of a top sheet eliminated even
more dimples, to a level that they could be seen, but not felt. During a cure without a top
sheet, the bagging material conforms to the surface is pressed in due to the pressure. This
causes the centers of the cells to deform. When a top sheet is used, the pressure on the
bagging material is redistributed due to the top sheet. This top sheet is then pressed into
the outer facesheet. If the top sheet is thick enough, it rests only on the honeycomb, and
does not press into the centers of the cells, leaving a facesheet that is flat, with no
dimples. Use of a top sheet eliminated the dimpling problem for the rest of the curved
structures except in ring 1 and 2 and cylinder 1. In these cases, it was felt that poor
wrapping of the facesheets and top sheet helped introduce wrinkles and dimples. The
facesheets of ring 3 and cylinders 2 through 4 were wrapped very tightly insuring even
contact between the top sheet and the facesheet.
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F.7 FACESHEET WRAPPING AND SPLICING
Problems wrapping and splicing the facesheets were not encountered in the plates
and shells. Difficulty wrapping and splicing was first encountered in the rings and
cylinders. The facesheets of cylinder 1 were cut about 3.7 m (12 feet) long such that they
would wrap around the mandrel 3 times with no cutting of fibers in the circumferential
direction. The facesheets were cut in a staircase pattern in order to achieve the goal of no
cut no fibers in the circumferential direction. Figure F.5 illustrates a facesheet for
cylinder 1. Rings 1 and 2 were cut in a similar method. Cutting facesheets in this manner
left many areas of the facesheet with layers that were one ply thick. Rings 1 and 2, and
cylinder 1 were wrapped on the mandrel, which was suspended on either end by two
stands which were designed by another student44 . The facesheets were fed from a table
onto the mandrel. In order to perform this operation, two people fed the facesheet onto
the mandrel, while a third person removed the paper from the facesheet and kept the
facesheet from wrinkling and sticking together. The facesheet was fed on several times
until it overlapped with little misalignment. Once this occurred the entire facesheet was
wrapped onto the mandrel. This method of feeding the facesheets onto the mandrel had
many problems, first as the facesheets were fed on they were constantly being pulled in
the longitudinal direction to maintain alignment, which often times stretched the
facesheets. Second, the overlaps of the stair step pattern would never line up. Despite
careful measurement, it always seemed that the facesheet was cut short and underlapping
occurred at every staircase joint.
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3.7 m (12')
Facesheet for cylinder 1
Figure F.5:
About
1.4 m
,1
(56")
'I
Facesheet for ring 3
Illustration of facesheet for cylinder 1 and ring 3
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Third, the facesheet was too long to be manageable and was hard to move and hard to lay-
up. Fourth, the facesheets contained many sections that were only one ply thick. Often
times these single ply sections would bunch up and become bonded together or stretch
and rip. Although these problems were seen in rings 1 and 2, the problems were
particularly bad in cylinder 1 due to the larger size of its facesheets and its greater
percentage of single ply areas. After this cylinder was made, many changes were made.
Due to the unmanageable size of cylinder l's facesheets, it was decided that the goal of
having facesheets without cut fibers in the circumferential direction would be dropped. It
was decided that future rings and cylinders would be constructed with no overlapping,
and with only a single lap joint. A proposed manufacturing process to solve these
problems would have the mandrel suspended by the two stands, and have a large table
next to it with four jack stands under each leg to level the table. The table and the
mandrel could be leveled with respect to each other so that the facesheets could be fed
from the table onto the mandrel tangentially. While trying to figure out how to guarantee
alignment of the table with mandrel, the idea was hit upon to suspend the mandrel from
one end of the table using turnbuckles so that the mandrel could be leveled with respect to
the table. This table was shown in Figure E.3. The idea of jack stands under the legs was
disregarded. This table insured alignment of the mandrel with respect to the table,
provided a place to anchor such things as rollers and guide bars, and had a large working
surface. The facesheets of the rings and cylinders after cylinder 1 were constructed such
that they had a single lap joint. These were constructed such that for a 4 ply facesheet, 2
plies were offset from the other 2 plies by 2.54 cm (1") in the circumferential direction.
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The facesheets were constructed slightly oversized in the circumferential direction so that
trimming would be required to ensure a perfect fit. Because there was only one joint, the
facesheet could be easily trimmed as it was being rolled onto the mandrel, thereby solving
the problem of overlapping or underlapping at the joint. As the cylinder was being
wrapped onto the mandrel, a piece of GNPT was placed between the joint to prevent it
from closing fully. The facesheets were then closed and using a knife nicks were put into
the facesheets indicating where trimming would be necessary. The facesheets were then
peeled back from the mandrel and trimmed with a knife and a straight edge. An
aluminum plate was placed under the facesheet during the trimming to protect the
mandrel. Because the facesheets were thicker (four plies instead of mostly single ply),
they could be handled easier, and would not deform easily when stretched.
F.8 WRINKLING
Wrinkles in the facesheets come from many sources: wrinkles from the bagging
material being transferred to the facesheets, wrinkles due to consolidation problems in the
facesheets, wrinkles due to unresolved length due to poor wrapping, wrinkles due to poor
joints, and wrinkles due to the joint in the top sheet. All of these wrinkling problems
were addressed with manufacturing experiments. The effects of wrinkling could not be
seen in plates 1-4 because core crushing and dimpling dominated the surfaces of the
plates. In addition, the plates were cured with a top plate 0.95 cm (3/8") thick as per the
TELAC manufacturing notes 0 . With the introduction of rigid dams and lower cure
pressures the core crushing and dimpling were minimized to a level such that the wrinkles
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could be seen. Shell 1 and 2 were made with no top sheet, and the upper surface was
horribly wrinkled, however the inner surface was not. Shell 1 was shown in Figure F.4.
It was decided that the wrinkles were coming from wrinkled bagging material touching
the upper facesheet, thus accounting for the differences in the surfaces of the inner and
outer facesheets. Shells 3 and 4 were manufactured with a sheet of release film, a sheet
of PT and GNPT, and a piece of 0.51 mm (20 mil.) aluminum sheet metal placed between
the top facesheet and the outer bagging material. For these shells, it appeared that the
wrinkles were eliminated. Ring 1, 2 and cylinder 1 were constructed with the same
bagging scheme and the wrinkles reoccurred. This time the wrinkles were due to several
factors not encountered before, some of the wrinkles were obviously due to unresolved
length due to poor wrapping, some were due to the joint of the top sheet pressing into the
upper facesheet, and some were due to the splicing of bagging material with flash tape
because the bagging material was too short to make a full sized cylinder. Some wrinkles
could not be explained away so easily, such as wrinkles that appeared on the surface, but
could not be felt. To eliminate the wrinkles due to the splicing of the bagging material in
the circumferential direction, it was decided that either longer bagging material should be
bought or shorter cylinders should be manufactured which fit the existing bagging
material. The shorter cylinder solution was chosen because it required no loss of capital,
no down time due to waiting for materials to arrive, and the partial cylinders could meet
all the goals of the manufacturing program as well as the full ones. The partial cylinders
were 81.3 cm (32") long to be trimmed to a length 76.2 cm (30"). To eliminate the
wrinkles on the inner facesheet due to longitudinal splicing of the GNPT with flash tape,
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a method was needed such that the GNPT could be held onto the mandrel without the use
of tape. This was done by spraying the surface of the mandrel with 3M Spray Mount
Artists Adhesive, and winding a single layer of GNPT onto it. The GNPT was butt
jointed in the longitudinal direction. Using very accurate cutting, this joint could be cut
to within one fiber diameter of the GNPT. When a cylinder was cured, the epoxy from
the inner facesheet would flow into the joint of the GNPT, however the gap was so small,
the fibers could not drape in. Therefore, a very thin epoxy ridge running the length of the
cylinder formed on the interior of the cylinder. This ridge could be sanded off, leaving
little trace of a bagging joint below the inner facesheet.
It was felt that some wrinkles were forming due to wrinkling in the bagging
material surrounding the facesheets. For example in Figure F.6 it can be seen that there
were 5 layers of alternating GNPT and PT, and one layer of release film between the
inner facesheet and the mandrel for cylinder 1. Between the outer facesheet and the top
sheet was a layer of release film, a layer PT, and a layer of GNPT. With all these layers
of bagging material, it was not easy to wrap all of them tight to remove wrinkles. During
the wrapping of the first two rings and cylinder 1, the release film would always become
wrinkled, and it was feared that this wrinkling was leading to wrinkling on the surface of
the cylinder. To determine the effects of bagging material wrinkling on the surface finish
of the cylinders, twelve 17.8 cm (7") x 15.2 cm (6") sandwich panels were cured at the
same time with various bagging configurations, as listed in Appendix G as plates 6
through 17.
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Vacuum bag
Al-- -- A- - - - - - -
----------------------
--------------------
2 or 3 layers of glass air breather
Porous Teflon
0.51 mm (20 mil) aluminum plate
Guaranteed non-porous Teflon
Floro-carbon release film
Laminate
Floro-carbon release film
Guaranteed non-porous Teflon
Porous Teflon
Guaranteed non-porous Teflon
Porous Teflon
Guaranteed non-porous Teflon
Figure F.6: Bagging procedure for cylinder 1
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Plates 16 and 17 had bagging material cut to dimensions 20.3 (8") x 17.8 cm (7"), and
forced to 17.8 cm (7") x 15.2 cm (6") dimensions to wrinkle the bagging material. These
cures had the following results. First it was determined that wrinkles in bagging material
had little effect on the surface finish of the cylinder. The surface touching the wrinkled
bagging material had light white cloud like wrinkles that could be seen, but not felt.
Second, it was seen that bagging material thickness had no noticeable effect on the
surface finish. It should be emphasized that these manufacturing tests were preformed on
flat plates, not cylinders. It is possible that for a cylinder with thick bagging materials,
the bagging materials would compress during the cure, changing the radius of the inner
facesheet or the radius of the top sheet. This would in turn cause unresolved length in
either the inner facesheet of would cause the top sheet to buckle. Third and most
importantly, it was seen that contrary to the instructions in the TELAC Manufacturing
Course Notes 4, that neglecting non porous Teflon and release film from the cure have no
detrimental effect on the surface finish of the cylinders. Figure F.7 displays the TELAC
bagging arrangement, and the bagging used in for cylinders after cylinder 1. It should be
noted that the TELAC bagging arrangement would cause laminates to have a rough
texture on the side of the PT. This is because during the cure the PT is pressed into the
top facesheet leaving an imprint. However, eliminating many layers of bagging material
left both sides of the cylinder as smooth as the tool side of a plate cured with the TELAC
bagging arrangement. The minimal bagging approach was more desirable because it
involved less layers of bagging materials.
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Figure F.7:
Bagging method for
rings and cylinders
after cylinder 1
TELAC and the bagging method for all ring and cylinder cures after
cylinder 1
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Each layer of bagging material has the same chance of wrinkling, however as
additional layer are added the overall chance of having a wrinkles somewhere in the
bagging material increases, and therefore it is desirable to decrease the bagging materials
to a minimal level. Every ring and cylinder after cylinder 1 was constructed with a
minimal amount of bagging materials. Rings 1, 2 and cylinder 1 were horribly wrinkled,
which was originally attributed to wrinkling of the surrounding bagging material. The
twelve sandwich panels manufacturing experiment proved that although wrinkled
bagging materials contributed to wrinkling, the effects were small.
During the manufacture of these two tubes, the facesheets were constructed with,
as previously mentioned, facesheets that wrapped around three times. During the
wrapping, it was felt that the facesheets were not being wrapped tightly. To eliminate this
problem the rings and cylinders after cylinder 1 were constructed with facesheets that
wrapped around only once, with a single lap joint.
It was found during the manufacture of the ring 3 that once the facesheets were
laid-up, and left undisturbed, the plies would debond. This may be due to the face that
the facesheets were laid-up cold to reduce their tackiness, and the heating to room
temperature caused an expansion which caused debonding. To counteract this tendency
to debond it was felt that the facesheets should be placed under a uniform pressure prior
to wrapping. When the facesheets were being laid-up, the only pressure applied to join
the plies was pressure exerted by hand. Several ideas were though of for pressing the
facesheets together, but were ruled out. Weights placed on the facesheet were ruled out
because due to the large surface area, and too many weights would be needed to achieve a
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pressure that was greater than could be exerted by hand. Using the autoclave to apply
pressure was ruled out because the facesheets could not fit flat into it. It was decided that
the facesheets could be placed on a large metal table with a vacuum bag was wrapped
around it, with a vacuum being pulled to debulk the facesheets. Plates 18, 19, and 20
were made with debulked facesheets to test this method. A vacuum was drawn on for a
minimum of 20 minutes compressing the facesheet, eliminated the debonds. Debulking
had the additional effect of stiffening the facesheet. The facesheets of cylinders 2, 3 and
4 were debulked and the widespread wrinkles that were seen prior to ring 3 were not seen
again.
Cylinders 2-4 were built using a minimal amount of bagging materials, and
debulking of the facesheets. The surfaces of these cylinders were very smooth, except for
a very thin epoxy ridge on the inner facesheet due to the joint in the GNPT and wrinkles
due to the top sheet joint that will be discussed in the next section, and several
longitudinal wrinkles on the outer facesheet. The longitudinal wrinkles were not see
inside the cylinder, and therefore it was assumed that the wrinkles could be attributed to
the inability to wrap the outer facesheet tight during the lay-up. If the outer facesheet was
not wrapped tightly, then the outer facesheet will be longer in the circumferential
direction than the honeycomb. No wrinkles formed on the inner surface because the
surface that was being wrapped to the mandrel covered with GNPT, was much more rigid
than the surface the outer facesheet was wrapped to, the honeycomb. When the pressure
is applied, the unresolved length will form a wrinkle. This was see most dramatically in
the fourth cylinder, which had two longitudinal wrinkles in it. After the first cylinder,
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care was taken to wrap the facesheets as tightly as possible. When the facesheets were
wound, one person would insure the facesheet was butted against the guide bar, and
would apply a force opposite of the direction of the winding. This was done to apply a
pre-tension to the facesheet so it was wrapped tightly. It was also hoped that by applying
a pre-tension to the facesheet, when the pressure was applied during the cure, the
facesheet would remain in tension and would not buckle and therefore wrinkle. The
manufacture of the first two rings and cylinder 1 showed that rollers could be used to
remove wrinkles during the wrapping. For these two cures, small rollers were used to
flatten wrinkles by rolling the wrinkles in the longitudinal direction of the wrinkle. It was
felt that by using a large roller, the facesheet could be squashed flat to the mandrel and
wrinkles would be pushed opposite to the direction of wrapping. A large roller was
added to the manufacturing table band was used for rings and cylinders after cylinder 1.
Although these measures reduced the number of longitudinal wrinkles, they didn't totally
eliminate them. It was felt that the wrinkles were coming from the fact that the
honeycomb could not be wrapped tightly to the cylinder. This in turn meant that the outer
facesheet could not be wrapped tightly, and therefore wrinkles would form. The
honeycomb could not be wrapped tightly for several reasons, the honeycomb does not
stick to the inner film adhesive, the roller sheared the honeycomb instead of removing
wrinkles, and a pretension could not be put into the honeycomb without out it yielding
and stretching. To wrap the honeycomb tightly, it was cut shorter than the facesheets in
the circumferential direction, and then wrapped around the mandrel and stretched into
place. This stretching did not work well in practice. The friction between the honeycomb
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and the inner sheet of film adhesive was so large that the honeycomb near the joint would
yield and stretch before the wrinkles on the opposite side of the mandrel could be pulled
out. This resulted in the sheet of honeycomb being shut tight, but with wrinkles still in
several locations. To rectify this problem, while the honeycomb was being wrapped, one
person would hold the honeycomb closed while a second would reach around the
honeycomb to smooth the wrinkles and pull out the slack. Each cylinder after ring 3 had
honeycomb that was cut one cell shorter in the circumferential direction that the previous
cylinder. These efforts to remove wrinkles by tightening the honeycomb reduced some
wrinkles but didn't completely eliminate them. It was felt that if the facesheet could be
wrapped tight enough then the longitudinal wrinkles could be removed. This would
require a method of applying a tension greater than that which could be applied by hand.
This would require a modification of the manufacturing table, which is discussed in the
future work of Chapter 8.
As previously mentioned, the plates, shells, and all of the cylinders except for
plates 1-3 and cylinder 4, were cured without a 116 'C (240 'F) hold for one hour. This
was done because it was felt that during the hold the epoxy would loose its viscosity and
the dimples would form in the facesheets. It was noticed during these cures that very
little epoxy flowed, as was expected. It was felt that if the epoxy was allowed to flow that
it could possibly fill the wrinkles in the facesheets, so cylinder 4 was cured with a 116 'C
(240 'F) hold for one hour. After curing cylinder 4, seven wrinkles were partially filled
in by epoxy. Cylinder's 4 outer facesheet was not wrapped very tightly due to error.
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During the debulking of cylinder 4 the top sheet was removed to check for signs of
wrinkling and a very large longitudinal wrinkle was discovered. Attempts were made to
squash this wrinkle with a roller, but these attempts failed. Cylinders 3 and 4 proved that
honeycomb tightening tension in the facesheets, and the temperature hold during the cure
could eliminate the longitudinal wrinkles.
F.9 TOP SHEET JOINTS
A problem that was originally anticipated, but its complexity was not initially
realized, was that of the joining of the top sheet. The top sheet is a metal sheet with
which is wrapped around the cylinder to prevent wrinkles from transferring from the
vacuum bag to the cylinder. A top sheet joint was not attempted when manufacturing the
plates or the shells because it was felt that the top sheet joint in these shapes would not be
representative of that for a cylinder. When the top sheet is wrapped around the cylinder
and pressure is applied, the cylinder will contract and decrease its outer radius, also
causing the top sheet to decrease its radius. If the top sheet was originally cut such that it
fit perfectly around the cylinder before the pressure was applied, after the pressure is
applied the top sheet will be too long and the ends will buckle. Temperature causes a
similar problem depending on the CTE of the top sheet and that of the mandrel. If the
CTE of the top sheet is greater than that of the mandrel and it is cut so that it fits exactly
before temperature is applied, after the application of temperature the mandrels radius
will increase, but the top sheets will increase more. This will, like the application of
pressure, cause the top sheet to buckle. Conversely, if the CTE of the top sheet is less
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than that of the mandrel, the joint in the top sheet will widen if the temperature is
increased. These effects will only be seen in cylinders, and therefore no plate or shells
were made with top sheet joints.
Before the first ring was manufactured, a 0.51 mm (20 mil.) top sheet was
constructed so that in the circumferential direction would be long enough such that there
would be no joint. Aluminum was selected as the top sheet material because it was felt
that pressure would have little effect on the top sheet joint, and if the mandrel and top
sheet were the same material, they would deform the same amount with little change in
the top sheet joint. When the ring was manufactured and the top sheet was wrapped
around, it was found that there was about a 6.4 mm (0.25") gap at the top sheet joint.
This can be attributed to the fact that the materials were not wrapped tight, and had
wrinkles that possibly increased the circumference of the cylinder. After the cure, it was
noted that a slight wrinkle had formed below the top sheet joint and the wrinkle appeared
pinched. Considering all the wrinkles and dimples on the ring the magnitude of the top
sheet wrinkle was considered small. Ring 2 also had an aluminum top sheet. A
fiberglass tab was sanded as shown in Figure F.8. This glass tab was place between the
bagging material and the joint in the top sheet in an effort to allow the top sheet to expand
and not pinch the facesheet. When the glass tab was used during the manufacture of the
ring it was found that the inner radius of curvature was slightly larger than that of the
outer facesheet of the cylinder, however it was used anyway.
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4 mm (0.16")
thick
(12") length
34.9 mm
(1 3/8")
width
Figure F.8: Illustration of the fiberglass tab used in an attempt to reduce wrinkling due
to the top sheet for Ring 2
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After the ring was cured, a large grove was found in the outer facesheet of the
cylinder. The glass tab had been pressed into the outer facesheet of the cylinder causing
about a 1 mm (0.04") deep groove. Cylinder 1 was manufactured with the same top sheet
joint as ring 1, but with the top sheet cut 6.4 mm (0.25") longer in the circumferential
direction, however there still appeared to be a 6.4 mm (0.25") gap. Pinching and
wrinkling were much worse for cylinder 1 than in ring 1. It was realized that the actions
of pressure and temperature caused two distinct wrinkling mechanisms. First temperature
causes an in-plane expansion of the top sheet that may produce pinching of the facesheet.
Application of pressure also causes an in-plane compression of the top sheet due to
decreasing the of the honeycomb thickness. The pressure also causes the facesheet to
bend at its weakest point, the location of the joint. This bending will force the top sheet
and whatever is below it into the outer facesheet of the cylinder. The two deformation
modes of the cylinder are illustrated in Figure F.9. Considering this, the next ring 3 was
constructed such that the top sheet could not bend due to the action of the pressure. The
GNPT was glued to the inside of the top sheet using spray mount adhesive such that it fit
without wrinkles. When the top sheet and GNPT was applied, a bead of high temperature
epoxy was placed across the joint in the top sheet to seal it. The ridge was then left
overnight to dry before curing. It was hoped that the epoxy would prevent bending at the
joint thereby putting all the loading in-plane. The top sheet was completely wrapped
tightly in flash tape to force the top sheet joint shut. After the cure, it was found that the
epoxy seal had broken and one end of the top sheet had been driven into the outer
facesheet while the other end overlapped it.
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Top sheet
Facesheet
Figure F.9: Cylinder deformation modes due to the application of pressure during
curing
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Cylinder 2 was constructed with three 0.38 mm (15 mil) thick stainless steel top
sheets side by side. Under the first top sheet, two pieces of stainless steel shim stock
were placed under the joint in the top sheet between the facesheet and the GNPT. Like
the previous top sheet the GNPT was glued to the inside of the top sheets for this cure
using spray mount adhesive. This top sheet was also glued shut using the high adhesive.
The second top sheet was cut longer in the circumferential direction, and was bent up at
the ends. This top sheet was wrapped around the cylinder and holes were drilled into the
bent up ends. Epoxy was placed between the bent up ends of the top sheet. Through
these holes passed bolts that mechanically held shut the top sheet, as illustrated Figure
F. 10. The third top sheet was like the first, except that the top sheet joint was not glued
shut. After it was cured the adhesive on the glued top sheets were found to be broken. It
was determined the effect of raising the temperature caused the top sheets to deform in-
plane such that failure strength of the adhesive was exceeded. It was also found that the
top sheet with the bolts also did not work. The adhesive placed between the flanged ends
leaked though the flange and onto the outer facesheet of the cylinder forming a triangle
shaped epoxy ridge. The first and third top sheets had four total rectangular indentations
with a depth equal to the thickness of the shim stock in the outer facesheets. The
indentations had a rough feeling and had a white appearance. There was however no
wrinkle due to the top sheet inside these indentations. It was felt that these shims had
rectified the problem of the wrinkle due to the top sheet, but had initiated a new problem,
an indentation due to the top sheet.
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bolts
Cylinder
Top sheet
Figure F.10: Mechanically fastened top sheet for cylinder 2
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Cylinder 3 was constructed using a pyramid shaped piece of shim stock under the joint in
the top sheet. It was felt that the shim under the top sheet needed to be thick enough to
prevent wrinkling due to the top sheet, but not too thick because the pressure would force
it into the top sheet. Therefore it was felt that the shim should be pyramidal in shape
when viewed end on. The center of the shim should be thick to prevent wrinkling and
thin on the edges so that the indentation could not be felt or seen, although the indentation
still would be there. To approximate a pyramid two sheets of 0.101 mm (4 mil.) thick
stainless steel shim stock of dimensions 81.3 cm (32") x 15.2 cm (6") and 81.3 cm (32")
x 7.6 cm (3") were glued together using spray mount adhesive. This thickness of shim
had been selected due to its availability. After the cylinder was wrapped, a piece of
GNPT was wrapped around the cylinder and trimmed to a perfect fit in the
circumferential direction, and the shim was placed on top of the GNPT. By placing the
shim on top of the GNPT, it was hoped to avoid the rough surface under the shim in the
previous cure, and it was hoped that the GNPT would reduce the magnitude of the
indentations. After the cure, it was noted that the shim had indeed greatly reduced the
wrinkles due to the top sheet, and placing the shim on top of the GNPT had eliminated
the rough surface under the shim. However, four wrinkles had formed under the edges of
the shim, and under everywhere there was a step in the shim. These wrinkles were each
much smaller than the wrinkles due to the top sheet in previous cures. At this time, the
decision was made that the next cure would include a temperature hold at 115.6 'C (240
'F) for one hour. It was hoped that the temperature hold would allow the epoxy to flow
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and fill any wrinkles. The shim for Cylinder 4 was made of three sheets of 0.076 mm (3
mil.) thick shim stock of width 3.8 cm (1 "), 8.9 cm (3 "), and 14 cm (5 ") and
length 81.3 cm (32") glued together using spray mount adhesive. After the cure, it was
discovered that the temperature hold had indeed given a smoother outer surface with five
very tiny wrinkles due to the top sheet and shim were seen. The top sheet joining
problems was determined to be adequately solved by using the shim and the temperature
hold.
F.10 REMOVAL OF THE CYLINDER FROM THE MANDREL
Removal of the cylinder from the mandrel after the cure was anticipated to be a
problem before any cylinders had been constructed. During the cure, pressure is applied
to the cylinder and mandrel, which causes both to contract in the circumferential
direction. At the same time, temperature is increased from room temperature causing the
cylinder and mandrel to expand in the circumferential direction. If the mandrel has a
greater CTE than the facesheets in the circumferential direction, and is adequately stiff
such that the contraction due to pressure is smaller than the expansion due to temperature,
the cylinder/mandrel system will achieve a greater inner radius at cure temperature than at
room temperature. This radius should be about equal the radius of the mandrel if it was
heated without the cylinder, assuming that the mandrel possesses adequate stiffness and
the uncured facesheets have almost no stiffness. After the mandrel is removed from the
autoclave, it will contract due to cooling. Because of the CTE, the contraction of the
mandrel should be greater than that of the cylinder, in which case the mandrel and
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cylinder should separate. If however the mandrel had a smaller CTE than the cylinder in
the circumferential direction, during heating the cylinder would expand more that the
mandrel, and would detach. Because of the pressure, the cylinder would have a tendency
to buckle and wrinkle. For this reason the mandrel was chosen to be made of aluminum,
so that the mandrel and cylinder would detach after curing. The situation that would have
caused the most problems for removing the cylinder from the mandrel would be if the
cylinder was bonded to the mandrel during the cure. If the cylinder was bonded to the
mandrel, the cylinder would need to be cut off the mandrel, possibly damaging the
mandrel. Loss of the mandrel was unacceptable because of the long lead-time obtaining
another mandrel; therefore, conservative methods were used to ensure the cylinder would
come off the mandrel. The fear of the cylinders becoming stuck was reinforced with the
inability to easily remove shells 1 and 2 from the mandrel. Shells 1 and 2 had a single
layer of GNPT and one layer of release film below them, which was taped in place using
flash tape. The shells after being cured needed to be pried from the mandrel with a putty
knife. Shells 3 and 4 were constructed with several layers of GNPT between the inner
mandrel and the inner facesheet. It was felt that prior to manufacture, the friction
between the shell and the mandrel would be much less and these shells could be removed
by pushing the shell in the longitudinal direction. For these cures the shells removed
easily from the mandrel with no change in the under surface of the shell. Because layers
of GNPT successfully helped with the removal of shells 3 and 4 from the mandrel, when
the first ring was built, three total layers of alternating GNPT and PT were wrapped
around the mandrel, then the release film and the facesheets. All the layers of GNPT
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were taped at the ends, with no pieces of tape running longitudinally. This method had
one major drawback, with so many layers of bagging materials, the bagging materials and
subsequently the facesheets, could not be wrapped tightly around the mandrel, increasing
the propensity for wrinkles. After the cure, the tape was removed from the edges of the
bagging material, and the bagging material was pulled from beneath the ring at a 45-
degree angle with some difficulty. Due to the CTE of the cylinder, it clamped down onto
the mandrel and a rubber mallet was needed to slide the cylinder off the mandrel. The
second ring was built with five total layers of alternating GNPT and PT in an attempt to
increase the radius of the cylinder after the cure. Because ring 2 was longer than ring 1
the friction was greater for the second ring when pulling the bagging materials beneath
the ring was attempted. The bagging materials ripped at the edge of the ring and did not
pull from beneath the cylinder. The ring was finally removed from the mandrel using
furniture clamps to push the cylinder from the mandrel. The mandrel was cantilevered
off a shelf using metal rods running up the center of the mandrel. A plate was clamped
into place on the cantilevered end of the mandrel. Two furniture clamps were placed
between the plate and the near end of the cylinder. These clamps were opened slowly to
push the cylinder off the mandrel, which did not start to slip until it was nearly 2/3 off.
Due to time constraints, cylinder 1 was made with the same bagging arrangement as ring
2. The bagging scheme of cylinder 1 differed from ring 2 in the face that the GNPT and
PT were spliced in the circumferential direction to make it longer. Unlike the shells and
the first two rings, the cylinder 1 was very long and the longitudinal gap in the inner
bagging materials had a tendency to open due to gravity, making lay-up difficult.
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Therefore, the decision was made to close this gap with a piece of flash tape running in
the longitudinal direction under the inner facesheet. The height difference between the
GNPT with and without tape showed up as a wrinkle on the inner facesheet after the cure.
The first cylinder was removed in the same manner as the second ring, using clamps to
pull the cylinder off the mandrel.
Because of the high friction encountered when removing cylinder 1 from the
mandrel, it was obvious that cooling back down to room temperature was not enough to
release the cylinder from the mandrel. The mandrel was an extruded aluminum cylinder,
with no surface finish. It was felt that the surface was wavy enough such that the
amplitude of the waves hindered removal of the cylinder from the mandrel and therefore
the surface was ground to a surface roughness of 6 micro-inches (#6 finish). Cylinder 1
had many wrinkles in its interior, and it was felt at the time that these might be due to
wrinkling of the underlying bagging material. Plates 6 through 17 were cured with
various bagging material combinations. From this bagging material test, it was decided to
use only one sheet of GNPT between the mandrel and the inner facesheets, with no
release film. To prevent a longitudinal wrinkle due to taping the GNPT into place, 3M
Spray Mount Artists Adhesive was sprayed on the mandrel to hold the GNPT. This
adhesive was tested in the oven at cure temperature, and it proved that it would not react
with the vacuum bag, and it retained adhesion above its quoted maximum temperature of
47.1 0C (115 OF). Ring 3 was made using the polished mandrel with the new bagging
arrangement. The cure furniture clamps were again used to remove the cylinder from the
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mandrel. After two turns of the clamps, the cylinder slid freely on the mandrel. This
method of bagging was used for the rest of the cylinders.
F.11 CYLINDER MANUFACTURING RECOMMENDATIONS
Several composite cylinder manufacturing recommendations for the future include
the following. When building a composite cylinder, cylindrical vacuum bagging should
be purchased and used to reduce the chance of bag failure, and reduce bagging time.
Since building the cylinders, I have learned several things that would have helped
manufacture of the cylinders. First, if possible, the mandrels should have been made out
of steel so that it could be ground to a flat surface. It was not possible for the cylinders
manufactured in this program to be made out of steel, because of the circumferential
mismatch in the CTE between the cured composite cylinder and the mandrel would have
caused the cylinder to clamp down on the mandrel after curing. Second, the mandrel
should have a slight taper to it and be finely ground. If the tapered mold is used, layers of
GNPT are not necessary to allow the cylinder to release if a quality mold release such as
Frekote 770-NC 45 is used. Third, after seeing some work preformed by another student, I
think the key to reducing wrinkles on the surface of the cylinders is to apply the
facesheets to the mandrel with a large pretension. One way of doing this would be to
have the facesheets laying flat on the table while the heavy mandrel rolls overtop of it
wrapping the facesheets around it. This may not work for honeycomb structures, but
worked very well for some small cylinders I helped manufacture for an unrelated project.
Fourth, to reduce top sheet joining problems further, thinner shims in greater numbers
should be used in a pyramid shape. For the cylinders in this project 0.08 mm (3 mil.)
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shim stock was used to prevent top sheet wrinkles, if possible 0.03 mm (1 mil.) shims
should be used. Another way of manufacturing cylinders was suggested by Richard
Bernstein, a former advisor to this project. He suggested that the cylinders be laid-up on
an inflated silicon rubber mandrel. This could be then placed inside a steel female mold
that could be placed in an autoclave to be heated. During curing, the rubber mandrel
could be inflated further to press the cylinder against the mold, thus guaranteeing a
uniform pressure on the cylinder and yielding a perfectly smooth outer surface, but a
slightly wrinkled inner surface.
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APPENDIX G
TABLE OF MANUFACTURING SPECIMENS
The following table is a listing of all the manufacturing experiments preformed.
Uncut dimensions, lay-up, bagging materials used, core splicing method, top sheet and
joining method, dam configuration, cure cycle are given for each specimen. Problems
encountered such as core crushing, dimpling, core splicing problems, facesheet problems,
wrinkling, and top sheet joining problems are also listed for each specimen. Specimens
are listed in chronological order of the time of manufacture.
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Name Plate 1
Uncut dimensions 30.5 cm (12") long, 35.6 cm (14") wide, and 2.54 cm (1") thick
honeycomb core.
Lay-up[( 4 5 )2]T facesheets with hexagonal 3.18 mm (1/8") cell low
density hexagonal aluminum honeycomb core.
Bagging materials Standard TELAC plate bagging configuration with 
2.54 cm (1")
high cork dams and no top sheet.
Core splice None
Top sheet None
Dam configuration
Cork dams with large ramp down area.
Cure cycle Standard TELAC cure cycle except with 275 kPa (40 psi) gage
pressure and no vacuum.
Core crushing Yes, cured plate had a shape like with longer sides crushed
in 1.3 cm ( ") and shorter sides crushed in 0.6 cm ( ").
.i Circular dimpling from the center to within about 2.54 cm (1")
from the edge on both sides.
Core splicing NAproblems
Facesheet problems Problems occurred maintaining upper and lower 
facesheet
alignment during lay-up.
Wrinkling Wrinkling may have occurred but cannot be seen through the
dimpling.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
The outgassing of the cork used to step down the plate caused
Other Comments the vacuum bag to break during the cure. Compliant cork dams
caused core crushing.
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Name Plate 2
Uncut dimensions 30.5 cm (12") long, 17.8 cm (7") wide, and 1.9 cm (34") thick
honeycomb core.
T 45]r facesheets with 1.9 (34") thick hexagonal aluminum
Lay-up core with 9.5 mm (3/8") cells. Film adhesive heated prior to
cure to prevent shifting of the top and bottom facesheets.
Bagging materials Same as plate 1.
Core splice None
Top sheet None
Dam configuration Steel bars laid in interlocking pattern with a small amount of
cork for the step-downs.
Cure cycle Standard TELAC cure cycle except with 68.9 kPa (10 psi) gage
pressure and full vacuum.
Core crushing Honeycomb slightly crushed near the edges.
Dimpling Dimpling over both surfaces, mostly on the top. The plate felt as
if it was a golf ball.
Core splicing NAproblems
Facesheet problems Odd white scratches appeared on the top and the bottom.
The edges were wrinkled due to core crushing, however except
Wrinkling
for around the edges the plate was smooth.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Plates 2 and 3 were cut from the same facesheets and cured at
the same time. The two plates had different honeycomb cell
Other Comments sizes to compare the dimpling. Use of stronger dams attributed
to the lack of core crushing. Plates 2 and 3 differed from plate 1
in the fact that metal bars were used as dams, and because of the
reduced use of cork, vacuum bag didn't break.
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Name Plate 3
Uncut dimensions 30.5 cm (12") long, 15.2 cm (7") wide, and 2.54 cm (1") thick
honeycomb core.
Lay-up Same as plate 2 except that 2.54 cm (1") thick, 2.6 cells per cm
(80 cells per foot) hexagonal aluminum core was used.
Bagging materials Same as plate 1.
Core splice None
Top sheet None
Dam configuration Same as plate 2.
Cure cycle Same as plate 2.
Core crushing Same as 
plate 2.
Dimpling Surfaces were dimple free.
Core splicing NA
problems
Facesheet problems None
Facesheets had slight ridges due to either bagging wrinkles or ply
Wrinkling
splicing.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Plates 2 and 3 were cut from the same facesheets and cured at
the same time. The two plates had different honeycomb cell
Other Comments sizes to compare the dimpling. Use of stronger dams attributed
to the lack of core crushing. Plates 2 and 3 differed from plate 1
in the fact that metal bars were used as dams, and because of the
reduced use of cork, vacuum bag didn't break.
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Name Plate 4
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 2.
Lay-up Same as plate 2.
Bagging materials Same as plate 1.
Core splice None
Top sheet None
Dam configuration Same as plate 2.
Standard TELAC cure cycle except with 68.9 kPa (10 psi) gage
Cure cycle pressure and full vacuum with no 116 'C (240 'F) temperature
hold.
Core crushing Same as plate 
2.
Dimpling Same as plate 
2.
Core splicing NA
problems
Facesheet problems Same as plate 
2.
Wrinkling Same as plate 
2.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Plates 4 and 5 were cut from the same facesheets and cured at
the same time. Plates 4 and 5 were manufactured to determine
Other Comments
the effects of not performing the 240 'F temperature hold on
dimpling. No difference could be seen with or without hold.
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Name Plate 5
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 2.
Same as plate 2.
Lay-up
Same as plate 1.
Bagging materials
None
Core splice
None
Top sheet
Dam configuration Same as plate 2.
Cure cycle Same as plate 4.
Core crushing Same as plate 2.
Dimpling Same as plate 2.
Core splicing NA
problems
Same as plate 2.
Facesheet problems
Wrinkling Same as plate 
2.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Plates 4 and 5 were cut from the same facesheets and cured at
the same time. Plates 4 and 5 were manufactured to determine
Other Comments
the effects of not performing the 240 *F temperature hold on
dimpling. No difference could be seen with or without hold.
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Name Shell 1
Uncut dimensions 30.5 cm (12") x 35.6 cm (14") outer facesheet, 21.3 cm (8.375")
midplane radius, and 1.9 cm (34") thick honeycomb core.
Lay-up [( 4 5 )2]T facesheets with Flexcore aluminum core.
Bagging materials Same as the plate 4 but with a second piece of GNPT below the
shells.
Core splice One longitudinal splice with a single thickness of core splice
adhesive.
Top sheet None
Dam configuration Plywood circumferential and metal longitudinal dams.
Cure cycle Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling Slight dimpling over the entire top sheet. The dimples were not
as deep as the dimples in plate 1.
Yes, core splice did not bond to the honeycomb walls and a large
Core splicig
problems wrinkle in the facesheets formed in the gap. The inner facesheet
seemed to stretch directly under the core splice.
PT left rough surface on outer facesheet while inner surface
Facesheet problems smooth. Pitting of the inner facesheet occurred due to poor
cleaning of the mandrel prior to manufacturing.
Wrinkling Outer surface has large wrinkles. Smooth inner surface except
for under the core splice.
Top sheet problems NA
Shells 1 and 2 were cured at the same time. Shells 1 and 2
Other Comments differed in lay-up to determine the effect of symmetry on the
shells, no effect was found. They also had different amounts of
core splice adhesive to determine how much was needed.
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Name Shell 2
Uncut dimensions Same as shell 1.
[ 45]1 facesheets with Flexcore aluminum core.
Lay-up
Bagging materials Same as shell 1.
Core splice Same as shell 1 except a double thickness of core splice adhesive
was used.
Top sheet None
Dam configuration Same as shell 1
Cure cycle Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling Same as shell 1.
Core splicing Same as shell 1 except that the inner facesheet under the core
problems splice did not seem to stretch, but wrinkle instead.
Facesheet problems Same as shell 1.
WrinlingSame as shell 1.Wrinkling
Same as shell 1.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Shells 1 and 2 were cured at the same time. Shells 1 and 2
Other Comments differed in lay-up to determine the effect of symmetry on the
shells, no effect was found. They also had different amounts of
core splice adhesive to determine how much was needed.
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Name Shell 3
Uncut dimensions Same as shell 1.
Lay-up Same as shell 2.
Same as shell 1 but shell overlapped a circumferential GNPT
Bagging materials
splice that was closed using flash tape.
Core splice One longitudinal splice with core splice adhesive and
mechanically held with clips.
Top sheet 0.51 mm (20 mil) aluminum top sheet
Dam configuration Plywood circumferential and hardwood longitudinal dams.
Cure cycle Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling The surface was dimple free except the centers of each cell had a
T shaped wrinkle that could be seen but not felt.
Core splicing No, but small ridges formed on the outer facesheet due to
problems fasteners. These ridges could be seen but barely felt.
Facesheet problems The PT left rough surface on outer facesheet while the inner
surface, which directly contacted GNPT, was smooth.
Wrinkling No, but a groove was left in the inner facesheet due to the
presence of the flash tape on the GNPT.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Shells 3 and 4 were cured at the same time. Core splicing ridge
Other Comments acceptable, and therefore core splicing problems solved.
Bagging wrinkles solved by use of top sheet. This shell
overlapped flash tape to determine its effect.
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Name Shell 4
Uncut dimensions Same as shell 1.
Lay-up Same as shell 1.
Bagging materials Same as shell 3 except that shell 4 did not overlap any flash tape.
Core splice Same as shell 3.
Top sheet Same as shell 3.
Dam configuration Same as shell 3.
Cure cycle Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling
Same as shell 3.
Core splicing
Same as shell 3.
problems
Facesheet problems
Same as shell 3.
Wrinkling
No
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Shells 3 and 4 were cured at the same time. Core splicing ridge
Other Comments
acceptable, and therefore core splicing problems solved.
Bagging wrinkles solved by use of top sheet.
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Name Ring 1
Uncut dimensions 20.3 cm (8") length, 21.3 cm (8 3/8") midplane radius and
1.9 cm (%") thick honeycomb core.
Lay-up Flexcore aluminum core and [(± 4 5 )2]T facesheets wrapped
around 2 times to prevent cutting of the fibers.
Bagging materials Release film, PT, and GNPT on the top. Release film 
and 3
sheets total of alternating GNPT and PT on the bottom.
Core splice One longitudinal splice held with core splice adhesive and clips.
0.51 mm (20 mil) aluminum top sheet butt jointed with a 0.51
Top sheet mm (20 mil) shell top sheet covering the top sheet joint. The top
sheet touched the tops of the end dams.
Dam configuration Plywood end dams
Cure cycle Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing Dimple and wrinkling occurred about 2.5 cm (1") from each
edge due to poor wrapping and core crushing.
Inner 14 cm (5 ") dimpled with Vshaped dimple all around the
Dimpling
circumference of the cylinder.
Core splicing None
problems None
Facesheet problems The facesheet on the inside was misaligned due to poor
wrapping. The joints in the facesheets can be seen.
Wrinkling Two deep longitudinal wrinkles due to poor wrapping.
Top sheet problems Outer facesheet appears pinched due to the top sheet.
Many wrinkling problems may have been masked due to the
Other Comments widespread dimpling. Core crushing due to movement of dams.
Many sheets of bagging materials used on interior in an attempt
to allow the ring to slide easily off the mandrel, did not work.
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Name Ring 2
Uncut dimensions 30.5 cm (12") length, 21.3 cm (8.375") midplane radius and
1.9 cm (34") thick honeycomb core.
Lay-up Same as ring 1 but with [± 45/ 02]1 facesheets.
Bagging materials Same as ring 1 but with 5 sheets total of alternating GNPT and
PT.
Core splice One longitudinal and one circumferential splice held with core
splice adhesive and with clips.
0.51 mm (20 mil) aluminum top sheet with a fiberglass tab
Top sheet placed between the bagging materials and the top sheet joint.
Unlike ring 1, the top sheet was placed between the dams.
Dam configuration Same as ring 1.
Cure cycle Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing Same as ring 1.
Dimpling Some T shaped dimpling on outer facesheet. Dimples were not
as deep as the dimples in ring 1.
Core splicing
None
problems
Facesheet problems Facesheets cut short so they underlapped on the inside 
and
underlapped slightly on the outside.
Wrinkling 4 longitudinal wrinkles on the outer facesheet and 6 longitudinal
wrinkles on the inner facesheet due to poor wrapping.
Top sheet joining Fiberglass tab forced into top facesheet forming a 1 mm (0.04")
problems deep groove.
Other Comments This cure was preformed to try a new top sheet configuration 
and
a new lay-up. Many wrinkles and dimples formed because the
facesheets were not tightly wrapped.
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Name Cylinder 1
Uncut dimensions 1.08 m (42.4") length, 21.3 cm (8.375") midplane radius and 1.9
cm (%") thick honeycomb core.
Lay-up Same as ring 2.
Same as ring 1 except with flash tape splicing the bagging
Bagging materials
materials in the longitudinal and circumferential directions
Core splice Same as ring 2.
Top sheet Same as ring 2 except the top sheet was butt jointed only.
Dam configuration Same as ring 1.
Cure cycle Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling Some V shaped dimples 8.9 cm (3 ") formed on the edges of
the cylinder. The dimples were not as deep as the previous rings.
Core splicing No, but a small ridge formed on the outer facesheet due to
problems fasteners.
Facesheet problems
Facesheet misalignment on outside due to poor wrapping.
Two longitudinal wrinkles on the outside and three on the inside
Wrinkling due to poor wrapping. There were also many small wrinkles in
the 45-degree directions. Wrinkles also formed due to flash tape
splicing of the bagging materials.
Top sheet joining Outer facesheet pinching was much worse than ring 1.
problems
Other Comments This cure was preformed to determine the problems involved 
in
building a full sized cylinder. Many wrapping problems were
encountered due to the large size of the facesheets.
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Name Plate 6
Uncut dimensions 17.8 cm (7"), 15.2 cm (6"), and 1.9 cm (34") thick honeycomb
core.
Lay-up [02 /± 4 7]T facesheets with Flexcore aluminum core.
Release film, PT, and GNPT on the top. Release film and 5
sheets total of alternating GNPT and PT on the bottom.
Core splice None
Top sheet 0.51 mm (20 mil) aluminum top sheet.
Dam configuration Dams composed of softwood.
Cure cycle
Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling No
Core splicing
NA
problems
Facesheet problems
No
Wrinkling Rough surface on top due to PT, however the bottom was
smooth. Both sides had a few light wrinkles that could be seen
but barely felt.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Other Comments Plates 6 - 17 were cured under the same bag. These plates were
cured to determine the effect of bagging materials on the
facesheet surface.
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Name Plate 7
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 6.
Lay-up
Same as plate 6.
Release film, PT, and GNPT on the top. Release film and 1
sheet GNPT on the bottom.
Core splice
None
Top sheet Same as plate 6.
Dam configuration Same as plate 6.
Cure cycle
Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling No
Core splicing
NA
problems
Facesheet problems
No
Wrinkling
Same as plate 6 except that the wrinkles were greater in number.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Other Comments Plates 6 - 17 were cured under the same bag. These 
plates were
cured to determine the effect of bagging materials on the
facesheet surface.
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Name Plate 8
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 6.
Lay-up
Same as plate 6.
Release film and GNPT on the top. Release film and 5 sheets
total of alternating GNPT and PT on the bottom.
Core splice
None
Top sheet Same as plate 6.
Dam configuration Same as plate 6.
Cure cycle
Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling No
Core splicing
NA
problems
Facesheet problems
No
Wrinkling The top and bottom were smooth except for very light wrinkles
that were about equal in number and size as plate 7.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Other Comments Plates 6 - 17 were cured under the same bag. These plates were
cured to determine the effect of bagging materials on the
facesheet surface.
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Name Plate 9
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 6.
Lay-up
Same as plate 6.
Release film and GNPT on the top. Release film and 1 sheetBagging materials
GNPT on the bottom.
Core splice
None
Top sheet Same as plate 6.
Dam configuration Same as plate 6.
Cure cycle
Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling No
Core splicing
NA
problems
Facesheet problems
No
Wrinkling Same as plate 6. Light pitting was seen on the bottom facesheet
probably due to poor cleaning of the cure plate.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Other Comments Plates 6 - 17 were cured under the same bag. These plates were
cured to determine the effect of bagging materials on the
facesheet surface.
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Name Plate 10
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 6.
Lay-up
Same as plate 6.
Peel ply, PT, and GNPT on the top. Peel ply and 5 sheets total
of alternating GNPT and PT on the bottom.
Core splice
None
Top sheet Same as plate 6.
Dam configuration Same as plate 6.
Cure cycle
Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling Could not remove the peel ply without damaging the specimens.
Core splicing
NA
problems
Facesheet problems
No
Wrinkling Could not remove the peel ply without damaging the specimens.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Other Comments Plates 6 - 17 were cured under the same bag. These plates were
cured to determine the effect of bagging materials on the
facesheet surface.
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Name Plate 11
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 6.
Lay-up
Same as plate 6.
Peel ply, PT, and GNPT on the top. Peel ply and 1 sheet GNPT
Bagging materials
on the bottom.
Core splice
None
Top sheet Same as plate 6.
Dam configuration Same as plate 6.
Cure cycle
Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling Could not remove the peel ply without damaging the specimens.
Core splicing NA
problems
Facesheet problems No
Wrinkling Could not remove the peel ply without damaging the specimens.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Plates 6 - 17 were cured under the same bag. These plates were
Other Comments
cured to determine the effect of bagging materials on the
facesheet surface.
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Name Plate 12
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 6.
Lay-up
Same as plate 6.
Peel ply and GNPT on the top. Peel ply and 5 sheets total of
Bagging materials
alternating GNPT and PT on the bottom.
Core splice
None
Top sheet Same as plate 6.
Dam configuration Same as plate 6.
Cure cycle
Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling No
Core splicing NA
problems
Facesheet problems
No
Wrinkling Could not remove the peel ply without damaging the specimens.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Plates 6 - 17 were cured under the same bag. These plates were
Other Comments
cured to determine the effect of bagging materials on the
facesheet surface.
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Name Plate 13
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 6.
Lay-up
Same as plate 6.
Peel ply and GNPT on the top. Peel ply and 1 sheet GNPT on
Bagging materialsthboom
the bottom.
Core splice
None
Top sheet Same as plate 6.
Dam configuration Same as plate 6.
Cure cycle Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling No dimples on the top of the specimen. Could not remove the
peel ply from the bottom without damaging the specimen.
Core splicing
NA
problems
Facesheet problems
No
Wrinkling Top facesheet had a dull black / gray appearance that was rough
in many locations.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Plates 6 - 17 were cured under the same bag. These plates were
Other Comments cured to determine the effect of bagging materials on the
facesheet surface. The peel ply was very hard to remove and
produced a lousy surface so it was never used again.
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Name Plate 14
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 6.
Lay-up
Same as plate 6.
One Sheet of GNPT on top. Five sheets total of alternating
Bagging materials
GNPT and PT on the bottom.
Core splice
None
Top sheet Same as plate 6.
Dam configuration Same as plate 6.
Cure cycle
Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling No
Core splicing
NA
problems
Facesheet problems No
Wrinkling Top has smooth dull brownish black finish almost the same as
plate 13 with the peel ply. Bottom is smooth and featureless
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Plates 6 - 17 were cured under the same bag. Something
Other Comments unknown happened to the top facesheet, however it was not seen
on other specimens with the same top sheet bagging
configuration.
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Name Plate 15
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 6.
Lay-up
Same as plate 6.
Bagging materials GNPT on top and bottom.
Core splice None
Top sheet Same as plate 6.
Dam configuration Same as plate 6.
Cure cycle
Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling No
Core splicing
NA
problems
Facesheet problems No
Both sides were perfectly smooth except the top sheet has two
Wrinkling
small pits probably due to poor cleaning techniques prior to
manufacturing.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Plates 6 - 17 were cured under the same bag. These plates were
Other Comments
cured to determine the effect of bagging materials on the
facesheet surface.
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Name Plate 16
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 6.
Lay-up
Same as plate 6.
PT, and GNPT, and wrinkled release film on top. 5 sheets total
Bagging materials of alternating GNPT and PT and wrinkled release film on the
bottom.
Core splice None
Top sheet Same as plate 6.
Dam configuration Same as plate 6.
Cure cycle Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling No
Core splicing
NA
problems
Facesheet problems
No
Smooth bottom with rough surface on top due to PT. Light
Wrinkling wrinkles appeared on both sides of the specimen that were the
about the same as the wrinkles plates 2-4, however the amplitude
of the wrinkles were larger.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Other Comments Plates 6 - 17 were cured under the same bag. These 
plates were
cured to determine the effect of bagging materials on the
facesheet surface.
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Name Plate 17
Uncut dimensions Same as plate 6.
Lay-up
Same as plate 6.
Release film, PT, and GNPT on top. Release film, four wrinkled
Bagging materials sheets total of alternating GNPT and PT, and one flat sheet of
GNPT on the bottom.
Core splice None
Top sheet Same as plate 6.
Dam configuration Same as plate 6.
Cure cycle
Same as plates 4 and 5.
Core crushing No
Dimpling No
Core splicing NA
problems
Facesheet problems No
Wrinkling Rough surface on top due to PT. The bottom was smooth but
also possessed wrinkles that were akin to the wrinkles in plate 6,
except less frequent.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Plates 6 - 17 were cured under the same bag. These plates were
Other Comments cured to determine the effect of bagging materials on the
facesheet surface. The outcome of these cures was that plate 15
produced the most desirable surface.
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Name Ring 3
25.4 cm (10") length, 21.3 cm (8.375") midplane radius and
Uncut dimensions
1.9 cm (%") thick honeycomb core.
Lay-up [02 / ± 4 7]1 facesheets with Flexcore aluminum core.
One layer of GNPT on the top and bottom. GNPT on top
Bagging materials
bonded to top sheet prior to wrapping.
One longitudinal splice with core splice and mechanically held
Core splice
with clips.
0.51 mm (20 mil) aluminum top sheet with tight butt joint. High
Top sheet
temperature epoxy placed between the gap to hold it shut.
Dam configuration Aluminum end dams.
Standard TELAC cure cycle except that 103 kPa (15 psi) gage
Cure cycle
pressure and no 116 C (240 C) temperature hold.
Core crushing No
Dimpling None except for about a 17.8 cm (7") wide strip centered on thelocation of the top sheet joint.
Core splicing
None
problems
Facesheet problems Facesheets were cut short on the inside and they underlapped.
Two longitudinal wrinkles on the outer surface due to poor
Wrinkling
wrapping. The inside surface was wrinkle free.
Top sheet joining Adhesive failed at the top sheet joint. Top sheet found
problems overlapping after cure with a wrinkle that looked like !-.
First cylinder done on the manufacturing table with a minimal
Other Comments amount of bagging material method. This cure also tested a new
lay-up, new dam configuration and was the first time the
manufacturing table was used.
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Name Plate 18
Uncut dimensions 30.5 cm (12") long, 35.6 cm (14") wide, and 1.9 cm (34") thick
honeycomb core.
Lay-up Same as ring 3.
Bagging materials Same as ring 3.
Core splice None
Top sheet Standard TELAC top plate used.
Dam configuration Dams composed of softwood.
Cure cycle Same as ring 3 except facesheets were debulked prior to lay-up.
The vacuum was mistakenly added before the pressure causing
Core crushing the core to collapse in a manner similar to plate 1. However, the
facesheets remained relatively flat.
Dimpling Surfaces were slightly dimpled on both sides.
Core splicing
NA
problems
The facesheets did not delaminate, were stiffer, and were easier
Facesheet problems to handle due to debulking. Wide white scratches were found on
the facesheets. At the edges, the facesheets felt as if they burnt.
Facesheets were severely wrinkled in-plane at the edges due to
Wrinkling he face that there was no core beneath them. Out-of-plane
wrinkling did not occur for these laminates.
Top sheet problems NA
Plates 18, 19, and 20 cured at the same time. Due to the benefits
of debulking, it was determine that all to facesheets of future
Other Comments cures should be debulked. The effect of the order of applying
vacuum and pressure can only be seen in plates because in
curved honeycomb the curvature helps counteract the forces
encountered when applying a vacuum.
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Name Plate 19
Uncut dimensions 30.5 cm (12") long, 35.6 cm (14") wide, and 1.9 cm (34") thick
honeycomb core.
Lay-up Same as ring 3.
Bagging materials Same as ring 3.
Core splice None
Top sheet Same as plate 18.
Dam configuration
Same as plate 18.
Cure cycle
Same as plate 18.
Core crushing Same as plate 18.
DimplingSame as plate 18.
Dimpling
Core splicing NA
problems
Facesheet problems Same as plate 18.
Same as plate 18.
Wrinkling
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Plates 18, 19, and 20 cured at the same time. Due to the benefits
of debulking, it was determine that all to facesheets of future
Other Comments cures should be debulked. The effect of the order 
of applying
vacuum and pressure can only be seen in plates because in
curved honeycomb the curvature helps counteract the forces
encountered when applying a vacuum.
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Name Plate 20
Uncut dimensions 30.5 cm (12") long, 35.6 cm (14") wide, and 1.9 cm (%") thick
honeycomb core.
Lay-up Same as ring 3.
Bagging materials Same as ring 3.
Core splice None
Top sheet
Same as plate 18.
Dam configuration
Same as plate 18.
Cure cycle
Same as plate 18.
Core crushing Same as plate 18.
Dimpling Same as plate 18.
Core splicing
NA
problems
Facesheet problems Same as plate 18.
Wrinkling Same 
as plate 18.
Top sheet joining NA
problems
Plates 18, 19, and 20 cured at the same time. Due to the benefits
of debulking, it was determine that all to facesheets of future
Other Comments cures should be debulked. The effect of the order 
of applying
vacuum and pressure can only be seen in plates because in
curved honeycomb the curvature helps counteract the forces
encountered when applying a vacuum.
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Name Cylinder 2
81.3 cm (32") length, 21.3 cm (8.375") midplane radius and
Uncut dimensions
1.9 cm (3/4") thick honeycomb core.
Lay-up Same as ring 3.
Bagging materials Same as ring 3.
Core splice Same as ring 3.
Three 0.38 mm (15 mil) stainless steel top sheets side by side.
First had two shims beneath the GNPT and the top sheet joint.
Top sheet The top sheet joint was glued shut. Second top sheet was
mechanically held shut with bolts and glued shut. Third was like
the first but with no adhesive.
Dam configuration Same as ring 3.
Cure cycle Same as ring 3.
Core crushing No
Dimpling There were dimples around the shims, but not under the shims.
Core splicing
None
problems
Facesheet problems None
Inside flawless except for a wide epoxy ridge where the inner
Wrinkling GNPT is closed. Two wrinkles on outside with one of them at
the location of the second top sheet joint
First, the top sheet epoxy failed. Shims for first and third top
p .e . sheets driven into outer facesheet leaving an imprint equal in
Top sheet joinng depth to their thickness. Dull rough surface under the shims, but
problems no wrinkles do to those top sheets. Epoxy ridge formed due
inability to put a sharp radius of curvature on second top sheet.
This was the first cylinder cure with debulked facesheets.
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Name Cylinder 3
Uncut dimensions Same as cylinder 2.
Lay-up [0 ± 47/ 0]1 facesheets with Flexcore aluminum core.
One layer of GNPT on the top and bottom. GNPT not bonded to
Bagging materials
top sheet prior to wrapping.
Core splice Same as cylinder 2.
0.38 mm (15 mil) stainless steel top sheet with tight butt joint.
Top sheet Pyramid shaped shim placed between outer GNPT and top sheet
joint.
Dam configuration Same as ring 3.
Cure cycle Same as ring 3.
Core crushing No
Two large dimples in the facesheet probably due to a tool strike
Dimpling
on the outer surface of the top sheet prior to curing.
Core splicing
None
problems
Facesheet problems Inside face sheet cut slightly short so that overlap is noticeable.
Wrinkling
None due to very tight wrapping.
Top sheet joining 4 thin wrinkles at the locations of the height changes in the shim.
problems 1 larger wrinkle at the location of the top sheet joint.
Other Comments New lay-up with increased symmetry through the facesheets.
The surface was perfect except for the top sheet joint.
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Name Cylinder 4
Uncut dimensions Same as cylinder 2.
Lay-up Same as cylinder 3.
Bagging materials Same as cylinder 3.
Core splice Same as cylinder 2.
0.38 mm (15 mil) stainless steel top sheet with tight butt joint.
Top sheet Pyramid shaped shim placed between outer GNPT and top sheet
joint. Shim is wider and thicker than shim used for cylinder 3.
Dam configuration Same as ring 3.
Cure cycle Standard TELAC cure cycle except with 103 kPa (15 psi) gage
pressure.
Core crushing No
Dimpling None
Core splicing
None
problems
Facesheet problems None
2 wrinkles due to poor wrapping, however the temperature hold
allowed the epoxy to flow and almost fill the wrinkles. The
Wrinkling
inside facesheet was cut slightly short, however the epoxy filled
in the wrinkle.
5 thin wrinkles at the locations of the height changes in the shim
Top sheet joining
that can be seen but for the most part cannot be felt. These
problems
wrinkles were much smaller than those were in cylinder 3.
The surface has an odd wavy appearance that may be due to the
apparent magnification of the waviness of the fibers due to theOther Comments epoxy surface layer. The top sheet joint was declared perfect
except the surface was wrinkled due to poor wrapping. Between
cylinder 3 and 4 the curing process was declared perfected.
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